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F. 0. BAILEY A

DR. E. B, REED.

Clairvoyant and Botanic Physiciai I
itiedicai. noons

592 CONGRESS ST, PORTLAND, ME
I)r. Heed treats all chronic diseases that flesh i
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurabt
by the allopath.c aud homoeopathic physicians,
will take their case to treat and cure them. I flm
about four-flfths ol the cases given up to die cai
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter
with their full name and place of residence am
one 2-cent stamp and *2.00.
Examination at thi
ofllce $1, aud consultation free.
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and Cents’ Furnish-
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WEDNESDAY, Dec. 22d, at 2.30 o’clock
and continuing at 10 a. m., 2.30 and 7.30
p

m., each duv after until sold, we shall sell at store
No. 20» Middle Street, a large and well selected
stock of Gent’s, Youth’s and Bov’s Clothing eonslating of Overcoats, Keefers, Suits, Coats.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,

Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60
a year; If paid In
advance, $2.00 a vear.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press’ (which has a large circulation in every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 60 cents per square for each subse
quent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Putt,

Vests, dent’s Furnishing Goods, Hats, Caps, &c.
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F. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

WASTED.

Bools Sliocs

Rubbers lo ilie

and

Trade,
Three

or

qualified.

DRUGS, this ofllce.

ence,
decl7

BY AUCTION.
THURSDAY. Dec. 3i'th, at 10 *a. m„ we
shall sell in lots to suit the trade, the entire
stock of Geo. D. Ferry, No 223 York
Street, consisting of Men’s, ladies’ and Children’s
Shoes and Rubbers. Also small wares andBoots,
findings. Catalogues upon application.
dec24dtd
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Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
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R. H. Stearns & Co.

Lanison’s

Make Your Selection

WEATHER.

Washington, Dec. 25.
The indications for Maine are rain or
snow, colder.
Cautionary northwest signals continue at
stations on tine Atlantic coast from Eastport
to Norfolk.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

R. O. RAII.I'V.
marl

SATURDAY MORNING,

Published every day (Sundays exeepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 87 Exchange Street. Portland. Me.
Terms—Right Dollars a Year. To mall subscribers. Seven Dollars a Year. 11 paid in advance
Rates of Advertising—One inch ol space
the length ol column, or twelve lines nonpareil
constitutes a "square.”
$1.60 per square, daily, first week; 76 cents per
week after; three Insertions or less, $l.oo, continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents:
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales, $2.00 per square per week; three iusertlons or less, $1.60.
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MAIN!.
Mr. Blaine in Better

Call and gee

our new
picture
pecially appropriate for a

-AND-

es-

CHRISTMAS GIFT.
dec8

Health.

Avgusta, Dee.

eodtf

24.—Mr. Blaine’s attack ol
He lias entirely
gout was only for a day.
recovered and is at work.

Maine Ship Carpenters in Demand.
Bath, Dec. 24.—James C. Parker and
James

Findlater, ship building

contractors

of Detroit, are iu the city s eeking sixty carpenters to work iu Detroit.
They offer big
inducements and have thus far signed fifteen
men to go, several of whom are Knights of
Labor.

QUEEN VICTORIA SATISFIED
With the Amendments of the Cadar
dian
Fisheries Act—Purchase of

FRENCH

AND

Balt and Ice Forbidden.

AMERICAN.

Ottawa, Ont., 24.—The government yesterday received notice that Her Majesty had

Many novelties in American Clocks. Great reduction In French Marble Clocks. Gold Bowed
Spectacles and Eye Glasses accurately fitted.

SILVER WARE

Articles in both solid silver and plated
Also a new lot of

Silver

ware.

Thimbles, Napkin Rings,Ac.

Celluloid Toilet and Manicure Sets,
in Satin and Flush Cases, which are beauiiful and
useful

presents at any time.
Come down on Middle street and see me
old stand (established 1871). hut In a

NEW REMODELED STORL.
with large show windows. It will pay you. Gut of
customers can take the horse ears from the
depot and stop at the F. O. I am two doors from
the corner of Exchange street. Look or enquire
for Lamsou’s Jewelry Store, 177 Middle street.
Open every evening till Christmas.
town

CHAS. H. LAWSON,
Jeweler,

177 MIDDLE ST..
PORTLAND. ME.

oTit(

j(>

1

assented to tiie amendment to the Canadian
fisheries act passed at tho last session, and
which was reserved by the Governor-General for the assent of the imperial authorities, it will be remembered
that, when the
Canadian cruisers commenced seizing American tismug vessels for
purchasing bait and
ice, the question of the legality of such
under
the
proceedings
Canadian fisheries
act was raised, and it was found that the act
did not sufficiently cover such
eases, inasmuch as it did not provide the
penalty of

confiscation.
been

made

HUNCRY

AND

COLDS
WHICH LEAD TO

Consumption
•

nave been speedily cured by the use of ADAMSON’S COUGH BALSAM, after all other
Cough Medicines had failed. Sufferers
from either recent or chronic coughs or
bronchial affections can resort to this great
remedy confident of obtaining speedy relief
Do not delay. Get it at once; it may save
your life.
A wonderful remedy is ADAMSON’S
COUGH B ALSAM. It heals irritated parts,
cures the cough and helps the throat and
lungs to resist the influence of climate so
severe r. t' :.s time of the year. ADAMSON'S 1 * >' til* 11AL8AM has been used by
;b©

ti

<

\

r«

i.i.nent

people

with the best

results.

as by Magic.
Pleasant, and CuresMedicine
by Druggibts
Sold

and

Dealers

BABES AT CHRISTMAS

Pitiful Scenes In
on

COUCHS

Prosecutions have, therefore,

under the customs act for infringement of customs regulations, in eases
of neglect to enter and similar offences and
lines imposed.
Last session Minister Foster
introduced,
and bad passed, an act to amend the fisheries
act, in which it is provided it shall not be
legal for fishing vessels to enter Canadian
ports for any other purposes than those expressly stipulated in the treaty of 1813; that
is, ‘for shelter, for repairs, for obtaining
food or for obtaining water.”
This act was
intended to provide the penalty of confiscation for purchasing bait or ice, and will
give
the Canadian government much more freedom of action in dealing witli trespassing
This is the ait to which
fishing vessels.
notice of assent was received to-day.

Tenement House
Creen Street, Lowell.
a

Lowell, Mass., Dee. 24.—About a year
ago Miss Louisa Crane, an aged lady, resided in a tenement in Appleton street, and
supported herself by caring for the infants
of mothers who were compelled to work in
the mills. The condition of the
building and
the tenement was ealled to the attention of
the Board of Health at the time, and
by order of the chairman the building was vacated. Recently Miss Crane secured a tenement in Green street and resumed the care
of children.
When Secretary Jewell, of the overseers
of the poor, visited the building the other
day he found the children in a weak condition.
Dr. Ricker, who examined them subsequentlv, said they were suffering from want
of food.
The room in which Miss Crane resides is
not much larger than a good-sized closet.
It contains a small kitchen stove, which
was heated to its utmost when Mr. Shaw of
the Board of Health visited the room this
morning. In the four cradles were four infants.
One of the little unfortunates,
which was-suffering more than the others
from want of food, was taken to the city
farm by .Secretary Sewell. Miss Crane said
if the mothers left sufficient food she gave it
to the children; but they had to suffer if the
mothers forgot them, as she hersef had no
money to purchase food.
The Board of
Health will order the tenement vacated.

Everywhere.

Price lOcts. and 35cts.
MADE BY
F. W. KINSMAN A' CO., Druggkt.,
New York City.
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Fiends Torture a Boy to
Death.
Des Moines, la., Dec. 24.—Brown and
Chloe Robinson, negroes, living near MonteColored

zuma, were arrested to-day for torturing to
death Brown’s six-year old grandson. The
boy died last night and the testimony at the
inquest indicated that Chloe Robinson had
suspended the little one by the heels, and
belabored him with a rope for three minutes
for some alleged offence.
Subsequently

Brown suspended the body in

a

and wore out on

like

manner

his frail body half dozen
switches,concluding the castigation by washhim
with
salt
and
water.
ing

E. B. Robinson & Co.,
ESTABLISHED 1847.
I*:* EXCHANGE NT.
,lm-1

eorftjfml

X-MAS.

Editor Crady Given a Reception.
Atlanta, Ga., Dec. 24.—Henry W. Grady
was met at the depot
tonight by an immense

crowd of citizens to welcome him back and
demonstrate their satisfaction at the speech
before the New England Society in New
l ork Wednesday night.
Mr. Grady was escorted to the Kimball House, where he made
a speech.
Every sentiment of the restoration of harmony by the sections was vocifer-

ously applauded.

A Fatal
If you waut to uiake
of

a

bilk

Lady or a Gent a Present
Umbrella, call on
a

Quarrel.

No. 11)7 fliddle Street.

last seen the wreck bore from the west end
of Two Busli Island, about northwest from
the east end of Monroe’s Island, nortli one
half east from the Triangles, east by south,
one-half south about on© mila.
Indicted by the Crand Jury.
Skowhf.gan, Dec. 24.—The grand jury reported this morning eight indictments. Mrs.
Emma G. Brown and Albert Hurd of Harmony, for arson; one common seller; one

larceny; one forgery; two towns for defective highway. Two indictments were found
against the Hurd boy for arson.
The arson
cases w

ill be tried this term.

Fire at Norway.

Norway, Dec. 24.—Horace Proctor’s bucket manufactory aud board mill was burned
Wednesday. The cause of the fire was a defective flue.
for $500.

The loss

was

$3000; insured

Sentenced to the State Prison.

Rockland, Dec. 2A—The December
term of the Supreme Judicial Court, Judge
Peters presiding, closed tonight after a fortnight’s session. Charles A. Simmons for
larceny of a boat was sentenced to one year
in the State Prison; George A. Webber for
the same offence, one year, and one year alindictment of breaking and entering
the store of the Bodwell Granite Company
at Spruce Head: William
H.
Kinofnr
breaking and entering the same store, one
year; Elbridge Stone for breaking and entering the store of Hymen Gallert in Rockland, five years; Edward Cook,breaking into
the dwelling house of Samuel Lampson at
St. Goorge, one year; William Sheldon, for
the same offence, three years.
All these
parties are residents of St. George.
so on an

A Gambler Commits

Suicide.

New York, Dec. 24.—Henry Oldenberg.of
2143 Fulton street, Brooklyn, formerly a produce dealer in Fulton market, this city, this
evening jumped from the ferry boat Arizona,
of the Williamsburg line, his bodv being
carried away by the current. Before jumping he threw off his overcoat, in which was
found this letter:
“1 live at 2142 Fulton street. I am no good
to myself or my family, so I end this life at
most only a few years sooner. Let all men
take warning, and keep away from horse
racing and pool rooms. Good-bye wife and
children. I have always been good and true
to you. God will take care of you.”
The suicide was 42 years old, and leaves a
widow and two children.

Miraculous Escape.
Fall River. Mass., Dec. 24.—A collision
occurred on the Old Colony railroad this
morning,whereby several cars were smashed
A man miraculously escaped with his life.
A switching engine was going slowly up
the track as a string of freight cars was

down.
The engineer reversed
his engine, but before he could stop it
the locomotive crashed into the cars which
were loading at the dock.
Frank Turteom a
laborer, was pitched under the wheels of the
rear car, where he was rolled over three
times, and finally thrown under the platform.
He escaped with slight bruises.

backing

Knights of Labor.
Philadelphia, Dec. 24.-The Tocsin, the

organ of the working men of this city, will
say tomorrow: “From the number of secret
circulars published by the head of the noble
order, it is to be inferred that distinguished
gentleman is trying to make it appear at
least that he is earning his princely salary of
S-WOO a year. Many a poor Knight of Labor,
if not on the verge of starvation, is certainly
not earning more than enough to keep body

and soul together during this Christmas season, while the heads of the order arc revelling in all the luxuries their princely salaries
Officials certainly have bettered
afford.
their condition. Pile on the assessments.”

Staunton, Va.,

Dec. 24.—J. A. Blackburn, a prominent merchant at Albemarle,
was shot and
instantly killed last night at
his store near Greenwood by L. W. David.
The difficulty resulted from playing crocka-

loo.

COE,

Dangerous to Navigation.
Kockland, Dec. 24.—Revenue steamer
Woodbury reports the wreck of the British
schooner Jennie Gibson, Capt. Peatman,
which went ashore on the Triangles the night
of the 14th inst., in a position dangerous to
navigators using the channel eastward of
Northers Triangles, near Whitehead. When

Boiler Explosion.
Vandalia, 111., Dec. 24,-The boiler in
John Smith’s saw mill, three miles east of
here, exploded yesterday, killing Smith and

wounding

a

workman, probably fatally.

Young Lady Deaf Mute Murdered.
Raleigh, N. C., Dec. 24. -The body of
Miss Turlington, the deaf mute young lady
who suddenly disappeared from this city
with W. L. Bingham, and who was from the
first supposed to have been murdered, was
found today in the woods eight miles from
Raleigh, and one mile from Cary, a village
on the North Carolina, Raleigh and Augusta railroad. She had been shot through the
head and her throat cut.
A

DECEMBER 28,

FROM WASHINGTON.
Protests Against the Fres Ship Bll I
From Many Ship Owners.
An Act
tions

Amending the Pension Sec
Approved by the President.

T886.-WITH

it declares that no assembly should eitlic r
contribute money in aid of the Anarchists c r
take action encouraging such contribution s
or otherwise aiding them.
The other sectlo a
is to the effect that no
assembly may, witl
out violating the constitution and laws of th
order, lend itself in aid of any political ntovt
ment whatever, much less make of Itself a
active political machine.

SUPPLEMENT.

Elaborate Preparations for Celebrating Christmas at the Capitol.

Washington, Dec. 24— Representatives
American Shipping League are remaining over the holidays to continue theii
opposition to the l’eiudexter Dunn free ship
bill, and their advocacy of the bill introduced into the ITou.se by Mr. Dingley, and in
the Senate by Mr. Frye, which proposes that
in compensation for carrying United States
mails, a bounty of so much per ton should be
paid to American shipbuilders, and of so
much per mile traversed to American ship
owners.
Some of the leading members of
the American Shipping League, notably
Hon. W. M. Harwell, secretary of the New
Orleans Chamber of Commerce, were formerly strong advocates of “free ships and
sailors’ rights.” Telegrams in opposition to
the free ship bill have been received from
leading shipbuilders and boards of trade all
over the country, among them the
following :
of tlie

Bridgeport Conn., Dec. 16.
The Board of Trade of Bridgeport, Conn., deprecatethe passage by Congress of tlie Free Ship
bill. We wish to promote the revival of American shipping.
D. m. Read, President.
Rik kport, Me., Dec, 16.
W e hope that the free ship bill will be defeated.
Should it pass, we consider it would ruin the industries of this country.
Cable ton, Norwood & Co.

Thomaston, Me., Dec. 16.
ship owner, and controlling 20,000 tons ot
shipping, I strongly oppose the passage of tiltfree ship bill, as It would destroy one of our most
Important Industries.
Edward E. O’Brien.
As

A New Pension

The London Press' Criticisms on th
Result of Churchill's Resignation.

Report

that

The President lias approved tlie act amending sections 4736 ana 4757, relating to pensions to certain disabled persons who have
served in the navy and marine corps.
Destitute Soldiers Increasing.
The report of the board of managers of
the National Home for disabled volunteer

soldiers,

which was laid before tlie House,
says that the average number of inmates
during the last fiscal year was 8,016, against
8,050 for tlie preceding year, nn increase of
11.13 Per cent. This ratio of increase is said
to be likely to continue for a decade to come.
The survivors of the war are growing old.

ferries and elevated roads wa
hazardous and tedious. Only one acciden
Is reported thus far.
The ferry boats At
lantfc and Northfleld of South and Statei
Island ferries respectively, collided at tb >
foot of White street.
The Atlantic fron
Brooklyn with a big crowd of passenger
was entering the slip as the Northfleld wa
leaving. The boats crashed together causlni
the greatest excitement among the passen
gers, many being women.
A number faint
ed. The Atlantic lost her guard rail and hai
her bow stove.
The Northfleld lost her fore
mast and rudder. John Costello, a passen
eer, who was standing on the bow of the At
lantic bad both legs cut off below the knee
and will probably die.
A few others wen

J

bruised.

Ex-Alderman “Charlie” Waite Released.
Ex-Alderman “Charlie” B. Waite was released from the House of Detention this af
ternoon. He went to the police headquarter:
and had an interview with Inspector Byrnes
He intends to go into the country soon and
possibly remain there until the next trial oi
the ‘boodlers.” He refused to be interview,
ed about the bribery cases.

Superintendent Smothered by Cas.
New Yoke, Dec. 24.-Capt. Peter E.
Lefevre, superintendent of the .Savannah
line of steamers was smothered to death
by
«*» gas at his residence in New Kochelle
last night. His wife was rendered uncon
scious and may recover.
Capt. Lefevre was
70 years old.
A

HORRIBLE COASTINC ACCIDENT.

were

entertained at

a

rbristmue VVO

liopfir

tonight, by Secretary and Mrs. Whitney. A
huge pine Christmas tree, gaily decorated,
was set up in the ball room, and around it
the children danced for an hour or two.
Great bundles of presents, which were piled
on benches around the tree, were distributed
among the children by lot. Among the older
folks present were Mrs. Eudicott and Mrs.
Vilas, and a large number of senators and
diplomats with their wives. Mrs. Cleveland
and Mrs. Folsom, witli little Miss May Cadman, were expected, but did not come.
The
Christinas tree, witli all its decorations, will
be left standing for the delight of the
orphan
children, whom Secretery and Mrs. Whitney
will entertain tomorrow.
An

Interesting

Case.

One of the last cases heard by the
Supreme
Court before adjournment was Huntington
et al., appellants, vs. Saunders, an appeal
from the Circuit Court in Massachusetts,
ihe parties reside in Cambridge. It excited
some attention in the court room
by its peculiar allegations of concealment of
property
from assignees in bankruptcy, and tbc claims
of appellants’ counsel that the case therefore required different treatment from some
former cases in the Supreme Court on
which the Circuit Court relied in deciding,
f he decision of the Supreme Court is looked
for with interest. Mr. George W. Parke
represented the appellants, and Mr. Jas. H.
1 oung the appellees.
Christmas at the Capital.
Christmas shopping has never been so gen-

eral and extensive in Washington as this
season.
The musical services announced for
tomorrow at the leading Catholic and Protestant churches are most elaborate. Father
Chappelle, pastor ef the leading Catholic
congregation of the city, and prospective
rector of the new Catholic university to be
erected here, takes the occasion to denv on
authority the statement that Cardinal Gibbon
had directed none but Catholics tb be employed in the choirs of Catholic churches.
More than half the salaried choirs in Catholic churches in this and Baltimore are not
members of the Catholic church.
DEATH BED CONFESSION
Of a

Man Who Several Years
Committed Murder.

Ago

North Adams, Mass., Dec. 24.—The village of White Oaks, two miles from Williamstown, near the Pownal line, has been
disturbed by the dying statement of George

Wilsey,

borne

who has

lived,

there

15 years and

unenviable reputation among the
villagers. Five years ago Hillard Walker
was seen walking home from North Adams
about 10 o’clock at night, and next morning
his mangled body was found on the
Troy &
Boston railroad track.
His clothes were
found half a mile away, and it was thought
that in a lit of delirium tremens he hail
stripped himself of his clothing and wandered to the track. The coroner’s inquest
reported accidental death by being run over
by the cars. Just before his deatii Wilsey
said to several bystanders: “I don’t want
an

to die without

telling something.

Five years

atp) John Bretton and myself met with ‘Hi’
Walker near Williamstown depot. We
knocked him down and pounded him to
death, then we carried him half a mile to
the crossing at Cole’s switch and left him on
the railroad track. We went immediately

home, and although some suspicion attached
to us in connection with Walker’s death we
were never arrested.
We were all drunk
and had some little dispute in North Adams
about Walker’s wife. That was what made
us kill him."
Bretton is now in Pittsfield jail for larceny. Mrs. Walker has led a rather wayward life since the deatii of her husband.
.She had three small children. Three days
after her husband's funeral she took them to
a neighbor's house and never called for them.
One of them, a little fellow ten years old,
who was living with a farmer near their old
home, went out of doors a year ago and shot
himself through the head, saying he did not
want to live longer without.
fnth#»i- nr
mother. The other two children are still
living at White Oak, one with his grandfather and another with a farmer. Friends
of Wilsey in White Oak deny that he made
such a statement as credited to him, hut one
man who was present at the death-bed gives
tlie story and vouches for its truth.
A HEAVY FAILURE.

Pliny Nickerson,

of

Boston, Has
$200,000.

Boston, Dec. 25.—The Advertiser will say
tomorrow that Pliny Nickerson this afternoon made an assignment to Thomas 11.
Bussell, of the law firm of C. II. A T. II.
Bussell, No. 27 State street. His liabilities
will be about ¥200.000, with nominal assets
of $230,000.
Nickerson is an extensive ship
owner, and lias been doing business under
the firm name of Nickerson A Co., at No. 4
Post office .Square. He has been in business
nearly half a century, and is rated among

Boston's foremost merchants, consequently
assignment was a surprise to many.
His friends, however, have known for some
time that lie was somew hat embarrassed,
and have urged him to make a statement of
his needs and allow them to help him
through. This he has refused to do, preferring to bear ills own losses and involve none
of them.
Nickerson’s manager states the
failure lias resulted from no immediate loss,
but from a gradual depreciation of the property in which Nickerson is interested. He
owned a large number of vessels. These
have been earning practically nothing for
the past three years, while they themselves

the

have decreased in value.
He also had invested largely in Western railroads, whose
stock lias since depreciated. The assignee
states that Nickerson’s paper is notlield
largely in any one place, but is pretty well
A meeting of the creditors will
scattered.
be called as soon as a statement of affairs
can be prepared.
Expressions of sympathy
with Nickerson are heard on all hands,
He
lias been prominent in philanthropic and
religious enterprises, and is held in the
highest esteem by those who know him.
A Revolt

Against Powderly.

Chicago, Doc. 24.—The carpenters’ local
assembly, Knights of Labor, adopted resolutions last night calling on all district assemblies to demand an immediate special session
of the General

Assembly for the purpose of
charges against General Master
preferring
Workmau Powderly for overstepping his authority. Mr. George Rodgers, Master Workman of District Assembly 24,
Knights of
Labor, still refuses to make public General
Master Workman Powderly’scommunication
regarding the attitude of the order tow ard
the Anarchists. It is stated.that in substance

Pownal,

Bennington. Vt„ Dec. 24.—A coasting accident, fatal in its results, occurred at North
Pownai at 7.30 o’clock Tuesday night. At
that hour, two hills running north and south,
and meeting in a ravine back of the Trov and
Boston depot, were covered with children
ridiDg on bobs and sleds. Eddie Stillman,
10

of age, started from the too of one
a moment later a pair of bobs left
the summit of the opposite incites.
At the
foot of the hills the two came together with
frightful force. The Stillman boy was in-

years

hill, and

stantly killed.
UJ

His body

was

horribly muti-

uuu.

IlUC lUinam

On the pair of bobs were four boys. They
were thrown oft by the collision, and one of
them, a lad 12 years old, named I'hampney,
sustained a broken leg. The boy who was
sitting just behind Champney, 10 years of
age, whose name is Stone, was badly and >t
is feared fatally hurt. Three of his ribs are
fractured and nls body around his shoulders
is crushed. The remaining two were bruised
but net seriously. Young Stillman’s father
was killed five years ago by being thrown
from a wagon at NorthTowual.

TELEPHONE COMPANY.
Sued

by City Officials

for

$90,000.

Evansville, Ind., Dec. 24.—in the circuit
court here yesterday, suit by eight councilmen, aggregating ninety thousand dollars,
were filed against the Cumberland Telephone
Company, for damages for false imprisonment. The suits grew out of a quarrel between the city council and the telephone
company. The company refused to comply
with the laws of the State and city, and the
council revoked their right of
way in the
streets and cut poles and wires.
Tne above
officials were arrested at the instance of the
company, charged with malicious tresspass,
and now the council retaliates on the company. The sheriff last night attached all
the telephone property in this city.
FIRE

RECORD.

Fire at Creat Falls.
Cheat Falls, N. II., Dec. 24.—The old
Boston & Maine freight house was burned
this morning.
Three stores and a hack
Jiouse were also destroyed. Loss $8000.
Car Work9 Burned.

Harrisburg, Pa., Dec. 24—The car works
King, at Middleton, were almost
wholly destroyed by lire this morning, causing a loss of $150,000.

of Schall *

A Minister on Trial.

Philadelphia, Dec. 24.—The district attorney announced this morning that the
commonwealth had closed its case in the
trial of Rev. Waldo Messaros for felonious
assault on Mrs. Mary Coulston. Mr. Shields
of the counsel for Messaros, then addressed
the
jury, outlining the course of the defence.
He said Messaros was the victim of a conthat witnesses would testify
spiracy-_aud
that Mrs.

Coulsson and ti. r
M
told them that Messaros would not be in the
long; that they had plans and schemes
pulpit
to get him out. Two witnesses testified for
the defence, after which the court adjourned

until Monday.
Strike of

Brakemen on a Southern
Road.

Louisville, Ky., Dec. 24—The strike of
the freight brakemen which commenced yesterday on the Louisville & Nashville road U
confined to the main stem between Louisville and Nashville, aud the north end of the
Knoxville division. No freight was sent
south from here yesterday over that road and
none received.
Notices have been issued to
that, until further notice, no freight
shippers
will be received for the South by the comhere.
The management have anpany
nounced that no striker not at work by one
o’clock today will be taken into service
again.

Failed for

$200,000.

Minneapolis, iice. 24.-1116 i’ray manufacturing company assigned yesterday. Its

liabilities

are

S'JO.OOO, while Pray

owes

$80,-

000. The nominal assets are $150,000, but it
is not believed that they will realize over 25
per cent, of the liabilities.
About 200 men
are thrown out of employment.
A large
amount of Pray’s paper was scattered through
them. The assignment was precipitated by
an attachment of the machinery for $750.
The liabilities of the firm are thought to he

$200,000

or over.

had collected.
He made some excuse and
then left for home.
This morning lie was
found dead on the road between New Bloomfield and Greenwood with an empty laudanum phial by his side.
It is supposed he
committed suicide owing to defalcation.
Murderers Arrested.

Clintonvii,lk, Wis., Dec. 23.—Frederick
Brock and his son-in-law, John Megger, were

arrested yesterday for the murder of the former's divorced wife last July. Information
was furnished by Charles
Macquard, a farm
hand, whom Megger attempted to kill with a
club while asleep a few
nights ago. Marquard escaped in his night clothes. The
reason for the attempted assassination was
probably that Brock and Meggar were aware
of his knowledge of the murder.

Mary Welsh Finally Burled.
South Walpole, Mass., Dee. 24.—All the
tests that have been made upon the body of
Mary Ann Walsh, who was thought to be In
a state of suspended animation, show
that
life is extinct. Decomposition having set in
the friends of the girl were satisfied of deatli
and the funeral took
place yesterday afternoon.
The case is a strange one. The bodysuit has some appearances of life, although

signs

of deatli are now

unmistakable.

Another Suicide.

Asheville, N. C., Dec. 24.'—Edward

S
Aston, son of Mayor E. J. Aston, shot himself through the head in the office of the
Swannoa Hotel this evening. Shortly before
tile deed he had called for a room, to which
he was assigned, hut he soon returned to the
office, asked for a sheet of paper, wrote »
note to Ms father, walked to the middle ol
the room, drew a pistol, fired into his
righl
temple and fell dead. He was 23 years old
The

Walking Match.
Philadelphia, Dec. 24.—The score o
the walking match at 11 o’clock tonight thi
<?al’ 111
close of the fifth day, was:
Name.
Miles
Shikel. 828
Hegelman. 3ie

t

‘T
«

H.mtto.

300

8

Golden.

274

n

Is

Rumor that the Russian Reserve) i
Have Been Ordered Out.
Fire fat Liverpool Destroys $2,000,
OOO Worth of Property.

Thirty Lives Lost by the Collision
Two Steamers.

01

Chicago, Dee. 24.—Frank S. Flint tin
catcher, has signed with the Chicago 'll,.
U
°

1

London, Dec. 24.—The Telegraph pro
that the result of Churchill's reslgna

suuies

tion will be that the Conservative Cabine
will be weakened morally and personally
retaining office because there Is nobody elst
to do the workTh^ Chronicle thinks that Churchill’s resignation will result in Lord Ilartingtor
giving a still stronger support to the government.

guage.

The Koine correspondent of the News says
that Lord Hartington received the news of
Churchill’s resignation direct frem Lord Sal-

isbury

telegraphed

and

in

reply

that he

would return to London directly if Salisbury
thought his presence necessaryplied for

trial of his counter *uit for
divorce against his wife on the ground that
the verdict of the jury was against the
weight of evidence.
It is stated that the Russian reserves have
lieen called out.
Marked movements of
troops have been noticed in Bessarabia.
Mr. Matthews, home
secretary, whose
resignation is thought probable, says he is
in perfect harmony with the cabinet. No
member of the government, within or without the
cabinet, avows adherence to
a new

The Conservatives

Churchill.

taking

are

courage.
Many members of the Conservative Club are opposed to a coalition ministry under Lord Hartington and want a

purely Tory cabinet.
Herbert Spencer, who has been restored
to health, will publish In January “Factors

of Organic Evolution,” enlarged from articles already printed.
William Morris has completed a metrical
translation of the twelve books of the

Odessey.

The supporters of Lord Randolph Churchill declare that when lie is able to tell the
true reason for his resignation tho disclosure

covered with handsome paper, and the pain
ing and pairing were done by Messrs. Ma ■stun A Gorham. By day the room is lighte 1
by 14 windows arranged in pairs and two ei itrances fitted with glass. The windows ai e
curtained, and over the curtains hang va Iances of rich Vienna drapery fitted by A. 4 i
Roberts A Sons.
There are twenty tables in the room, 1 3
rectangular ones along the sides and fiv t
round ones in the middle, all capable of seal
ing 130 persons or double the former ca
pacity. The tables are of cherry, and th ,
chairs are all imported wood and quite cost
ly. The furniture comes from the establish
ment of the George \V. Merrill Furnitur !
Company and does them much credit. I
long counter of cherry extends across tin 5
endof the room, and on this will stand
superb cigar case now being made in Bostoi
for the firm. The gas fixtures in the roon
are ail polished brass and bear
heavy glasi !
globes. The carpenter work was done bi
Lowell A Tibbetts, and is a good job.
Ihe table service is of silver, and the cas
tors all contain large cut glass bottles. Thi
glass ware bears this inscription ground or
the side of each piece: "M. C. Cafe, Wood
bury A Son, Bangor.” The railroad peoph
are highly
pleased with the whole establish,
ment and think that the Bar Harbor tourists
will fully appreciate it next summer. Undei
the management of Mr. W. H. Lowell the
restaurant has obtained a reputation among
travelers for a fine

The Morning Post says that the resigns,
tion has no connection with the foreign policy of the government, and that Churchill’s
opinions on Lire foreign policy coincide with
those of the cabinet.
The Standard says that Churchill has
missed his mark. The circumstances attending his secession will deprive him of the
sympathy extended to the ministers who resign from conscientious convictions.
The Daily News says: “We understand
that Lord Salisbury has asked Lord ilartington for assistance. The idea that he will
resign is absurd. Lord Salisbury is not the
sort of a man to admit publicly that he cannot
conduct
affairs
without Churchill.
Churchill possibly may now join theLiberals.
Gladstone would without doubt accept his
friendship, as he has ever had a kindly feeling for him in spite of his monstrous lan-

will cause a sensation

throughout

the

country, and result in his triumphant vindication. They say it will be shown that he
did not oppose the grants for the necessary
defense of the empire, but that he refused
to sanction an increase of estimates, unless
it was accompanied by the reformed administration of the war and admiralty departments.
Lord Randolph discovered while in
office, say His friends, that the government
had no control over the expenditure of huudreds of thousands of pounds which are
yearly voted for the war office for material
that has never been provided and that similar abuses exist in the admiralty.

League Meetings In Ireland.
London, Dec. 24.—Over a dozen league
meetings were held in Ireland to-day.
O’Brien has begun an action for £25,000
damage against the Dublin Express for libel
in liav'ng accused him of being a swindler
and an Invincible.

Foreign

Note*.

Lewis General’s retail stores and a large
stock of Christmas goods, at Liverpool,
were totally destroyed by
fire yesterday
morning. The loss is estimated at $2,000,000.
VV hen the firemen had obtained control of
the flames a large Polar hear in the menagerie was discovered alive anti
comparatively
unhurt though surrounded by rtaines. A
powerful stream of water was directed on
the cage and a number of men making their
way under the current, wrenched it from its

fastenings

and

grappling

it with chains and

bars, the bear desperately flying at them nil
the while, dragged it and its occupant from
the fire before the walls of the burning
buildings fell in. The rescue was witnessed
thousand*

of

and

people

with great cheering.

was

greeted

The snow storm in Central Germany lias
abated. Railroad communication has been
reopened with Saxony and Thuringia.
1 he heavy snow storm on the Continent
continues. Trains are blocked in every direction and tlie mails are greatly delayed.
While the British ironclad Sultan and the
French
steamer
Victoria were lying at
anchor in the Tagas at Lisbon, Portugal, the
former dragged her anchor and ran into the
Victoria. The Victoria immediately sank.
She had on board 230 persons,—passengers
the crew. The Sultan's captain admits that
the collision was due to the Sultan breaking tier moorings. After the Sultan’s collision with the Ville de Victoria, she collided with and damaged the steamer Richmond. The Ville de Victoria’s crew and
passengers numbered 63, of whom 30 were
drowned. An English lady who was saved
lost a bag containing 600
sovereigns which
she bad suspended around her neck previous
to the collision.
Tfce Minetaur also dragged
her anchor and ran into and damaged the

Monarch.
The Russian government has discov.-red
the existence of an extensive Nihilist organization, whose members are principally
workmen in

large

factories

in St.

Peters-

burg, Moscow and Vladimir.
Many members of the organization have been arrested.
The ocean yacht race for 1000 guineas, to
be sailed under the auspices of the Royal
Thames Yacht Club next season in honor of
the Queen’s jubilee, will be open to the
whole world.

RAILWAY MATTERS.
HUMFORD FALLS RAILROAD.
Mr. L. L. Lincoln, Superintendent of the
Rumford Falls & Buckfield railroad, thinks

that it would cost from $200,000 to $250,000 to
extend the Rumford Falls & Buckfield railroad from Canton to Rumford Fails, and remarked that once this fall a syndicate was
nearly completed to carry out the extension ■
but that it was temporarily put by. Tho
extension to Rumford Falls will be one of
the next things, though, in railroad work
and the vast water power of the upper Androscoggin further utilized. In that event
the beautiful village of Dixfield would be
the resting place of many more of the rest
srekers. It is a delightful by-place for the
pilgrim as it is, but with railroad facilities it
would be perfect and would open up vasl
regions of fishing grounds on all sides.
ROME,

WATERTOWN A

Earnings

of

OGDEXSBURU.
this road are announced as

follows:

1885-6
1884-5.
Year ended Sept. 30.
earnGross
*2,348,345 *1,703,732
ings

Operating ex-

Increase

*045,61;

pense. 1,336,669

1,095,053

241,611

Netearnings $1,011,676
Other income
29,749

*007,078
40,639

*403,99;
*10,89(

Total net.*1,041,425
793,061
Fixed Ch’ges.

*648,318
632.870

*303,10’
160,79

*247,764

#15,448

Surplus.

BAR HARBOR

which

menu

is

seldom

equalled in places of the kind, and with his
improved facilities Mr. Lowell will undoubtedly be able to approach very nearly
perfection in every particular.
NOTES.
A

despatch says: “The rumors that John
Porteous, General Freight Agent of the
Grand Trunk railroad, who retires from that
position Dec. 31,1886, had accepted the general managership of the Great Eastern Line,
with headquarters at Boston, are without

foundation. It is reported on good authority
that he has been offered a lucrative appointment with the Canadian Pacific railway, to
take charge of the ocean steamship traffic
which that company is preparing to handle.”
THE 8TATE CRANCE.

The Patrons’ Opinions on Inter-State
Commerce and Various Other
Subjects.
The following resolutions were adopted at
the closing session of the Grange on Thurs-

day:

Resoli'ed: That it is the
of Congress to provide legislation whereby duty
all common carriers
shall be
to
all
carry
compelled
passengers by the
mile and all freight by the ton and
mile, and by
which all persons and corporations doing business
through them shall be treated exactly alike. That
Mjollng shall be prohibited, and that stock waterties affixed that no corporation can afford to violate the law. Also that the penalty for rebate of
auy portion of freight bills be the forfeiture of the
charter of any railroad or other common carrier
so violating the laws.
Jtesotmt That we recognize the fact of the
Imperative need of a higher education of the
masses aud realize the Importance of
securing the
highest results In agricultural pursuits. Without
this, farm life becomes simply drudgery and the
possibilities of the home aud farm uuueveloped.
To the higher amt better education of all we must
look lor the right solution of the problems that
today threaten the social werld.
In our homes,
on our farnis,
socially, intellectually and political
ly. the obligation Is on us to labor for tbe better
education to lift the daily duties of life to a higher
realm and render life most pleasant and the results more satisfactory.
Jtcsolved. That farmers should be earnest about
our agricultural fairs, and see that
bettlDg. stoek
gambling, pool selling and liquor selling are not
carried on. For If we are united we have
great
lunuence and accomplish much good.
Jtcsolved, That practical co-operation in every
possible form should be the study and Stey note of
grange work the conilug year.
Jtesolwd, That country granges xhould'take the
good of the order within their Jurisdiction more
directly in hand, look after the welfare of weak
granges, take measures to have unoccupied sections canvassed for new granges, tbe
expenses to
be borne by tbe .Stale
Grange, under tbe direction
of the countv deputy.
UesolvetL That the interests of
agriculture demaud such ;unendmeiit to the revised statute*
that milk sliall be sold by "wine” instead of
••beer” measure.
Resolved That it is the special work of the
grange to Impress upon its members and through
them the public, the imperative necessity of giving more attention to the sanitary condition of
our homes.
With the prevalence of epidemic and
contagious diseases, ft becomes our duty to take
immediate steps to ward off their attack by providing better drainage and ventilation, and giving
attention to the water supply for our homes.
Through discussions and the distribution of the
tracts issued by the State Board of Health this
may be accomplished.
Resolved, That we regret the movement being
inade in certain quarter* against the Maine State
Couege.&nd the attempt persistently followed, to
belittle the work it has been and &
doing, fhis
work cau

only

be

properly

measured

reetiy interested iu the result, and

as

by

those dl-

representa-

°*
we urge and demand that tbe
HH*
its usefulness be increased rather
sphere of,uAat

diminished, and that it be

than

enabled to carry for-

the Important work upon which it has been
engaged.
Resolved, That we recommend our local granges
to offer premiums upon
leading crops and products of the farm and home;
competition to be
confined to the younger members; the exhibitions
to be made in connection with the Boinona
granges of the several counties.
We further recommend
as
an
inducement
to
the
of
these
growing
crops and
making
these products that the
receipts from the sale of
,he property of the boy or
girl making the exhibit.
That the granges of the State tie
urged to provide tor regular ruddle meetings. to
be controlled bo memliers of the
order, at which
questions pertaining to agriculture shall be taken
up and discusser!, lu order that those outside of
the order may be reached aud interested and
brought to be co-laborers with us in our grange
Jteeolced. That the progress end permanency of
the Order of Fatroes of Husbandry
very much depends upon the standard maintained by the
subordinate granges at their regular sessions, and
auy steps looking to an evasion of the principles
of the constitution, merits one most severe coodsmnatlon.
HesoUed That the State Grange shall
require
of all deputies that they make regular
Inspection
of the books and finances or each
grange in their
jurisdiction at least once a year, so that the unlforniity of fees and dues required by the constitution and hy-laws be secured, and report such
Inspection to the state Master and the Executive
Committee.
Jtcsolved. That in view of the interest and attentlun given tu agriculture In our State, and of the
possibilities of the future, it becomes our duty to
organize to secure legislation favorable to our
chosen occupation, while having the numbers sufto secure a majority of our legislators, we
ficient
have allowed the power to remain In the hands of
those not alwavs favorable to advanced agriculture. For this season It becomes our
duty as clti
zens, as farmers aud as patrons, to unite our
forces aud secure for our occupation the same
rights and privileges that have beeu secured to
others through the self-same combination.
Jtcsolved. That the practice of delaying the
opeuing of grange sessions, for the convenience of
tardy masters or members should he checked,
and tbe hour of meetlag be
promptly observed,
also that It oe required of masters that Gie
gavel
fall promptly at the hour tixed, and thus members
be taught t) e lesson of
promptness so necessary
J
for success in life.
ward
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RESTAURANT.

The new dining hall at Bar Harbor con
netted with the Maine Central lias been on

rencnuien are talking in a desultory
way
of putting up a monument to Victor Hugo.
The project Is not hailed with enthusiasm
r

by the public.

Now that the Socialists have taken to insulting her in the streets, the Queen of the
Belgians no more rides out in her little pony
carriage, in which she used daily to visit on
errands of charity the poorest quarters in
Brussels.
The Women’s Christian Temperance Union
in Illinois will ask the Legislature for scien
tide temperance instruction in the schools, to
strengthen the laws for the protection of
women against crime, and for municipal suffrage for women.
The Colin-C'ampbell case will about ruin
the Duke of Argyll financially, as he Is a
man of only moderate means.
And it will
take a small fortune to meet Lady Colin’s
bills. She gave Sir Charles Bussell 85000 as
a retainer and $850 per day.
There were 24
counsel employed on both sides.
The Loudon Truth says that the galley
slave laboring at his car was never subjected
to a more rigorous discipline than is Prince
Henry of Battenberg. He went to Dover on
Tuesday week to meet his brother. Prince
Alexander, returned to London with him,
and, after dining together at Buckingham
palace, they went to Drury Lane. It would
have been naturally expected that Prince
Henry would have slept in towu and accomhis brother to Windsor
panied
But this was not

the uext

day.

permitted, imperative

or-

ders having been given to the prince that he
was not to sleep out.
So he had to hurry to
Paddington from Drurv Lane in order to
catch the late train for Windsor.
Maine’s Unexpended

CENTS.

NEWSPAPER WORK IN LONDON.
Sharp

Contrasts

With

American

Journalism.
London Letter.

The experiment of establishing a news*
paper man’s weekly here in London is still
wavering between failure and the hope ef
success.
It is perhaps too early to venture a
prediction as to its fate. The numbers thus
far printed seem to have generally pleased
those who read them; but how many hava
read and bought them? In fact, there U a
radical difference between Journalism hero
and in the United States, which
sharply
militates against a professional paper. In
Ametlca young men who hope some day tv
be editors, and who have both the education
and talent to Justify thatr hope, begin as reporters or at the lowest round of desk work,
There is extremely little class feeling, or
hauteur of place, in the ranks. The men on
a paper know one another, and defer to one
another’s sense of equality and dignity.
There is between them all the bond of
knowledge that good work is appreciated, no
matter who does it. There is no limit set
hard and fsat to the possibilities of preferment by deserts.
Each soldier carries a
marshal’s baton in his knapsack. He knows,
everybody knows, that he wilt get it tf ho
earns it.
Precisely in proportion as ho
strives to earn it, he is respected.
Here in England—more particularly in
London -thereIs no such democratic equality. There Is a cast of editors and a caste of
reporters—and a man pushes his way from
one into the other far less frequently than a
commoner gets elevated to the peerage.
Between the two castes there is practically no
association. Since I have been in Europe I
have spoken with two kings and two or
three heirs to thrones, be it said, with proper
awe, but I have never met the editor vf a
London morning paper.
It is far easier to
get invited to Marlborough House to lunch
than to secure audience with one of thesa

dread

beings.

Proprietors

of papers

are

easy, but the editor is *a grand lama an invisible dignitary, to be revered on trust.
The leader writers are believed to bask in his
on rare and auspicious occasions;
presence
the ordinary desk workers may know bim by
sight; to the reporters he is a splendid abstraction. If an English or American gentleman of some standing, say a bank president or a congressman, went to the office of
a London
daily paper and asked to see the
editor, explaining who he was and that his
visit was one of courtesy, he would stand
as little chance of success as If he went to
Windsor and sent in his card to the queen.
The natural corollary of this system of exclusiveness is a great class of reporters, correspondents, newspaper workers generally,
who do not expect ever to do any work other
than that which they are at present engaged
and
who do that in a purely
upon,
perfunctory manner. There is no such
pride in labor well performed as you
find in American Journalists; still less
do you find our pride in belonging to
newspaper work. It is a trade here, like
polishing stone or striping carriage wheels.
A situation is valued
purely and simply for
its salary.
The tremendou keenness of
in
this
great Babylon does. Incompetition
deed, force workers to think more of their
wage thon their

America.

brethren

need to

do

in

THE STATE.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUJtTY.

Lisbon proposes to take time by the forelock in the fire question, having voted to
raise *4000 for an adequate tire department,
to be divided equally between Lisbon and
the Falls. The appropriation is chiefly for
engine houses and reservoir.
AROOSTOOK

COUNTY.

Mrs. F. O. Parker has sold the North Star
newspaper at Presque Isle to Geo. H. Collins
of Bridgewater, who is to take possession the
first of next month. Mr. Collins was a former resident of Presque Isle.
He has been
the short hand reporter in the Pennsylvania
legislature for several years. He is a young
man of enterprise and will run the Star as
an independent
paper in politics and in the
general interests of Aroostook county.
KHAN KLIN COUNTY.
A petition will be presented to the Legislature this winter to pass a law prohibiting
fishing in any of the streams emptying into
Wilson Lake and North Pond, for five years,
says the Wilton Record. These waters have
been stocked with salmon, and if protected
for a few years will afford first class fishing
for citizens as well as visitors, says the Farm-

ington Chronicle.
The people of Farmington Falls have voted

down a motion to appropriate <1300 for purchase of a Blake pump, 2000 feet of hose, etc.,
and also a motion to raise <1000 for the same
purpose. The selectmen were instructed to
make application to the legislature for a reduction of the State tax of Farmington for
the next two years.
Arrangements are in progress in Farmington for a concert in aid of the fire sufferers,
at which Miss Fanny Tauber, of Munich,
Germany, will take the leading part. The
support will be by local talent and the entertainment will take place about the 10th or
11th of January.

The plans of the new Methodist church at
Farmington have been made. The society

have secured a valuable addition to their old
lot by purchasing the lot soutn owned by

Rev. John Allen.

The plan gives the

new

church an extreme length on Main street of
83 feet, with a passageway on the south of 17
feet, aud on the north of 27 feet; extreme
depth (»5 feet. The auditorium'will be 43x34
feet, with pews in a semi-circular form and
capable of seating 400 oeople. At the rear
centre will be the pulpit plat/orui and oominunlon rail, while in the northeast corner
will be the organ and choir, and in the southeast corner the
pastor’s room. Divided from
the auditorium by glass doors on the north
side is designed a vestry or Sa' bath school
room capable of seating 230 pc pie, at the
eastondof which will be a commodious
class room. Sabbath school libr ry, kitchen
and stairways up and down. three glass
doors can be raised up and the t cstry and auditorium made one room. 1 be proposed
church Is of the Queen Anne style of architecture, with four gables.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Richmond’s system of water works is now
in successful operation.
The engine and
pumps at the

pumping station were started
Thursday afternoon and worked finely.
OXFORD

COUNTY.

Thursday evening, at about 6 o’clock, the
mill, bucket factory. Ac., of Horace

saw

Proctor, near Pine Grove House, South Waterford, were totally destroyed by fire. A
large quantity of stock, uiaclilnery. buckets,
Insurance of <500 on
Ac., were burned.

buildings,

but none on

machinery.

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
The report that a horse railroad was talked
of in Dover and Foxcroft was a canard.
IN GENERAL.

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

At midnight, on Wednesday, four or five
masked men demanded admission to the
house of Jordan Teague, colored, four miles
below Kosciusco.
They said they had a
search warrant.
Teague’s son opened the
door, discovered men masked and armed and
fled through the back window.
The men
killed Teague and shot Ills wife several
times. The woman was shot through the
tongue and cannot speak.
T. G. Beattee, of North Stratford, N. If.,
is doing an immense lumber business this
winter. He will cut about ten million feet of
logs, employing (in horses and 12 oxen. The
logs will be rafted down the Connecticut.
The lumber is mostly spruce and pine, and is
out in Essex county, Vt.
The logs are delivered to the Connecticut River Lumber
of
which
George
Vandyke is
Company, This
company will buy this winpresident.
feet
of
ter 75,000.000
logs, to be manufactured
at its mills on the Connecticut.

•Decrease.

Base Ball.

Ball Club for 1887.

f

PRICE THREE

larged for the proprietors, U. E. Woodbui y
A Son, by General Manager Tucker. T1
hall is now 63 x 34, richly finished in cheri y
and with a fine birch floor. The walls ai e

GENERAL NEWS.

Harrisburg, Pa., Dec. 24.—Tax Collector
Sutton, of Greenwood Township,
Berry
county, was sent for by the County Commissioners at Bloomfielil yesterday to explain why >he had not paid in the taxes he

the

Resignation

o

Sensation Promised When It It
Announced.

A Defaulter Kills Himself.

Lia*

billtles of About

Hurt and Others
at North

Vermont.

MVCVA

Entertaining the Children.
Seventy or eighty little boys and girls,
mostly the children of people in official life,

A

NffwYoBK, Dec. 24.-A dense fog hum
over the city and harbor this
mornins
1 ravel on the

Boys Fatally
Seriously Injured

Reason

t

Not Known.

Ferry Boats Collide.

Two

Real

the

Churchill’s

'Regulation-

fEIKiM

FOREICN.

FROM NEW YORK.
An Entertainment Clven children
b]
Mrs. Secretary Whitney.

PRESS.

Appropriation.

den. Duane, chief of engineers, reports the
following unexpended balance of appropriation on hand in Maine:
Improving harbor at Kncklaml.*25,311.04

Breakwater at mouth ol Sac4* river
I2.520.3i
Harbor at Portland. 29,611.3!
Channel in Back Cove, Portland. 25,7o«.24
Harbor at York. 14.926.1M
Lubec channel.
9,900.04
Moose-a-bee Bar, at Jotiosport.
9,803,61
Penobscot river. 16,000.1M
Saco river. 12,410.8]
Narragaugas river. 10,000.04
Kennelniuk river.
336.34
Harbor at Belfast.
2,806.84
Harbor at Bangor and the Peuobseot
river.
219.3:
Unexpended balances on baud for Nev
Hampshire, are as follows:
Harbor at Portsmouth.6U.938.7i
Kefugeat Little Harbor. 10.000.0i
Cocheco river.
9,908.2;
19.4 !
Lamplirey river.

Messrs. L. A. Knowlton, C. I’. Hazeltine
and Wui. If. Hall, all of Belfast, are owners
of township No. 3, Range ti, (in Franklin
county), containing 9018 acres of wild land on
the Canadian line. They have recently executed a five years’ lease conveying the same
mj uj. arum
oisnup oi uosion, acting lor
and In behalf of the Megantic Kish and Gamr
Club. The lease conveys the sole right to
erect camps or buildings on the premises and
to use the same for hunting and fishing purposes only; to take standing timber necessary for the erection of such camps and
buildings and for fuel, excepting trees suitable for saw-logs; and to make clearings and
Improvements; a)«c ine rights of ingress,
egress and regies*. The dull Is to consist of
:*X> members, raying an entrance fee of $•£%
wii an annual assessment to pay expenses of
buildings, and of protecting game and fish
on the lands and waters under their control,
the Spider
comprising
the I lead

Lake and portions of

River and Lake Megantic regiuns
A small steamer will be put on Spider Lake.
Arrangements have been made to lease other
lands in Maine and Canada, amounting in
area to six or eight full townships.
The
club Is to be incorporated In both Jurisdictions, and will have its territory guarded by
duly appointed,
keepers
of fish and

if possible, wardens

game.

A Valuable Official.
The Lewiston Journal well says; The lid
of December Is the twenty-seventh anniversary of Conductor J. S. Pratt’s service on
the Grand Trunk Railroad.
Conductor
Pratt is one of the best men that ever conducted a passenger train.
After 27 yean of
going by rail, a large constituency of travellers rise up to agree with us.
Mr. Pratt’s
service has been excellently attentive both
to the traveler and to the train.
Considering the necessity of constant watchfulness
and

loyalty to train and dispatches. Imposed
railway conductors 27 years of service

upon

without serious accident to the hundreds of
trains conducted over uncounted distances,
is worthy special mention.
We think that
in the completion of over a quarter of a cenactive
Mr.
Pratt
tury's
labor,
should allow
the public to congratulate him and themselves and wish him the season’s bendlction.

Recognized Republican Authority.
The Portland Pkkss Issues its annual announcement in our advertising columns. The
Pkksh needs no words of commendation at
our hands.
It Is a clean, conservative newspaper, the recognized authority of the Ropublican party In this section of the State,
and is on so firm a financial basts thst, like
the Argus, it Is able to act Its own sweet will
regardless of the likes or dislikes of tbe pi •
litlcal chieftains. The Pkkss Is well equippod in all Its [departments.—Bridgton New's.

THE

PRESS.

SATURDAY MORNING, DEC. 25.
We <to not read anonymous letters and conunun
cations. The name and address of tlie writer are
ii ail cases indispensable, not necessarily for pub
.(cation but as a guarantee of good faith.
We o.iunot undertake to return or preserve
tMMiummicru ions that are not used.

the human race through His Incarnation. In order
that, by His union with men, He might endow
them with the power to repent, and thus Impart to
them an augmented value In the view ol God, amt
so render God propitious towards them.
7. That the Trinity Is- modal, or monarchian
and not a Trinity of Persons.
8. That the work of the Holy Sulrit is
chiefly
confined to the sphere of historic Christianity.
And for more definite specification under this
head wc refer to the following citation from a
nook called ••Progress ve crthmioxt >' edited,
c inmised
and published li
at i' I-- b rt c.

gnCILMmill.

JYOW IS THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE.

I

VINANCUI-

t.HV»KllK*T«.

BONDS !

PORTLAJVD_THEATRE.

lock land.6s ft 4s
(o. Pacific Uo!d..6s
inson.4s

1

Smyth:—

••Historic Christianity alone offers sufficient inmotive, in titt4 lih*. i!i* 11it jiHii. n surrt itlon ofpui- laird for tin: nalur.l ami efficacious
work of tile Holy spirit."
9Tliat wit-out tlie knowledge of God in
Christ, men do not deserve the punishment of Unlaw, and tliat therefore their salvation is not
•wholly of grace.’
lu
‘‘That faith ought to lie scientific and rational rather than scriptural "
.11.—'That there is. and will be, probation after
death for all men who do not decissively reject
Christ during the earthly life, and that this should
he emphasized, made influential, and even central
!u systematic theology.
lz.—That Christian missions are not to he supported and conducted on the ground that men
who know not Christ are in
danger of perishing
forever, and must perish forever unless saved In
this life.
13
That a system of physical and
metaphysical philosophy is true, winch l>y fair inference
ueubliristian doctrine as taught in tire
ui
s«
*,,le
Creed of Hie Seminary.
14. That there is a' “new
theology better than
»W. which we apprehend, |is not In
with the Creed, hut fatally opposed to theharmony
same.
15. Hint Hie said Egbert C.
Smyth holds and
teaches many tilings which can not
be reconciled
with that -Orthodox and consistent
Calvinism,"
Which the statutes require of
him, and to which
lie stands
committed; and Hiat in repeatpublicly
ed instances
said Egbert C. Smvth lias broken
solemn promises made when lie subscribed
the Creed.
Most of these particular allegations are

One man in Franklin,

Washington county,

shipped

one hundred and twenty dollars
worth of rabbits last week. Snaring rabbits
lias become, from a boys’ pastime, a regular
business for men in some parts of the State.

Washington
Connor, Jay Gould’s broker and an enthusiastic yachtsman, who has
been attempting to buy a yacht abroad, concludes that a good one can be built more
E.

cheaply in America.
the fastest

ones

are

Everyone knows that
built here.

Christmas should be the happiest day of all
the year It is the day when every one should
seek to make some one else happy. A simple

gift,

sent as a token of remembrance, with
the best wishes of the heart, will be valued
far beyond its real worth today. If auy niau
or woman in Portland has not planned to

make at least one person happy, let him
her hasten to do so before the sun sets.

or

Two Boston newspapers have developed
lutnd readers since Bishop began Ids exhibitions in that city. Perhaps the time is com.
Ing when every newspaper will have a reporter on its staff with this accomplishment,
and thus he able to fiud out whether when a
man calls at a newspaper office aud protests
that he does not want his name in the paper
he means what he say3 or exactly the opposite.

The responsibility for not reducing tbe
surplus is clearly where Congressman Reed
puts it, upon the majority party of the House
of Representatives. At their last national
convention the Democracy promised that if
the people would entrust legislative power to

they would cut down the tariff.and reduce the surplus. The majority of the people gave them the opportunity they asked for.
But their promise is still unfulfilled, and
them

there is no prospect that it will be redeemed.
Why i lciuld not a party which cannot redeem Its pledges abdicate?
It is not at all probable that all the reasons
the principal one of Lord Churchill's
resignation are tube found in his dissatisfaction over the exorbitant estimates of Mr.
Smith and Lord Hamilton for tbe war and
or even

irouaoiy ms (liiterences
wiili his colleagues touch subjects more vital
than this. lie has never been fully in accord
with Lord
Salisbury on the policy that
should be pursued toward Ireland.
But
whatever bis reasons may be, his resignation
navy urjiHuim-niK.

is recognized as a severe blow to the present
Indeed unless Lord Hartinggovernment.
ton is willing to stand in the gay the chances
are that the cabinet will soon go to pieces.

Captain Quigley, of the cruiser Terror, has
been awakened by Secretary Bayard’s demand for bis dismissal; and volunteers his
own story of the hauling down of the American flag on the Marion Grimes.
It seems
that all of Quigley’s trouble comes from an
undue veneration for the broad arrow of the
Queen. When the

Marion Grimes was seized
the collector of customs, and Quigley put
the broad arrow on her mainmast. This

Thursday night. Early on the following Monday the captain of the vessel
hoisted the American flag over the broad
arrow. Quigley at once commanded the
flag
to be hauled down, saying that it could not

was on a

float above the

broad arrow. At first his
order was obeyed; but a short time afterwards the American again hoisted the national ensign. Then it was that Quigley
hauled the flag down. He now says
that the hoisting of the American flag over
the broad arrow was a violation of international courtesy and a direct insult to English authority, and he as a British officer
could not be expected to stand by and see it
done. He does not, however, say anything
as to bow much of an insult it was to
put
the broad arrow under the flag of a friendly
nation, becau-e a
fishing schooner had
sought a harbor without reporting to a distant custom house, an inconvenience to
which Americans would hardly think of putting a Canadian schooner on our coast.

The ery that the poor are growing poorer
the rich grow richer, may appear to have
some truth in it; but a comparison of the
living of a laboring man’s family thirteen
years ago, and today shows that in the food
consumed the poor man has failed to make
the step backward which some so confidents
ly assume to have been made. About thirteen years ago the Massachusetts Bureau of
Labor Statistics estimated the amount of
different articles of food consumed yearly by
the average workingman’s family. Alter the
lapse of these years the Connecticut Bureau
of Statistics has made estimates on the same
subject The difference in the amounts of
certain articles used then and now illustrates
some important changes in diet.
as

Then
Pounds Flour.. .972
Molasses.194
Gallons Molasses

FonudsSoap.

Now

10.8
49.1
C4 6

Lard.
Butter.100.8
'•
Cheese.. 31.8
Bushsls Potatoes. 20.9
Dozens of Eggs. 28.2
Pounds of Fresh Beef.186.4
of Corned Beef.124.4
of Fresh Fork. 61.1
of Salt Fork.106.8
Founds of Ham or Smoked Pork.. 44.3

Several changes
ratios.

are

980

600

important

10
60
80
80
30
20
30
200
100
100
60
60

is

a

Formerly

the weight of sugar used
was about one-fifth that of flour; now it is
about one-half, or more, as some authorities
say. Then there is an increase in the amount
of fresh meat consumed as compared with
the salted and smoked meats. The same improvements in transportation that have given the laborer fresh meat in greater abundance, have also greatly lessened the price
of flour, so that corn meal has been to a

great extent crowded out

as

an

article of

diet.
_

The Board of Visitors of Andover TheoUCrJlgUHUMl

Departments by

6. W. Ourtis, W. D. Howells, 0. D. W avner,

The Seventy-fourth Volume commenced
with the Number for December, 1886.
One of the

IieXl JlIUll-

day, the 27th instant, as the date of the next
hearing of the charges brought against the
five professors—Messrs. Smyth, Tucker,
Churchill, Harris and Hincks—by Rev. Dr.
Henry M. Dexter of Boston, Rev. Dr. O. T.
Lanphear of Beverly, Rev. Dr. J. W. Wellman of Malden, and Prof. J. J. Blaisdell of
Beloit College. These charges, as amended,
are four in all.
The first two allege that the
professors hold beliefs and teach doctrines
antagonistic to the constitution of the seminary, and that they are not men “of sound
and orthodox principles of divinity,” hut involve no questions of belief. But the last
two make definite charges of “heterodoxy,”
fifteen particulars being specified in which
the heresy is shown. Tills week Professor
Smyth gave his answers to the charges, and,
as the answers of the other professors are
nearly the same, his will be the test Case.
In his answer Professor Smyth dismisses
the first two charges—the one as too indefinite, the other as Irrelevant. But on the
last two he makes his fight. The first of
these two charges that Egbert C. Smyth,
in breach of the requirement of Article II,
(two) of the Associate Foundation, upon
which he is placed, Is not an "Orthodox and
consistent Calvinist,” but, on the other
hand, believes and teaches, in several particulars, hereinafter enumerated, what is
opposed to the Seminary Creed. Professor
Smyth call.', attention to the absence in this
charge of any statements as to when, where
or how lie has offended, and then
denies;
with the statement, however, that under the
next and last charge he will explain the
“particulars hereinafter enumerated.” These
particulars are fifteen in all, and make up
the last charge:
1.
That tlie Bible Is not 'the only perfect rule
of faith and practice, but is fallible aud untrustworthy even in some of Its religious teachings.
3. That Christ iu the days of his humiliation
was a finite being, limited In all His
attributes,

capacities and attainments; in other words, was
not‘God asp Mam.”
3.
That no man has power or capacity to repent without knowledge of God in Christ.
4. That mankind, save as they received a
knowledge of ‘the historic Christ,’ arc not sinners,
or, if they are, not of such sinfulness as to be iu
danger of being lost.
('Prog. Orthodoxy,'’ p. 5r>.)
6. That no man can be lost without having had
kuowledge of Christ. (‘Progressive Orthodoxy.’
”
pp. 03,04.)
0. That the atonement of Christ consists essenand
In
His
ilally
chiefly
becoming identified witli

most

striking features

per’s Magazine for 1887 will be r new
el by Kathleen O’Meara, to begin in the

January Number, entitled “Narka," story
of Russian life, which, apart from its political and social significance, will be a lovestory of exceptional dramatic strength and
a

interest A new novel bv W. D. Howells,
entitled “April Hopes,” will begin in Feb-

ruary and run through the year. Upon
the conclusion of Mr. Blackmoue’s Springhaven,” will appeav a humorous novelette,
entitled Tony the Maid,” by Blanche Willis Howard.
Important illustrated papers, similar to
those which have appeared during the past
year on the great navies of the world, will
continue to be a special feature. Among
other attractions will he a series of Southern
Papers, contributed in part by Charles Dudley
Warner, and in part by Rebecca
Harding Davis, illustrated by William
Hamilton Gidson ; important papers of
Oriental interest, superbly illustrated; a
continuation of the Great American Industries” series, illustrated; special art contributions by E. A. Abbey and Alfred Parsons ; a further discussion of the Railroad
Problem; “Social Studies,” by Dr. Richard
T. Ely; important Health Papers; short
stories by the best writers, etc.

the trial that begins on Monday promises to be an important event in
the history of Congregationalism.

Wekklt,

Bound Volumes of Harper’s

each.

—

work

—

mail, postage free.

by

or

to be

anywhere

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
eodtl
jelO

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

of between three and four thousand

sent

by mail

the Republican party; but all revenue bills
must originate in the House. The House
to-day is Democratic by 40 majority. Its
whole organization Is in Democratic hands.
The initiative on all revenue measures must
be taken by the committee of ways and
means.
1 he present committee was appointed by Mr. Carlisle, elected speaker by the
Democrats. Three times it lias wrestled
with the problem and three times it has been
thrown. The first Morrison bill was shown

by

the hearings to be sd unsound and unavilable that it was abnndouod by its author.
The second bill is so distasteful to the House,
Democratic by 40 majority, that its consideration even was beaten prior to election by
17 votes. After election, with election, with
the addition of the whole bower of the administration. with the Turkish mission
question tliiowij n, il was again rejected by an
adverse majority of five; many of those who
voted for consideration loudly proclaiming
their repudiation of the bill itself in ad-

MORNINC,

The goods to be offered were purchased this week from the importer at a GREAT SACRIFICE ana will be sold much less than the cost
of importation. Because of this purchase we shall be obliged to offer
our entire stock of Dress Goods at greatly reduced prices.

Special Bargains in all the Other Departments During the Sale!
A RARE OPPORTUNITY FOR CHRISTMAS CIFTS.

°

Eczema, Tetter, Ringworm, LiPSORIASIS,
chen, Pruritus, Scald Head, Milk Crust,

Dandruff, Barbers’ Bakers’, Grocers' and WashItch, and every species of Itching,
Burning, Scaly, Pimply Humors ot the Skin and
Scalp, witli Loss of Hair, are positively cured by
Cuticura, the great Skin Cure, and Cuticura
Soap, an exquisite skin Beauttfler externally, and
Cuticura Resolvent, the new Blood Piirlfler.
internally, when physicians and all other reme-

No. 2 State St., Bouton,

MEIflBERN OF
Nrw York, Chicago and Ho«iou Mtock
Fxrbnngp*
PRIVATE WIRED TO
Now York, i'hicugo Wuahiagton, Portland, Fall Hirer, Providence, and Mow

—

all ready to button on.

Gloves and
Mittens
of every description.

Wolf Robes for
the Floor.

Brokers,
ESTABLISHED ISM,

9

w

eodtf

MOORE & CO.

OWEN,
NEW GOODS JUST OPENED.

FUR CAPS.
7,'oo

No.
decl#

8i00
.25

COE,
197

SEE

NEW

Middle Street.
eodtf

Brokers,

F.

Stanley T. Pullen,
deel

Frank a Crocker.
•
eodtf

NEW LOANS.
Ohio and Indtanu County

NO. 8 ELM

STREET,

“t*

UNUCn

ThUeppurluuily

ku unr M.r. bcra
offered by n, nod .llhtofk the price
low.
we
wi»b ibe public
••very
«• know Ikul

In

will the work be
need they
fear that inferior stock
will be used.
no

sense

slightest,

nor

6s

Photographer,
NO. 514 CONGRESS STREET,

Portland city M uniclpal

Os
Os
Ok
7s
Os
5s

•

Portland, Maine.
P. 8—Those who hold 4 lub t icket, of Oun,
can use the same by
paying *8.00 besides the
ticket, and receive the 12 Cabinets. Family
tickets can be used by paying |3.SO, thus making
(the total amount paid). *4 (K> for the dozen, the
same as here advertised.
novlOeodtf

At Darrah’s

Portland, Me.
eodtf

KID GLOVE
STORE
-I., ll_-U

II

nv i cl.

rMunuum

OF MONTREAL, CANADA.
ORGANIZED

FRED R. FARRINGTON
To be found in

PORTLAND,

Ulsters, Overcoats, anil Men's, Youths' and

Statement

Goods

■'or bonds for employees of banks and
corporations, apply to

PRENTISS
AGENT

No. 31 1-2 Exchange St., Portland.

Beaver Sets
$9.00
Nutria Sets.0.00
Coon Sets
5.00
2 inch Beaver Trimming $2.60 per yard; 3 inch
$3.76. Monkey, Lynx, Otter, and
Skunk Skin Mutts very low.

:

Furnislier,

HOTEL.
ME.

_

Special Bargains 1
Ing this week, are

i_

Middle Street.

TOBOGGANS.

VIAPPBB.

The “Comet” in litgli stud low
rstil. The leading Toboggan for
this season. Wholesale and retail. KENDALL* WHITNEY.
dec 23

djw

eodtjanl

frM>'.ya

W. RODMAN

S.

l

\. M. WENTWORTH
Congress Street.
14eodtl

dec

CENTS,
LOOK.

foil Robe*
$4.00
' uffalo Robes, Lined.
8.00
oon 8klu Robes
10.00
and all others at prices never beard of before.

WINSLOW,

COE,

NEW YORK CITY.
,

I Mo,

197

Middle Street.

dtf

A.

The latest Improvement in

CORSETS !
§m n

■M

II

am offer*

►penetl Every Evening Until Christmas!

132 NASSAU ST. (Vonderbill Building
Established Feb. 1st, 1877.
Unquestionable
references, "rite or call for particulars.
eodfcwlm
tied#

^W.~

THe

Street.

BLOCK,

Triple Plated Castors at
81.50.
OO doz. Med. Knives, stamped Wm. Rogers & Son, Hartford, at 82.25.
50 doz. of the genuine and
reliable (1847 Rogers Bros.)
Med. Knives at 82.85.

*T.

fer
10
I # against loss

if;

d»c23

Congress
DEERINC

50

ESTABLISHED 1847,

No. 197

46*1

III*ill

PKHICK 91 OO.

E. B. Robinson & Co.,;
KXI'HINVE

DARRAH'S AID GLOVE STORE,

d3w

509

_

ranted and fitted.

eodtf

STEINWAY!

uov27

Also a full line of all the best makes of kids In
Suede and dressed. All our best gloves war-

GREAT BARGAINS.

PLACE,

PORTLAND,

LORING,

PUB MAINE,

declS

VELVET MUFFLERS, SOMETHING NEW UNO N068Y.

ST.,

$4h1,915.73
Edward Kawljnus,
Managing Director.

■ Hr A. T. (salt,
Fresldent.

I have just received a new line of Christmas souvenirs which will be exhibited
In our Show Window. They are the (lnest <<i >ds in the market.
.Inst the SCARF for a Christmas Present.

MIDDLE

'$481,013.73

unadjusted.$ 19,068.66

Jnearned premiums....
94.171.20
111 other liabilities..
5 t)7« 62
iurplus as regards bond-holders- 362,997.26

GENTLEMEN’S NECKWEAR.

FALMOUTH

1st, 1886.

I.IAHII.ITIKN.
.osses

Department.

FARRINGTON,

Jan’y

docks and Bonds owned by the Co... $368,260.42
lash In banksnd office.
67.212.06
U1 other assets. 46,443.26

in

Boys’ Suitings.

1873.

Capital, $300,000.

CHRISTMAS GOODS

UNDER

TuIMtSly

4.00 PER DOZEN.

I

LONG
HAVANA FILLKA.

Jiyia

$4.00 PER DOZEN.
$4.00 PER DOZEN.

i

Tli© Clotmer and

The BEST CIGAR Ever Sold tor 10 Cts.

Noi. 9, 1SS6,

We •hall turnkr far n Mharl Time Only,
Tint f'l«M Cabinet Phaiaurnph* far

ALSO

SWAN & BARRETT,

.....

decs

FINISHED

PRINCE A CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.

ISO Middle Street,
dec21

READ THIS.

FINSNT

-POR-

FOR SALE BY

FRED R.

PRESENTS.

$4,00 PER DOZEN

H.

Calais Water Co., 1st More,

REMEMBER THE

CHRISTMAS, S. S. SLEEPER&CO.’S
mm&m and wedging

M3

YORK CORRESPONDENTS,

■
•
M, V. R. R.
tlatne Central R. R.
tndrof. A Kennebec R. R.

dtf

dec21

Misimss

Mr. H. KOTZSCHMAB,
Conductor
Mr. HAKVEY HL’KKAY.
Flanist
Keserved Seats 76 eents and *1.00. Admission
60 rents. Now on sale at Stockbrldge’s Music
Store.
dec21dlw

eodtf

Bangor CUy Municipal
Batb City, guaranteed by

LADIES

Miss Fairweather’s,

Assisted by the following S.I.I.UJ

Mrs. NETTIr. A. FELLOWS, Soprano;
Mrs. ANNIE L. GOUDY, Contralto.
Mr. WILL H. STOCKBRIDGE, Tenor;
Mr. JOHN B. COYLE, JR., Basso, and the

BOSTON,

BARGAINS.

OIR

dec!8

One of the most desirable stocks to select from to be found in the city at

MESSIAH!

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.

ALL,

Mark Down Sale in every Department, MONDAY,
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, largest sales ever
We believe that LOW
recorded on our books.
two
next
PRICES for the
days will close our entire
stock of Holiday Goods.
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#1.00
.35

ST.,

PORTLAND, ME.

imong the

Two cases of handsome Baskets.
One hundred fine Travelling Bags.
Men’s fine Worsted Cardigan Jackets.
Men and Boys’ new Neck Wear.
Three cases new Toys.
Special lot of Ladies’ Cashmere Cloves
marked down.
Men and Boys’ heavy Double Mittens
25 cents.
Men’s Rubber Coats $1.00.

.minute

...

COME

....

WSAw2w

EXCHANGE

IHeaiber. mt Ike H. Y. Sleek Ex, k»|c.

All the Latest Novelties In

HOOD.

Boys’ Winter Caps

AND

Furnishing

Sold by all druggists. Prices: Cuticura, 50
cts.; Resolvent, $1.00. Soap, 25 cents. Prepared by the Potter Dntro and Chemical Co.,
Boston.
Mend for “Hon to Carr Skin Diseases.’*
IF L'i I TTIFY the Complexion and Skin by
** *--*“■ *
using the Cuticura Soap.

Real Fur Caps
Scotch Caps
Seal Caps (good)
Seal Caps (flue)

Friday.

Will show the FINEST LINE of

MERRY f HATTER, 237 MIDDLE ST.

ECZEMA RADICALLY CUBED.
For the radical cure of an obstinate case of
Eczema of long standing, I give entire credit to
the Cuticura Rkmjdies.
E. B. RICHARDSON, New Haven, Corn.

(loo VOICKft)

—

Private Wise to New York and Boston.

ONE,

—

GREEN & BATEMAN.

ROBES.
Wolf Robes $4.50, $6.00, $6.50, $7.50, $8.00 and up to
$15.00. Over 200 of them to pick from.

dcmtpanfcl ofwcale*.
II. E- Carpenter, Henderson, N. Y., cured of
Psoriasis or Leprosy, of tweutv years' st.nAlng,
by CUTICURA KEMID1ES. '1 llO IDOSt W#nd«llli
cure oil record.
A dustpanful ot stales ic. uuin
him daily.
Physicians and Ids friends thuught
he must die,

uecib

and

BY TH*

Commencing Tuesday Morning,

AND

NO. 33 EXCHANGE STREET.

and Cuffs,

distressing

—

Bankers

Gents’Fur Collars

DIHTBRNNINC ERUPTION.
Your Cuticura Remedies performed a woncerful cure last summer on one of our customers,
an (>ld gentlemen of
seventy years of age, who
suffered with a fearfully
eruption on
ids iiead and face, and who had tried all remedies
and doctors to no puryose.
J. F. SMITH & CO.,
_
Texarkana, Ark.

CHRISTMAS ORATORIO

H.M.PAYSON&CO. Cabinet Photographs

The Nicest and Prettiest Gift to Give is Something in the For Line.

decl8

City Hull, Monday Evening, Dee. 27th.

FINELY

FURS AS A CHRISTMAS 6IFT.

PMOBIAMIS, OK SCALY NKIN.
I, John J. Chase, D. D. S., having practised
dentistry In this country for thirty-five years and
being well known to thousands hereabouts, with
a view to help any who rre afflicted as I
nave
been for the past twelve years, testify that the
Cuticura Remedies cured me oi Psoriasis, or
Scaly Skin, In eight days, after the doctors witli
with whom I had consulted gme me no help or enJOHN J. CASE, D. D. S.
couragement.
Newton, N. J.

Those worn out with Pains, Aches
and Weaknesses find relit f in one
ill the Culicurii Anli-Paiu
IPInster. At drugglg. 25 cents

and imm.

JUNKERS

dtf

dies fail.

IT FEELS

I (10.,

F. H.

purchased.

Congress Street.

go into a caucus which seats in the chair a free trade
Democrat who appoints a free trade ways
and means committee, and absolutely bars
the path toward reducing the surplus.

by Cuticura.

COME

DEC 18th.

ly $30,000,000.
Now protection Democrats

SCALY, ITCHY SKIN

at movt

Bankers and

FRENCH DRESS GOODS!

manded a reduction of more than $40,000,000,
and the Republican House, though it had less
than six majority and although fought at
every point under the skilful leadership of
Mr. Carlisle by the
powerful minority,
passed the law of 1883, which revised the
tariff and reduced the surplus revenue near-

And All Itching; mid Scaly Skin
and Scalp Diseases Cured

12th STOCKBRIDGE

#

HOLIDAY eoons, PULLEN, CROCKER k GO.
Thursday

decl 7

t’horu., Orrbmrn and S.lalau.
limited number of tickets on sale at Stock
at 60 cents each.
dec21dlw

bridge's

M3

dec 10

SALE

ANNUAL

488 and 490

▲ full rehearsal of "Messiah," at
CITY HALL, .Hominy Afternoon,

presenting Handel’s Oratorio of the

-OF-

TURNER BROS.

COMMENCING SATURDAY

MESS I -A. H
REHEARSAL.

receipt of Ten Cents.

on

mltted without charge.
UKOHAUtV KVC.lllUi.
dtf

No. 218 MIDDLE STREET.

32

It is true that when anything is to be actually done the country naturally looks to

Untiring In ('.susrste nl M..IO.
Gentlemen, 60 cent*. Former lady pupils a4*

(MAMA ORCHESTRA, of BOSTON.

Sale
and
Great
Sacrifice
Closing
EVENT

TARIFF.

Hon. T. B. Seed.

CHRISTMAS_AFTERNOON.

Haydn Chorus,

Continental
Exchange
favorable ratrx.
and
Teller*
Commercial
af
Travelling
Credit Imued, nvailuble in all the Priaci.
pal Cilievof Europe,
lareotmoal Mecuritiev Kought nod Mold.
uov27
eodtf

When no time Is specified, subscriptions will

volumes, will be

MATINEeT

GILBERT’S

BANKERS,
Minting and
Sought audxold

HARPER & BROTHERS, Franklin Square, New York.

IMPORTANT
SECOND

HAMLET.
Seats 11.00, 75 and 50 cts; gallery 35 cts. Sale
of seats commences Monday. Dec. 20, at 8.30.
dlw
dec20

With

City, County and Ilailroad Bonds, and
itber First-Class Securities.

THE UMTEU STATES AAU

Draft,

Dec. 24,

YORICK’S LOVE.

A

Bound volumes of Harper's Young People, for four years back, 4to, ornamental
cloth, $3.50 each.—By mail, postage free.

Bound Volumes of Harper’s Bazar, for
for
Bv three years back, cloth, #7.00 each.
By

to avoid chance of loss.
betfln with the current number.

THE HITCH IN THE GAME LAWS.

How the Democrats Bar the
Way to
a Reduction of the Surplus.

Friday Evening,

■

I

lilUf irnl( ompniy,

Mr. W. D. Howell’s Tragedy, from the Spanish la

dec22

First National Bank Building.

nutshell.

FREE TRADERS AND THE

Aid

M'HOOI.

TRUST COMPANY

■

Remittances should be made by Post-office Money Order

Published

senseuiption pen teak, $a.oo.

Harper’s Vouso People has been called
“
the model of what a periodical for young
readers ought to be,” and the justice of this
commendation is umply sustained by the
large circulation it has attained both at home
This success has
and in Great Britain.
nit.
original electrotypes, simultaneously witli been readied by methods that must comIt presents, in faithful ami grajdtic i. l. liieir appearance abroad, tbe gems of the mend themselves to the judgment of parI. -’el.H, picture-galleries, tbe l’aris Salon, ents no less than to the tastes of children;
urea, the noteworthy events of the da
trails of men of tiie time, reproJm tio
pud tbe great English pictorial journals; namely, by earnest and well-sustained efforts
tile works of celebrated artists, oarun>h> and its humorous cuts have won it the name to provide the best and most attractive readcmineul pictorial satirists,and hunipMU i of the American Punch. Its fashion plates, ing for young people at a low price.
luatratio.uk of me ludicrous aspects of \>.-i il of the latest Paris and New York styles,
Every line is subjected to rigid editorial
shall conand political life.
-companied with well-fitting patterns and erntiiiir, In order that the paper
Besides the pictures, Hamper's Weekly is clear descriptions, enable ladies to save luin nothing harmful, and that it shall be an
effective agency for the mental, moral, and
tfull of gooJ reading. It always contain
iiuny times the cost of subscription by
:
staluie.m of one, occasionally of two,
•icikin ; ilieirown dresses or superintcildiiq' physical education of its readers. Its stobest novels of the day, with fine illu-t'■
:
ir manufacture at home.
Its articles on ries have all the dramatic interest that juvenile fiction can possess, without anything
Its short stories are bright and enter! ini.
no ise keeping ami cookery are eminently
.t
...-u-iical and useful, and promote economy pernicious. Its articles on scientific subjects,
Poems, sketches, and impers on inr
•:
:u the household.
Much attention is paid travel, and the facts of life, are by writers
topics of current interest by tbe lit
ular w .-iters, and a column of persona
to enative art, and many exquisite cm- whose names insure accuracy and value. Its
h:4.i.| rv designs are given from the best historical stories, biographical tales, etc.,
graphs, make it interesting to everyb 11!s
As u family journal, the care th.i. I.
ui.e.-s.
Its papers on social etiquette are present attractively the most inspiring incito ! of ,1c.early lives of
been successfully exercised iu the j
highest interest; and no topic is neg- dents in history, and in the
notable men and women; in every number
.t I leel.;.! that could bo of value to the family
make Hamper's Weekly a safe, as w d
welcome, visitor to every household v. tii •, ■; ei-c!;*. Its editorials are marked by good- appear Stirling poems, amusing rhymes, inbe relaxed in the future. The nUln.ar :;t- i
and not a line is ever admitted to its genious puzzles; papers on athletic sports,
fluencc of tlie subjects treated in i:
! •. dti ,u4 that could offend the most fustidi- games and pastimes have their place, while
and in its illustrations is not leBS con-u.se I I ous taste. Many novelties are in prepara- beautiful pictures lavishly illustrate its pages.
It contains tlie best literary and artistic
I tiou for the new volume.
than their immediate interest.

jy HARPER’S CATALOGUE, comprising the titles

Ellsworth American.
The game law gives a man legal right to
throe deer and yet the officers pretend
you
can t dispose of them as you like.
"A house
divided against itself cannot stand,” says
the scripture. There is certainly
something
wroog somewhere. This is supposed to be a
free country.

BARRETT

eodtf

PORTLAND

Hamper's Weekly justifies its title as A
Harper's Bazar is the best family journal
"
Journal of Civilization by reflecting, n idi in the world. Its literary features are of
la
fulness
and
aeon
ram,
:1m- highest merit, comprising serial stories,
steadily increasing
progress of civilization, and by exenipR.
P-ruiis, essays, etc., from the most distinas well as by recording tlie continuous
guished writers of Europe ami America.
ranee of American literature und Arne
Its brilliant illustrations reproduce, from tbe

HOSTAGE FREE TO ALL SUBSCRIBERS I.\

CURRENT COMMENT.

jams

The Thibty-wkst Volume will begin with The Tw entieth Volcmk will tiegin with the
Tlie Eighth Volume commenced with the
Number dated January 1,1887, isthe Number dated January 1,1887,
Number issued November 2,1886.
on December 17,1880.
sued
1880.
issued on December
29,
•

LXX.; cloth, *4.00; half-calf, *6.25.—By three years back, cloth, $7.00
mail, postage free.
mail, postage free.

fairly joined;

Harper’s Yodng People.

Nl'lssutimox PKB YHUt, 1M.00.

SIBSIBU’TIOX PEU YEAB, $4.00.

Bound Volumes of Harper’s Magazine,
for three years back, cloth, *3 00 each;
half-calf, *5.25 each. Index of Vols. I. to

point, Professor Smyth

and his associates make no denial of their
liberality, but hold it to be in accordance
with Calvanistie doctrine.
The issue is

a

of Harnov-

seminary'

Boston Advertiser.
Levi P. Morton, of New York, strikes the
keynote of the tariff reform question when
he writes: "The revision of the tariff should
in my judgment be made by the friends of
protection.” That is the American policy in

Securities, suitable Tor
Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on band.

A Journal of Civilisation and a Pislarc An Illustrated Journal of Fashion, InA Sixteen-page
struction, and Domestic Economy.
Illustrated Weekly for Boys and Girls,
History of our Own Times.

SUBSCRIPTION PEtt YEAR, $4.00.

a reflection of the character of God.
ogy
That
Uus opportunity does not come, In
any intelligible way, dui iug this life, to very many of our
race, seems to be evident.
That it wifi consequeutly come to sucli beyond this life Is a reasonable inference. It seems to be
implied In the universality of Christ’s person, atonement and judg1 deny that such an inference, or
anytiling affirmed in the citations adduced bv the
iS ^consistent with the creed of
the

THE RIGHT LINE TO HEW TO.

Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.
l Choice

HARPER’S BAZAR.

HARPER'S WEEKLY,

they

CONTENTMENT.
Lewiston Gazette.
From the way the appointments are pouring into Maine it would seem that tiie President lias fully recovered from ids rheumatism. May His Excellency's shadow never
grow less:

BANKERS

family reading ever published in America,
a model periodical.— Chicago Inter-Ocean.

--—-

have received a knowledge of the ‘historic
Christ,' are not sinners, or, if they are not
of such sinfulness as to be in
danger of being lost,” Professor Smyth declares:
“I
hold tliat every man who sins is
lost, and Is
in danger of being
irremediably lost.” To
the charge of holding that “no man can be
lost
without having had knowledge of
iie replies:
vm.si,
"i repeat that I hold
that all men, being sinners, are lost without
Christ.” To the eleventh charge, the most
important of the fifteen, embodying the gist
of the whole controversy, Professor
Smyth
answers as follows:
Whatever encourages hope that all men will
have
opportunity to he influenced by the motive
of an offered Saviour is.
lilefly valuable in theolas

erwoman’s

THE COMINC TRIAL.
uruuiitti.v UUVC

or

correctness of the references drawn from
the passages quoted. As regards the
charge
of teaching that “mankind, save as

the vital

the most popular and unqualifiedly successful group or series of periodicals for
for that matter in the world, are the four issued by Harper & Brothers. Each in its way is

Perhaps

LtlVIIK.M'F

Ciiristmns Night,

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

THE BEST PERIODICALS FOR FAMILY READING

Saturday, Dee 24 and 25.

’lit.

d3iii«

dec21

charges his accusers with “mutilating and
garbling” his words, and cites one instance
where they certainly have done so. Then,
with an appeal to be judged
by the spirit of
his works in their
entirety, he goes on to
defend himself, generally by denying the

on

shire, V ermont ami Rhode Island, also
Insurance Companies. Societies and Individuals are investing In this class of secu
ities. Call or address for lllustratco pamphlet,

and

First appearance here in three year*.

IOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.

One of two things follows: Democrats
should allow a new committee to represent
the true sense of the House, or their friends
all over the country should cease crying
about the surplus. In 1883 the country de

decided increase in the amount of sugar
used.

1

vance.

noticeable in these

The first and most

PER IE\T BOMBS GUAKAVTEEI
by the Mkownlter Mloriagv ©o. More
than fifty Savings banks In New Hamp-

fortified by passages quoted from Professor
Smyth’s writings; and against these he
makes a determined stand in his answer. He

Thus,

Friday

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

Only,

Two Nights

Is. 104 niUDl.K (STREET. Portland.
January 1.1884.
Imnldtf

i6)th1 in

The New York horse car -tiikers commanded success because they deserved it.
Public opiniou was with them because their
demands were reasonable and proper.

Hath.6s ft 4s
Maine Central.-7s ft 6s
P. ftO. B. B....6S

B

RINES BROTHERS,
_
nova

SOLE AGENTS FOR PORTLANO.

end Hill

OLD FURS.
We re line Kobe*. Muffs, Collars, and make over
ail kinds of Kurs at very short notice.

COE,
Mo. 197 Middle Street.

To Vessel Owners.
Tort Clyde Maine Railway bn* been thorTHE
hi readhict* to
oughly rebuilt, and in
lake out
Ail
mm

ail vettol* in ueed of repairs.
work
rind *afhf»* th»n guaranteed
Add res*.
i:. \\ KTIMPflON, Jw.,
declCdu
**ort Clyde, M

dispatched qnlrklv

"—

in order not to tell her secret before its time.
What would John say to see the children
dressed so beautifully! Polly laughed as
she looked into the tea-kettle, and her husband never guessed what the joke was.
The supper was a lively feast, for the twins
were hungry, and therefore the grown people had a chance to say their say. Jane
O’Neil had dramatic gifts which fate had

PRESS.

THE

SATURDAY MORNING, DEC. 25.

CHRISTMAS WINDOWS.
IIV E.

CAVAZZA.

Written tor tlie Press.
Christmas was coming, and near at hand.
Proof of this fact, the shop windows filled
with holiday wares, brilliant jewels, glory of

wrought gold,

the

moonlight gleam

silver,
crystal, softly
of

sugar,

pink, white,

or

O

wirwlmu

IDfln

o

(.»li nr

ilnnm

and

ever cares

llm

even

fine present.”
as she spoke, and

thread,

handkerchiefs, a
small assortment of ornaments in celluloid,
newspapers and periodicals, and some tired
looking sticks of candy that leaned against
the sides of their glass jars with an air of
hopeless waiting for a purchaser. John Van.
lyne turned the key in the door.
“Here," said he, a little bitterly, “here we
are, at Vanlyne’s variety emporium.”
But, since there is nothing without its
compensations, the creak that the clumsy
key made in the somewhat hard and rusty
lock, had caught the attention of four little
ears—pink, shell-shaped possessions of the
Vanlyne twins, who came trotting to meet
papa and mamma. Silvia and Rosa, three
years old, and lovely as if they had been cra-

lessly ; and the cent flew up to the ceiling,
aud fell dow a to the floor with the enticing
note of coin.
Polly stooped to read the oracle. “Heads,”
she reported. "But oh John, don’t be rash.
Think of our babies; suppose they were tak-

cent.”
“I shall keep it for a luck penny,” answered his wife, “if it shall have brought us
luck. If not, it will be enough to buy a
cracker for each of the babies.”
John looked at his wife’s face, white and

of restoration.
Polly Vanlyne had called

to see Jane ai
the shop where she worked, and had observed there such things as fired her fancy
Silvia and Rosa should and must have new
coats and bonnets; and therefore Polly, foi
the first time in her married life, had kept t
secret from her husband. Jane had asked
and obtained work for her friend in knitting
and crochet; and when Polly had earned
her modest pay, she said she would like t( 1
take it in goods. Favorable terms weri 1
given her, so that she bought at half price
remnant of.fleecy cream-white wool, enougl 1
for two little coats and the relative bonnets >
and also a few yards of narrow rose-colorei l
ribbon to make a many-looped knot fo r
Rosa’s bonnet, and of pale gold-color tha t

would set-off Silvia’s golden fluffs of hair.
The pearl buttons for the coats—Polly ah
stracted those from the stock of their owi 1
store, and felt quite guilty as she did so, al
uv

partment; and John never noticed the sudde: 1
blush that made his Polly look like a youn 5
girl again, when a customer chanced to asl t
for pearl buttons, large size. It is so uncom
■

innocent secret!
With the aid and counsel of JaneO'Nel 1
—with whom Polly was accustomed to c>
change neighborly favors—the coats an 3
even an

finished successfully. Jan e
had cut out the little coats, for Polly declare 3
she could not and would not venture to pr 3
scissors into that lovely cloth. The capswhich came very nicely out of the piecesPolly felt competent to cut those; but int o
the undisturbed wholeness of that preeioi s
piece of wool no scissorB of hers were bol 3
were

■

to go.

So when the husband and wife had rcache 3
their home, and Polly took up clinging litt e
Silvia in her strong young arms, and Job n
tossed jolly Rosa high above his head, ar 3
kissed her with his moustache against hi r
cheek, while she called him a “cold, scratch y
papa” at that very moment the deceitful hea rt
of Mrs. Polly.was happy in the idea that Chris 1*
mas day would see her babies brave in the ir
new garments, to say nothing of the thougl 't
of the warm muffler which she had boug! lt
for John—all with the wages of her car *-

fully concealed industry.
Christmas secrets are delicious—they ha' e
all the fun of an escapade, without ai y
pricks of conscience to follow and spo il
everything.
was

no

better—or

anything.”

that twenty dollars tomorrow morning, upon
You may have the
new goods for the shop.

cess

John, for his part,

ill or

“Polly, 1 have said it and I shall not go
back on my word,” John maintained. “Nothing venture, nothing have; and if worst
comes to worst I can keep us out of the poorI shall spend
house by shovelling snow.

again our little great-great-grandfa
thers and grandmothers by some elfin pro

enough

mas

not——”
“Ah, John—don't say any more,” pleaded
Polly. I’m afraid to have you toss up that
cent.”
“Here it goes, my girl!” cried John, reck-

back

bonnets

fastened with a
whose collar was
large black headed pin for lack of a better.
“1 should think,” said he, “that people
could see our shop as they cross the street,
for it is only two doors from the corner.”
“1 sincerely hope they cannot, for there’s

window look worth while for once.
Then if customers come, well and good. If

the Christmas streets.
Jane had told them how beautiful it al
was, how well worth seeing, in the evening,
under a thousand bewildering lights, with
the gay crowd surging to and fro before th<
brilliant windows. She was a skillful seamstress, and worked in one of the great shops
Her specialty was children’s clothing, the
quaint coats, the dear little dresses that half
confuse our ideas of time, and seem to briut

fortable to keep

ing

shop

through

i o

worse--thanPolly. Hehadonhisconscien -6
—if that organ is situated directly under tl e
vest pocket- a small pasteboard box wii h
the name of the great jeweller, P. Goldstor e
& Co., upon its cover, which enclosed a mo iest pin in oxydized silver, a Christmas gi ■3
for the Polly that he would have liked 0

deck with diamonds.
Polly prepared the supper and asked Jai e
to stay and share it with them, for not on
was site fond of her friend, but really need id
the moral support of a third person preset 3>

had been

Christmas than yours.”
These fancies comforted a little the anxious
mind of John Vanlyne as he regarded his

en

sad as she turned the penny over in the
palm of her hand. “Don’t you trust me, my
girl?” said he. and Polly’s brown head was
on his shoulder in a moment.
They breakfasted by gaslight, Christmas

morning, John aud Polly alone together,
for the babies were still asleep in their warm
nriu

Pnllv linrt

made

tacit amends

to her

husband for her little faith of the evening
before, by the extra clearness of the coffee
and hrown tint of the rolls; and their table
talk was all of the purchases to be made in
order that their little shop should have its
part of the hurried last custom of Christmas
morning. John had to go alone to buy the
goods, for Polly knew no one with whom to
As soon as
leave the twins in the daytime.
the door had closed behind her husband she
hurried to perform the necessary work of the
house, and the minutes seemed long to her

while she washed the dishes and dusted the
shop, until she heard Silvia call, with a note
like a canary bird:
“Mamma, come. Rosa wants some b’ekfast!” said the baby, with elegant disregard
of her own desire for bread and milk.
Polly dressed the twins, and as soon as
they had exhausted the resources of the blue
and white crockery cups they sat contented-

ly down upon the floor to play with some
empty spools. Their mother could not rest:
she ran back and forth, looking for her hus.
band to return.
At last he came, riding beside the driver oi
to a wholesale deal

wagon which belonged
in fancy goods, and took into the shop sev
eral boxes which his companion liandec
Then witl
down to him from the wagon.
“Merry Christinas and good luck to you,’
the driver started his horse, and Polly sliu
a

er

the door.

John had expended his twenty dollars t<
good advantage, and Polly was as pleased a:
a child with the toys, Christmas souvenirs, or
naments for trees and dainty holiday trifle: 1
that came out of the boxes,
“I have an idea!’’ she exclaimed,
“You may never have another,” said John
“It is like my lone banknote, and you may a i
well spend it.”
“No, no," answered Polly, “it is more lik 3
my lucky penny—it may decide our fortunes
Leave me to arrange the things in the win
[
dow, John dear; and you, meantime, tak
these twenty cents and go down and get 1
few yards of evergreen rope from the lam 3
boy at the street corner four blocks belov r
here. Don’t hasten, I should like to be dc
prived of your society for about ten mir
utes.”
“It does not sound verv affectionate,” ot
jected her husband,” but I suppose it is a
right. Farewell, false Mary Virginia, an 1
the dar £
may you never have cause to repent
deeds done in the temporary absence of you r
legal master and practical slave.”
With the air of a tragedian, John jamrne x
his soft hat upon his head and went fort!
resuming at the door his ordinary decorun
And Polly, once more left to herself, worke 1
swiftly as if hers were the fingers of a Chris
mas

fairy,

flip

Unnr

careless

so

as

purchase.
day,” said

Duck?
UeOSfc.

(pbW

Buuer.

Creamery » lb...28630

OO1

K««*.
Eastern extras ..27628
Can & Western..
'25
I Limed.20321

quotations.

Lowest.

1
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Lowest.

Closing.

77%
77%
77%
77%

78%
78%

85
85 V*
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84s/*
83%

36%
36%
36%
36%

37

78V*
37
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Highest.
Lowest.

Closing

77>/*
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Opening....
Highest....
lamest.

Closing.

May
86%
85%
85%
85%

Feb.
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37

42%

37%
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25%
26%

Opening....
Highest...

25%

Lowest.

Closing.

26%

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Btd.
Descriptions.
Canal National Bank.100 165
Casco Nat. Bank.100 153
First National Bank.100 112
51
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
L23
Merchants’ National Bank.. 75
National Traders’ Bank.100 144
75
Ocean Insurance Co-...100
95
Portland Company.
62
Portland Gas Company. 60
B.O N D S.
State of Maine 6s, due 1889.106
Portland City 6s,Munlclp’I variouslOO
Portland City 6s, R. R. aid 1907...124
Bath City os, Mun. various...
10a
Bath Cliy 6s It. R. aid various_loo
Bangor City 6s, long R. It. aid-113
Bangor City 6s, loug Mun.122
Belfast City 6s, It. R. aid. 104
And. & Ken. R. R. 6s, various ..105
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1895 110
Leeds & Farniing’tu R. R. 6s.110
Maine Central R. R. 1st mtg 7s.. 121
Maine Central R. R. Consol 7s —133
Maine Central R. R. Skg Fund 6s. 108
Portland WaterCo. 1st mtg 6s....101%
••
2d mtg 6s.106
3d mtg 6s... .110

father.

the old gentleman, his smile
into a laugh. “When I came
along this forenoon to my business one of
them, the little dark-eyed thing, held up an
absurd doll at me. ‘Merry Kissmus,’ says
she, ‘isn’t ’oo some little dirl’s danpa. and

say,” said
deepening

....

doesn't ’oo like dollies?’”
“I was in a hurry then, for I had promised
to meet an old customer, who thought he
could not choose a set of fire-opals unless I
helped his selection; but I meant to see your
little Jgirl again and buy her doll. She’s a
good business head; pity she wasn’t a boy,

Asked
166
163
115
53

125
140
80
loo
65

107
116
125
106
101
116
124
106
100
112.
112
123

135
110

102%
107
111

[By Telegraph.]
following quotations of stocks

are received
The
dailv:
A toll., Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad.
94%
Eastern Railroad.124%
Bell Telephone. 196Vs
Mexican Central.
13%
New Vork and New England Railroad.
61V*
do orel,
Mexican Central 4s.
55%
C. B. & y.
136%

runner,
her
with
Well, to
taking
ways.
our
to
return
subject, 1 should be
glad to engage you as cashier, Mr. -?”
And we will
"Vanlyne,” supplied John.
Meanwhile I will
talk about terms later.
walk around the corner with you, and buy

Wisconsin

Central.

22

I only wish I could buy a little
grandchild as pretty as your daughter there,
and give the doll to her.”
So the two merchants, great and small,
went around the corner and into the shop
together. John presented Mr. Goldstone to
Polly and the twins. He bought all the toys

Maine Central Railroad.....142%

paid for them,

7 ue transactions at tne Stock Exchange aggieraied 79.894 shares.
1 in- lonowing are to-day’*quotations "1 Govern
inent securities:
United Elates bonds, 3s .100%

that doll.

In the

window,

New York Stock and Money Market.

[By Telegraph.]
N EW VORK, Dec. 24.
on call
easy, raugingjrom 3 to 6. last loan 3. Prime mercantile paper at 4o5 per cent. Exchange dull and
steady at 4 79%®4 79% and 4 83‘/*®4 83%.
Baiload bonds dull and generaly strong Tne stock

1886,-Money

market closed dull but steady.

and divided them fairly between his favorThen he deite Kosa and the gentle Silvia.
parted, leaving the Vanlyne family in a

have standard time here

“I see we are going
now.” observed Mrs. McSwilligen.
“Yes, replied her husband, “the Standard has
gobbled everything else nearly, and now it undertakes to run our time for us.”
to

memo x

Alton

Lake

Central..131
Bloom.)* Western. 16%
Erie * West

"Mr. Featherly, did you ever hear pa whistle?”
said Bobby, Ignoring his mother’s signal to keel
still.
“Ne. Bobby,” laughed Featherly, "I never had
that pleasure.”
"
Well you will,” said Bobby. "He told ma that
he leut you *5 last night, and lie expected tt
whistle for it.”
If you are nervous or dyspeptic try Carter's Lit
tie Nerve Pills. Dyspepsia makes you nervous
and nervousness makes you dyspeptic; either om
renders you miserable and these little pills cun
both.

Texas Pacific.
Uuiou Pacific.
U. s. Express.
Wabash, St. Louis * Pacific
Uo pref.
Western Uuiou Telegraph

Miss Blank (to her cousin, who has inadvert
her foot)—Yes, papa thinks so much o
my foot, that while we were in Italy ho tried hi
best to persuade me to have a bust made of It.

ly admired

F..

Teuu,

new.

Mrs. Reynolds—Wh?, Nora, why did you hoi I
the potatoes without removing the eyes?
Nora—Sure, miss, and if I cut out the potatoes
eyes how will they see to boll?

Arrived.
to J B Coyle.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson,
via Easlport for Boston.
Sch Avon, (Br) Murnle. Kempt,
L C Cummins 61 Co.

1

Metropolitan El.201

Mobile* Ohio. 16

Richmond

Essex.138

Danville.180
Wells..Fargo Express.129
34T
Valley..
Hockey

Perfect Hair

*

*

»

OF LONDON.

COMPANY,

Established in 1783.

STATEMENT OF THE UNITED STATES BRANCH.

and vigorous growth, aud impart
to it the lustre and freshness of youth.

JA.tt.iKl I, ISM.
Toml Awl., nriunl r»l»«,
Total I.labilities ia Failed

I have used Ayer’s Hair Vigor for a
long time, and am convinced of its
value. When I was 17 years of age my
hair began to turn gray. I commenced
using the Vigor, and was surprised at
the good effects it produced. It not
only restored the color to my hair, but
so stimulated its growth, that 1 have
now more hair than ever before.—
J. W. Edwards, Coldwater, Miss.

81,744,740.3*1

state, including reserve for
reinsurance and unpaid losses
Pfct

1,207,374.73
4AI7,:MM.sJ

tiarpln*

E. B. Clark,

A. 1). lltvixu,

Manager.

Ass.

W. D. LITTLE &

Manager.

CO.,

AOENT8,
31 EXCHANGE STREET.

Vigor,

dec 15_eotl3w

Bold by all Druggists and Perfumer*.

I* you arb su*TBRn»o from debility
and loss of appetite; if your stomach is
out of order, or your mind confused;
take Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. This medicine
will restore physical force and elasticity
to the system, more surely and speedily

TO BUSINESS MEN!
There is scarcely a business man of any standing who does not carry insurance on his life,
but more especla'ly with the old and strong

than any tonic yet discovered.
For six months I suffered from liver
and stomach troubles. My food did not
nourish mo, and I became weak and
very much emaciated. I took six bottles
of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, and was cured.
—J. M. Palmer, Springfield, Mass, tf

Mutual Life Insurance
OF IFKW

Company,

YORK.

Cash Assets, $110,000,000.00,
being the largest and best In the world, making
the most liberal policy, free from restrictions of
any kind, and continually Increasing in value by
to

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

or
large dividends, which may be added
used In reduction of payments. For lull partlcu
Jars or documents, apply to
the

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer ft Co., Lowell, Use*.
Bold by Druggist*. Price $1; elx bottle*, $6.

W. D.

TTfcBlgr

felyl

NIX

ASSURANCE

rapid

Hair

that \mm

PH

a natural and
healthy condition of the scalp, and of tho glands
through which nourishment is obtained.
When, in consequence of age and disease, the hair becomes weak, thin, and
gray, Ayer’s Hair Vigor will strengthen
it, restore its original color, promote its

Hrsidrat

LITTLE,
31 Kxcbnage Ml.

Agent,

decs

INSURE IN THE

Employee Liability

Assurance

Corp'n,

[F.131ITKD,]

Ansi Accidents of all ids.
PROMPT PAYMENT OF LOSSES

LOIN RATES!

Inqnire concerning the

inst. brig Abble Clifford.
Port Spain, (aud sailed 10th for New

FIVE DOLLAR POLICY.

A. D.

Rocky Glen, Bray.
Ar at Barbaboes prev to 21st. barque D A Brayton, Huutley, Buenos Ayres.
Ar at Kingston, Ja, loth lust, seh Hattie McG
Buck. Putnam, Georgetown, SC.
Sid loth, sch Laura, Lainsoii, Pensacola.

NEELY,

Igent,

30 EXCHANGE 9T1.EET.

Absolutely

Pure

SPICES.
The superiority of these spices and mustards
sists la tbetr
run-down," deblUtated
worn-out.”
For
school teachers, milliners, seam Stresres. ‘J.
women
keopers. and oi er-workod
thobeat
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription Is
of all restorative tonics. It is not a
of
PlrP<*e,
a
fulfills
singleness
but admirably
all thoee
being a most potent Specific tor
to
Chronic Weaknesses and Diseaf' 3 peculiar
well as
ns
It is a powerful, gor nil
women.
\ ‘(for
and
Imparts
and
nervine,
tonic
uterine,
and strength to the whole system. It prompJy
bloatchits weakness of stomach. Indigestion,
ing, weak tiaok. nervous prostration. noblllt>
and sleeplessness, In eithor sex. Favorite Propostscription is sold by druggists under our
bottle.
lit* aunranh*. Sec wrapper mound
Prleo SI.00, or six bottles lor $5.00.
A large treatise on. Diseases of Women, pronufueely Illustrated with colored platrs and
rents in stamps.
merous wood-cuts, sent for 10
MTOtCAt.
Address. WORX.D’S DmreWARY.
Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Association,
SICK HEADACHE, Bilious Headache,
and Constipation, promptly cured by
Dr. Pierce's Pellets. 35c. a vial
by drugglsto.

Cure-aJL

They are the BEST FLAVORED and
MOST ECONOMICAL for the consumer,
the BEST SELLING and most attract'
Wi
ive shelf goods for the retailer.
have In stock a full line of above goods,
and are pleased to offer them to the retail trade.

HOWES, HILTON k HARRIS.
novn

u^iii

ACCOUNT BOOKS.

|

S4 Hawley St„ Boston, Baa:?.'

LIEBIG COMPANY’S EXTRACT

Tnrcoui.il

OF MEAT. An invaluable tonic. “Isasuccesi
and boon for which nations should feel grate
ful.”—See "Medical Fress,” “Lancet” &c.
Genuine ouly with the fac-simile of Baron Lie
big’s Siguature in Blue Ink across the Label
The title “Baron Liebig" and photograpl
n<
having been largely used bv dealers with art
connection with Baron Liebig, the public
informed that the Liebig Company alone cal
offer the article with Baron Liebig's guaran

UPHOLSTER
WB

oar

R’Aik

Check Books,

ONLY

and

I IOLLKR,

Wtop Bolin 1* NUndurd.

[WHOLBSAlj:.]

474

OUMPERT BROTHERS

j>

....

Fl'Ll, WKIUIIT CiCJAR*

Smoker* .Imuld nol (all to (Ive
them a trial.

COE,
No.
pre-digested food

DOLJBER.

QOOOALB *

jlyl3

tor

Dys-

197

E. L. STAfliVOOl* & CO.,
WIIOLKKALF *«KJIT»,

Middle Street

No. 83 Market

dee 13

FLAV0R YOUR

The undersigned has removed from !*a, *11 ■«
jn t vi i«i,ii. .trrri, where he will be pleased in
see his friends and all In want of

Poultry Dressing an ,1
Scalloped Oysters

"

TuTliAS&wOmnnn

I

I

\

G*-u pg- s,

Wm.C. Bell & Co’ s

Sporting Hoods, Fishing Taehle,

Cotlea
ry, Skates and Fancy Hardware.

_I

Silo SMSG.

marketiui D,
If yon cannot buy of your grocer
«vcud‘ J2c stamp lor *;unple to flavor 8!t» turkey.

for D. Peal’* Pewdar .mils.
Anal
a
Alla. Pewdar aad

or

J1 111 L V11 .aS

!

declttl

Street.,

_eodlw

REMOVAL.

Meat, liaiue, Fish,

OO., Boston. Maos.

—WITH—

l^iW 1WlWTIBM

Congress St.«od3m

The Latest and Best.

BLANKETS.
$1.0
Square Blankets
4.0
‘AM Wool Blankets, Square,
.7
Cut Blankets
We have some 90x90, very heavy. Call and se
onrs before you buy.

a

Binding.

decl_

dlawlyS

Teething,

Printing, Ruling

LUNG, SHORT k HARMON.

HORSE

OF MEAT. To be had of all storekeeper:
Grocers aud Chemists. Sole Agents for th
United States (wholesale only! C. David i
Co., 9 Fenchurch Avenue, London. England

lid

H YEAR.

your De»l®r for thorn. takenooth®r

»p2i__eo<ily

LIEBIG COMPANY’S EXT RAH

NS—piaster

Boston.
S h Centennial, Crlpps, New York for St Job u.
sch Alton, Odell, Gloucester for St John, N B.
Sch E H Foster, Stewart, New Haven for 3t
John, NB.
Sch Rob A Jlarrie. Brown, New York for
John, NB.

FOR THE

Curtain.,

.^HARDWARE.

MAKE TUB

GENUINE
and

tee'.of genuineness.

St John, N

Kleiizi, Chatto, Sedgwick.
Willie Seavey, Simmons, Friendship,
Alaska, Clark, St Johu. NB, for New Yor k.
Sch Kmeliue G Sawyer, Watts, St John, NB, f n

id Milk

Window Shini: Curtain Fixtures,

LIEBIG COMPANY’S EXTRACT

u
n

Sch
Sch
Sell

OllDEK BLANK BOOKS

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,

OF MEAT. Finest ami Cheapest Meat Flavorlng Stock for Soups, Made Dishes aud
Sauces. Annual sale 8,000,000 Jars.

Jun26

con-

PERFECT PURITY,
GREAT STRENGTH
AND FULL_ WEIGHT.

l&wnrtn

Ink,

Sch Reno, Colbeth, Boston for Machlas.
Sen Magnet. Beals, Jonesport.

Kansas & Texas. 31V s
Houston A Texas._89

iMrwtf

nrmaly

Ayer’s

Portland. Malm.

22 EXCHAN6E STREET,
dcclu,17iil24

Indicates

FRIDAY, Dec. 24.
Steamship Eleauora, Bragg, New York—rad

A. OE.VT8.

FOR SALE BY ALL CROCERS
marlO

ADAMS

&

ROLLINS

Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Aeeayer of Maine from ’76 to ’83.

NEWS

69“
16

KUSTOV, .71AMM.

Josefa. Snow, for Rio Janeiro;
YSid nth iust, brig Fortune
Island.)

mid

18V
33V

SCULL & BRADLEY, Hammers,

EICHAKD < STANLEY, A. M. Ph. I>.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

61

Surplus. 8 707,376.15

Arat St Thomas Oth

FOB

MJVKJLN'E

21V
00V

100“

Endorsed for Its Purity and Healthfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
“I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and flnu It to be of full weight, entireAmmonia, Lime and the Phosly free from toAlum,
be an absolutely pure bread-raising
phates, and
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency.”

Foreign Ports.
Sid fm Hamburg 21st, ship Charmer, Lincoln.
New York
Sid fm Departure Bay Xlth. ship Chas E Moody,
Leonard, (from San Francisco) for Naualiuo.
At Rio Janeiro Nov 28. barques Edmund Phinney. Young, unc; AUanwilde, Newman, do.
Ar at Port Spain Nov 17, barque Florence. Carter. Bostou; 24th, Kennard. Bettencourt, Barba
does; 20th. sch May O’Neil, Hart, New York, (all

uuoii.

Sit SI

81.432.460.16
I,IAHII.IT I KM.
Unpaid Losses, Unearned Premiums,
and other Llabllttcs,.$ 725,090.01

The Standard of Purity and Excellence.

_

MINIATURE ALMANAC..DECEMBER 25.
rises.7 16 Hlirtawatarl.
10 4 0
walel
sets.4 07 u,gu
j.11 3 d

Canton..

Morris A

ASSETS,

Stocks and Bonds, market value,...$1,248,643.00
104.540.47
Cash In Banks and Offices.
14.19
Accrued Interest..
78,790.86
Uncollected Premiums,.
457.64
Other Assets,.

Win O Snow‘Crosby,

Suu
Sun

do pref.|81
Boston Air Line.101
Burliu.'to A Cedar Kapids.
Canada Southern. ,03

Oregon Nav.

December 31, 1883.

Cephaloula.Boston.Liverpool

East Tenn, 1st prel. 74V
do 2(1 pref. 27 V
Altou A Terre Haute. 29V

We notice the ladles of this city have improve I
In looks of late; Lydia E. I’inkham’s Vcgctabi
Compound must be selling big.

UNITED STATES BRANCH,

Hoboken tor Portsmouth;
son. do for Thomaston; Mary II Rogers, Rogers,
Daiuersport for Bath.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 20th,sehs Maggie Mulvey.
Randlett, Islesboro; Frank Herbert, Herrick,
eastward.
BOOTHBAY—Ar 22d. schs Win F Green. Crockett, Portland for St George; Gen Worth, Davis,
Friendship for Portland; Sentinel, Cotter. Castlne
for do; Magnet, Beal. June sport for do: R H Colson, Staples, Portland for Stockton; Geo Albert,
Swett, and II W Cushman, Brown, Rockland for
Portland

,.

89V
St. Paul
St. Paul preferred.117V
St. Pan., idlnu. & Mail.113
St Paul St .. 461
do ..HOV

Company,

HTATEMJOT Of* THE

Thompson, Avcrill.
BSALEM—Ar 23d.sch Helen
Nettie Cushing. Robin-

York..Liverpool...Dec
Wyoming.New York..Liverpool....Dec
...Liverpool

preferred.140

d3w

LITEMPOOL EIOLAND.

OF

22d, sct.s Carrie W,
Plymouth; Lizzie M Eells,
Holmes, New York
Decrow, do for Boothbay.
Ar 23d, sch Alpine. Marshall, from Bangor for
Wood Holl.
BOSTON—Ar 23d. schs Idaho, Peck. Amlioy;
Loura Brewster. Smith, do; Chas E Sears. Allen,
do; Kennebec, Walls, and Prospect, Arey, New
York; Etta A Sllmpsou, Bunker, do; Star of the
West, Davis. Bristol.
Cld 23d. brig Turlla. Sawyer, Barbadoes; Sparkling Water. Hleliboni. Trinidad.
Ar 24th, schs Prescott llazeltlne, Ferguson.
Jacksonville via Marblehead, (full of water, having been ashore); Martua Nichols. Perry, and
Geu Scott. Rich, Calais.
Cld 24th, sch Rebecca F Lamden, Digglns, for

Accapulco.New

Vork, Chicago * St. Louis. 12V1
2G
do pref.
Ohio Central.
Ohio!,*,Miss. 27V!
18V
Gut. * western.
Oregon Tr.tnscou. 31V
Pacific Mail. 48
98
Panama.
Pullman Palace.138 V
83V
lleaaiue.
....126“/
Koetc Island.
St Louis * San Flail. 31V
Uo pref. 02V
1st ..113

Agent,

11_

Insurance

teviBNEyARD-HAVEN-Ar
for

21
2:
Santiago.New York..Cleuluegos..Dee 2:
York..Panama.Dec 2;
City of Puebla... New York..Ilav&VCruz Doe Z
Niagara.New Yolk Havana.Dec 2
Cohan .New York..St Thomas.. Dec 2
Auraula.New York..Liverpool. ..Dec 2
Rhynland.New York.. ..Dec 2
2
City of Berlin ....New
2
Aller.New York..Bremen ...Dec 2
Peruvian.Portland
.Dec 3
Wielaud.New York—Uambiug ...Dec 3
City Washington.New York..Hav&VCruz Dec 3
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool ...Dec 3 j
...Dec 3 J
Advance.New York..Rlo Jaueiro Jan j

Northwestern
New York Central.112“,

•

LONDON AND LANCASHIRE

DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 23d. sch Lu
eano, Clark, from New York for New Bedford.
Ar 23d. sch Danl Webster. Greenlaw, fm Port
Johnson for Narragauset Pier.
NEWPORT-Bid 23d. soli Alice T Boardman,
Rich, (from Calais) for New York.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 22d, sch Eagle, from New
York
Sid 23d, sch Teluman, Marshall, Norfolk; Mary
Augusta. Holt, New York.
WOOD’S HOLL-Ar 23d, sch June Bright, Bar-

Sarnia.Portland—Liverpool... Dec
Britanic .New York..Liverpool... Deo

00

J. N. Dunham,
President.

H. J. Hau,
Secretary.

dec

N

Stover.

43«llo

No. 311-2 Exchange Street.

WARKEM-Ar 20Ui, »ch Wreath, Colson, from

9o

FI10M

82,803

S Case, Palklngbam, fin New

^SOMERSET—Sid 22d, sch

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

New

the wives and mothers of our land.

w

*1,382,894.45
Capital actually paid up in cash.... 1,000.000 OO
410,642.86
Surplus beyond capital,.

PRENTISS LORING,

,,

i

S orm western.113%

It is truly wonderful to see how the name o!
Lydia E. Pinkbam is a household word amonj

Cattle Market.

_

preferred.100

Inref..

oi7|i

Pure.

Absolutely

This powder never varies.
A marvel of purity,
More economical,
strength and wholesomeness.
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold In
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold imly In
cam. Koval Haki.no I’owdeb Co., 10<i Waif 8t
N. Y.
juadly

York.
Sid 23d, sch Jed Frye, Langley, New Bedford.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 21st, sens Cephas Starrett,
Thompson, Pensacola; Elizabeth M Cook, Clark,
and Ldnet, Swain, Calais; A L Mitchell. Bunker,
Franklin; Meuewa, Alexander, Bangor.
STON1NGTON—Ar 21st, schs Jennie Lind,
Leighton, Mlllhrldge; Emma Green, Smith, Bangor tor New York.
Sid 23d. seh Emma Green, for New York.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 22d, sell Chas W Church.
Lent, Baltimore; James B Jordan, Martin, for
New York.
Ar 23d, sch John Somes, Robuins, New York.
Sid 23d, sch Eva L Leonerd. Robbins, for New
York
in port, to winter, schs Chattanooga, and Willard Saulsbury, of Bangor; New Zealand, of rremold; Caroline, of Cherryfleld; Lucy Hammond,
East Machias.
D1GHTON—Ar 22d, sch Lizzie L Mills, from

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON. Dec. 24.1886.—Consols 100 1-16.
LIVi.UP OL, Dec. 24, 1886.—Cotton marke
dull—uplands atoVsd; Orleans at 6»,'»d; salei
8,000 bales; peculation and export 600 bale9.
LIVERPOOL. Dec. 24.1886.—Quotations—Will
ter Wheat 7s 4dft7s 8d; Spring wheat 7sd 4d«
7s 5d; Club wheat at 7s 8dg7s 9d. Corn—mixei 1
Provisions. #%:
Western at 4s 6V4d; peas 6a 6d
Pork 02s Od; bacon 33s 6d for short clear Cheesi
at 03s for American; tallow at 24s for American
lard. 34s.

...

ao

er, eastern port.
Ar 22d, sch John

dlljg 8 16-18?.
MOBILE, Dee. 24, 1886.—Oottou quiet; mid
dllr-i 816-lCo.

taka Shore. 94%
Louisville* Nairn. 03%
Manhattan Elevated...
93%
sichiaan Central.
Minn, a si. Louts. 18
.42
uo pref
Iu6%
Missouri Pacific.
60%
New jersey Ceutral.
Nmllieni.Paclflc. 27

Daughter—Mamma, Mr. B. proposed last night
Mother—Did you accept him, daughter?
Daughter—Yes, mamma.
Mother—Has he any money, daughter?
Daughter—Only *1800 a year, mamma.
Mother—Well, daughter, handle him carefully
until spring. Possibly you cau pick up something
better during the winter.

PERTH AMBOY-Sid 22d, sch Keystone, Wild-

I2%@13e :lower grades accord-

middling 9c.
MEMPHIS, Dec. 21,188(5.—Cotton firm;

Illinois

Lud

stou. Jk.

SAVANNAH. Dec. 24, 1886. Cotlou Is quiet
middling 8 15-lGc.
1 HARl.ESTON.Dec. 24, 1886.—Cotton steady

Clin ago, Burll’dgtou A Quincy .13 :%
Get. A Glut. Canal.101
DM.. Lack. & West.133%
Dau & Rio Grande. 32
83Vi
r.n
71%
KtlCpref erred

Always avoid liarsb purgative pills. They first
make you sick and then leave you constipated.
Carter’s Little Liver I’ills regulate the bowels and
make you well. Dose, one pill.

Vegetlne has been used with great success i
the treatment of dyspepsia.

middling

..

WIT AND WISDOM.

lu®llc;

NEW ORLEANS,|Dec. 24. 1888.—Cotton quiet

Uuiou Pacific 1st
.110%
uo Land Grants
do Sinking Funds.
Tiie following New Volk stock market is ieceived ilailv, hv private wire, by Pullen, Crocker
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
Adams Express.13d
American Express.107%
Ceutral Pacific. 42
t liesapeake & Ohio.
SVi
Cl icap: a Alton.143

keep the shop in partnership. And we may
wish to them, and to John and Polly and
Silvia and Rosa and to all the readers of the
Portland Press—A Merry Christmas!

^PHILADELPHIA—Cld

86.

ivccnpts,

Ned 4s, reg.
New r». coup.
....128%
Ncw v%8, reg.lln%
Nev. 4%s, coup.
110%
Central Pacific lsts .116%
Denver « R/Gr. lsts.119%
Kriegds. 98%
Kansas 1'aclflc Consols.106 V*

state of perfect content.
Before the New Year, the little variety
store was rented to a dealer in boots and
shoes; and as Jane O’Neil had promised,
more than a year before,to marry that young
man, it Is probable that by this time they

,.

23d, schs Mary C Hall,
French, Pernandhta; Joseph M Hayes, Crocker,
Galveston: Grace Davis. Dyer, Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 23<i. snip lnviucime,saews,
Manila; sells Helen U King. Calais; Silver Heels,
Roeklaiul; Paragon Sliute, Amboy for Boston;
Maud Mallooh, Calais; Allstou. Sullivan; Enterprise, New Bedford.
Cld 23d, ship McNear.'Larrabee, for Yokohama;
barque Ella‘Reed, Portland; achs Harry White.
Hopkins. Foiut-a-Pitre; Edith B Coombs, Thompson, St Pierre; Grace Bradley, McIntyre, King-

rirfine

Boston Stock Market.

capital

..

YORK. Dec. 24. 1886.—Flour market18,424|BtHs /exports 2006 bbls, and 6027
sacks; sales 19.600 Dms.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 15@3 05; superfine
Western and State 2 40®3 25; commou to good
extra Western and State at 2 90,a 3 35; good to
choice do at 3 40a5 00; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 60ia4 80; fancy do at
at 4 8584 90;.common tojgood extra Uhm at 2 90
®5 (x>; commou to choice extra St Louis at 2 90a
510; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 5084 76; choice to double extra do at 4 80 a
6 25, Including 2400 bbls city mill extra at 4 0" a
4 65;1800 bbls fine do 2 lo®3 05; 110O bbls su2 40@3 25; 1800 bbls extra No 2 at 2 90®
25; 7200 bbls winter wheat extra ,2 9086 26;
6,200 bbls Minnesota extra at 2 90®5 25. Southern fiour firm; common to fair extra 3 40i®3 90;
good to choice do at 4 0085 10. Rye Hour steady.
Wheal—receipts 83,060 hush; exports ’26,834
till; stronger; sales 298,000 bush; No 2 MU 91c;
No 2 Red 90%c elev; 91%«®92c f o b; No 1 Red
at 93%c; No 1 White at 90c: extra Red 93 %c.
Bye is quiet. Barley dull. Cora is easier: receipts 33,650 bush; expoHs 93,007 bu: sales 4 \OOO bush;No 3 at «6%c In elev; No 2 at 47%c In
elev. Oats stronger; receipts 36,100 bush; exports 133 bush: sales “6,000 bush; No 3 at 34c;
White do 38c; No 2 at 34% c; do White at 3x%
838%c; No 1 White 89%c; Mixed Western 36®
87c;White Western 37 841c; White State at 3“®
40c. Coffee—Fair Rio dull at 141,4c. augur (lull;
market for refined dull; C at 4%a4%c; ExtraC
4%a4Uc; White Extra Cat 5c; Yellow at 4%,@
4%e;off AlHilqo WtouM A 6 V. 446 15-llii;:
standard A at 6%e: granulated at 5 1-1086% e,
cut loaf and crushed at6%c; Dowdered at 6%®
6%c; Coulee A 6 ll-16@6%c: Cubes 5%@ 13Tallow is
16c. Felroleam—united at 67c.
steady. Pork stronger; mess quoted at 11 87%
@1137%. Beef steady. l.ard moderately active—Western 6 5286 65; refilled quoted at 6 90
for Continent, 7 loTorS. A. Butter firm; Western cream 20828c. Chreoe quiet.
Freights steady.
CHICAGO. Dec. 24, 1886.—Flour Is steady;
Winter patents 4 25@4 50 J|Soutneru Whiter at
3 75@4 OO;Michigan and Wisconsin winter 3 OOa
4 00; choice to fancy Minnesota patent at 4 25®
4 50; soft Wheat patents 4 ooa4 25; Minn, bakers In sacks at 3 0083 26. Wheat Is firm; No 2
Spring at 77%c; No 2 Red at 77% c. Corn steady;
No 2 at 30%c. Oats dull; No 2 at 26c.
RyeProvisions
No 2 at 63c. Bariev—No 2 at 61%c.
stronger—Mess Pork Is steady at 1140®1145.
Lard at 6 22% @6 25; Dry salted shoulders 4 80®
4 H6; short clear sides at 6 05@6 10.
Receipts—Flour, 30,000 bbls; wheat. 77.000
bu;coru 120,000 bush ; oats 85,000 bu; ryo 0,000
bush; barley, 43,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 19,000 bbls; wheat, 24,000
bush: corn, 73,000 bush; oats, 114,000 bush
ryeO.OOO bush,barley 42.000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, Dec. 24.1880.—Flour is steady;
XXX at 2 6082 60; family at 2 75@2 90; choict
3 20@3 30; fancy 3 6083 66; extra fancy 3 SOa
4 00; patent at 4 1684 50. Wheat strong: No 2
Red 81c. Corn lower; No 2 Mixed 34%@S6Hc
Gals dull ;No 2 Mixed 28%c. Lard 6 01>o6 07%.
Receipts—Flour, 3,000 bbls; wheat, 23,000 bu
corn. 77,000 bush Coats, 16,000 bush;rye, 20,001
bush, barley 23.1XK) bush.
Shipments—Flour, 6,000 bills ;wheat Soooobu
corn, 18,000 bush; oats 5,000 bu; ryo 0,000 bu
I barley 6.000 bush.
DETROIT,Dec. 24. 1«86.—Wheat—No 1 Whiti
30%c; Mich Red 81%c;No 2 Red 81 Vic.

31
81
31
31

1,1 tHII.Il'IKS.
Amount of unpaid losses and claims $ 142.948 21
Reinsurance fund. 1,224,682 74
All other demands against tbe com25,363 50
pany.. ..y.

Curacoa.

FORTRESS MONROE —Sld 23d, barque C P
Dixon. Keen, (from Lottos) for New York.
BALTIMORE—Ar 23d, sch Clara E Colcord,
Colcord, Bangor.
Cld 23d, sch O D Withered, Garfield, Boston,

VKW
receipts

May.

POWDER

son, Detnarara.

[By Telegraph.]

42%
42%
42%

Total Assets.82.803.436 8(1

APALACHICOLA—Cld 23d,barque Louise Adelaide. Sluuett, Neponset.
PENSACOLA—Cld 23d, sch M ima Belle,Thompson, Havana.
DARIEN—Ar 23d. tell Lizzie Chadwick, Chadwick, New York.
Cld 23d. sch Frank C Pendletou, Fletcher, for
New York.
CHARLESTON—Cld 20tb, sch Fannie A Gorham. Welsh. St Simons, to load for New York.
CHARLESTON—Sld 23d, soil Victor Fuig, Harris. Bar&coa.
WILMINGTON, NC—Cld 23d, sch Anita, Small
Port de P lx.
RICHMOND—Ar 23d, sell Ueorgia, Berry, fm
Rockland.
Sld 23d, sch Billow, Emery. New York.
NORFOLK—Cld 23d, sch Chas E Moody, Ander-

Domestic Markets.

OATS.

“They will do for your reference, I should

remaining

80®® 1

COHN.

Jan.
36%
36%
36%
36%

lots at

common

I, ls»#i
96,628 OO
lteal estate owned by company
8
Stocks amt bonds owned by company 1,884.064 OO
Loans on bonds and mortgages.
308,366 67
Loans on collaterals.
15,400 00
Cash In office and In bank.
107,466 30
m
the
cuurse
collection
o|
Premiums
363,392 7;l
Accrued Interest and other assets..
33,219 04
Mtalmral Junuur,

GALVESTON -Ar 23d, barque Edw Cushing,
Blckmore, Philadelphia; sch Carrie A Buckniait,
Hogan. New York.
PASCAGOLLA—Ar 23d, sen Laura, Lnmsou,
Kingston. Ja.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 23d, barque S G Hart,
Pearson. Warren.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 23d, brig Caroline Gray,

PUlsbury,

81,000,000

CASH CAPITAL

account.

CHICAGO. Dec. 24, 1886—Cattle market active-receipts 2,000; shipments 1,000; active;
shipping steers at 3 3084 76;stockers and feeders
at 2 3083 60; cows,bulls and mixed 1 50®@3 30;
bulk at 2 3082 70; Texans at 2 20®2 90.
Hogs—receipts 20,000; shipments 6000; heavy
strong; light weak; rough and mixed 3 76®4 25;
packing and shipping 4 2584 50; light at 3 60®
4 20; skips 2 3083 25.
Sheep—receipts 1,000; shipments 1000; un
changed; natives 2 50.<> ®4 25; Western at 2 60
®3 50. Lambs at 4 00® 5 25.

31

Feb.
78%
79
78%
78%

78

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANUI8CO—Sld 16th, barque Gerard C
New Bedtord.
Baker,
Tobey.
Dee 16—Chartered, ships A J Fuller, wheat to
at £1 «s; Chas Dennis, to Liverdirect,
Liverpool
pool direct, wheat and merchandise on owners

By Telegraph.]

WHEAT.

Jan.
77%

ex

Chicago

31
31
31

Closing.
Friday’s quotations.
Opening....

Memoranda.
at New York from Manilla, rejMirts having encountered a hurricane Dec
which
the
deck
was flooded, spare
during
17th,
spars set adrift, sails blown away, Ac.
Sch Mary Means, wldch arrived at Sedgwick a
few days ago from Elizabeth port, experienced bad
weather on the passage, split sails, spruit foremast and bowsprit, and sprung aleak.
Seh Prescott Hazeltlne, before reported at Marblehead full of water, was towed to Bostou 24th.
Sch Hampton, which was recently towed Into
Bouthbay. after going ashore, was placed on the
railway 80th tor repairs.
Sch Alice Archer, Fletcher, is thirty days out
from Aspinwall to Sitip island. The usual passage is twelve or Ufteeu days.

Potatoes—Extra Maine and New Brunswick p
bbl 1 50@1 62%._

42%
42%
42%
42%

26%
25%
25%
26%

lligliest.
Lowest.

do

Incorpornted 1840.

Ship Iuvlnclbe. Skews,

ton.

OATS.

Opening.

3%
7%
2%

Hay—Choice prime at 17 50<gl8 50; fair to good
$16 Olio $17 00; Eastern fine $12®$15; poor to
ordinary $13a$15: East swale at »®$10. Eye
straw, cuolce,1l5 50®16 60; oat straw $8®9 $>

May.

Feb.

CORN.

Opeittng.

6
4

CO.

INSURANCE

_

Ar at

^an

Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Closing.

12Sl4c;

at

tern choice to

KEMPT.NS. Sehr Avon—365 tons lump plas1. C Cummings & Co.

Opening.
Highest.

6%
4%
3%
1%
4Vi
7 Va

ing to quality; Job lots %c higher.
Bggs- Eastern 'extra 29c; Eastern firsts at 258
26c; N H and Vermont extra 27®28c:|New York
choice 25@26e; Western cholce 24®25c; IMlchichoice 2oc; Nova Scotia choice at 24®25c;
mcd at 18c. Jobbing prices lc higher.
Beans—Ohoice-.smaU N Y hand picked peal 708
1 75 » bush; choice New York large hand picked
do 1 60® 1 65; small V ermont liand picked pea at

ter to

WHEAT.
•Fan.

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Montevideo 10th, barque Mary Baker, fm
Portlaud. (ordered to Buenos Ayres.)
Sld tin Aceapulco Dec 10, ship Iroquois, Nickels, for Royal Roads.
sld fm Liverpool 23d, steamer Sarmatian, for
Portland.
Ar at Asplttwall 22d Inst, sch Douglass Ilovey,
Wrtght, Pensacola.

good

Fire and Marine

Bch Laura & Marlon, Eastman, Harps well.

do dairy nominal at 14@18c; New York crm, extra fresh at 28 a29c; do extra firsts 26@27c; good
to choice June 22@24c; Vermont crmy extra at
28829c. Jobbing prices 182c higher.
Ofieese—Northern, choice to extra, 13®13'/4C;
sage at 14c; Ohio choice to extra 12%813c; Wes-

ns

Thursday's

Yellow Jacket.
Crown Point.
Gould ft Curry.
Bulwer.
Mexican.
Potosl.
Utah.'.
Sierra Nevada.
Hale & Norcross.
Bests Belcher.

to

SPRINGFIELD

for I'hiladel-

J Willard, Wallace, Rockport for New

Sch T Benedict, Unscott, Gardiner for New
York, fn coming to anchor In the Roads, fouled a
Br sclir and tore mainsail, and broke the Jibboom

8 Oo

JIG’S AGENl’Y.

PRENTISS I

Sch J Nickerson. Winslow, Rockland for New

at 5%c p tb.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery 29
230c: do extra firsts at 24®26c: do firsts at 19
®22c: do good to tclioice held creamery at 21®
23c; do fresh Imitation creamy, choice at 23824c j
do firsts 17 820c; do factory .extra fresh, 20824c;
do choice 18820c; do choice held 15® 16c,do fair

Store.12614

Sch H W Cushman, lirown.
W Belknap & Son.
Sch E A Balzley, from Vriokfnrt

PlSeiiC
York

iSressed hogs, city,

Choice.175,18
Good.14616

I

around the corner.”
“Are those your little girls, sitting in the
a
window?” asked Mr. Goldstone, with

a

Sage. 14%616

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND, Dec. 24, 1886.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
and 34 ears miscellaneous mercnandise; tor connecting roads 81 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
_._

shop

be

Meed*.

00 Gilt Edge Ver_27(829

26*4

Florida. 3

C

Boostn Produce Market.
BOSTON, Dec. 24, 1886.—The following are to
day’s quotations of Provisions, &c.:
Pork—Long cut 14 60®14 76; short cuts 14 76
16 00;backs 14 76®15 00; light backs at 13 00®
13 60; lean eDds 14 60®IE 00; pork tongues at
13 00® u $13 60; prime mess $13 00®13 60 ;extra
prime at 10 60@$11; mess, at 1100; do new at
12 00.
Lard—choice at 6%@7c p lb In tierces; 7%®
7%c In 10-!b pails;7%®7%c In 5-lb palls ;7%®8
in 3-tb pails.
Hams at 10%@llc p lb, according to size and
cure; smoked shoulders 7®7%c; pressed hams at

Cheese.

Valencia
Messina and Pa
Plermo t> bx.

"Can you keep books?” inquired the jeweller. “My cashier is leaving, and if you could
give me some references, I would like to try
you in his place.”
“I can give no reference. I fear,” said
John. “I have no acquaintances in the city.
I brought my wife and little girls here less
than a year age. We keep the small variety

would

...

.12a24

Messma.
Malagers....
Outage*.

aa

young face.
“I wish I could find some work to do,
answered John frankly.

she

Uainin*.

.12*13 Bed Tod....®2V»Cb)®2%
ipplrs.
Timothy SMdS 236,2 35
1 50*2 75 Clover.
9
611c

l,en>ouM.
Palermo.3 50*4

you?” asked the old merchant kindly. “I
should be glad if there were.” His keen eye
had noted John's well worn coat and a certain expression of care in the lines of his

for

76

Evaporated |Pttl2*13e

Then he turned and looked John Vanlyne
in the face. “Is there anything I can do for

proud

60*1

KerosenePort. Bet. Pet. 6%
Water White. 8
13
Pratt’sAst’l.lhbbl.
Devoe's Brilliant. 11%
Llgonia. 8%
Sliver White. 7%
Centennial. S%

I Vermont.... 13% ®14%
N.Y. factory 13Vs® 14%

to leave diamonds ly-

the

50
00

Muscatel
1 906 2%
Loudon Lay'r 2 2562 75
OnduraLay. 9
610
Valencia. 7 63
Mugai.
Turkeys.,8*16
Chickeus.11*12 granulated
Ifc.6%
Fowls
8*10 Extra C. 5<%

“And if it were net ChristMr. Goldstone, “you should

genial smile.
“They are,” replied

*•

....

Herman mdl

again.”

occur

00

Oil.

fellow Eyes. 1 50*1 66
Potatoes, bush, 60*60
St Potatoes 3 50*4 oo
3 00*3 25
Unions

hear more of such heedlessness; but as it is,
go back to your place, and do not let such a

thing

00

Cranoerries—
Mahie.6 50*7 50
Cape Cod.. 8 60*10 00,
Pea Means...1 7i»*l 86
Medium....1 75*1 80

loose upon the counter, where they might
be caught up with the cotton-wool of the
next

00*15

.’lodlicc.

sat Mr. Goldstone, in the midst of such
treasures of art, such devices of gold and
■jewels as the proprietor of the shop around
But
tlie corner had never seen
before.
then—the enchantress in the great window
was only a waxen image, and his Christmas
fairies were living, loving babies!
John Vanlyne soon explained his errand,
and the jeweller called up the salesman who

money, one twenty dollar bill and one penny.
I shall toss up that cent; if it is tails, I shall
keep the twenty dollars for current expenses
If it comes up heads,
as long as it will last.
I will risk my last banknote to make our

dled in silk and swansdown and fed from
golden spoons, instead of sleeping in a pinewood crib and eating their bread and milk
from blue and white crockery cups. Silvia
was blonde with large hazel eyes, and Rosa
had dark eyes that matched the rings of her
hair. Behind the babies came Jane O'Neil,
a young woman who lived in the same house,
and had brought her work down to the first
floor to take care of the twins, while the
father and mother went out for a stroll

u

large eyelids

nothing worth looking at,” answered Polly,
with a little asperity.
“Mary Virginia Vanlyne,” said John, and
his wife was aware that he was on the point
of making a formal announcement of his
views; “I have in my purse all my ready

needles, tapes, buttons,

ruuus

that he saw her

Polly,

the needs of the humbler neighborhood, of
which the fashionable frequenters of the
grand street and its brilliant shops knew

lauvy

fancied

Snail

“Take your pin, Polly,” said her husband.
I must hasten to Goldstone’s and give them
their stray diamond.” At that moment a
customer claimed Polly’s attention, and John
went his way to the jeweller’s establishment.
The beautiful fairy stood in the window,
stately as ever; and John instinctively
glanced at her. In the clear daylight, her
exquisite face showed no sign of any smile
or frown.
John did not delay to augur either good or evil fortune, but went straight to
the desk, where, behind a metallic screen,

uic

have been said to wink at the faithful—aud
why not a Christmas fairy? At all events,
the fairy’s smile had brought him luck, for
he had found a pin quite to his taste and
equally within the limits of his purse; and
when he weut out from the shop with the
pin safe in his vest-pocket, the Christmas
fairy seemed to hold her jewels lightly, as if
she would say, “Mine are no greater gift for

street light cast the outer edge of its rays
upon it, so that its contents were recognizable. It was a small variety store, suited to

uic

uiat

and long lashes quiver. Pictures of the saints

old-fashioned wooden building, its window
was not lighted from within, but an electric

IUUU£U

uuu

tmiphod

00
50
60

Tubs}? t»..6%67e

Shore 2s. 12
Med. is.

the penny had done the evening previous.
“It is a diamond!” cried Polly, picking it
up. “It must have caught in the cottonwool
in some way.”

Christmas fairy, who looked so coldly with
her beautiful immovable eyes at the wealthy
customers who came aud went through the
doorway, had smiled as he entered, aud John

a

were

lw

crmrwl trlinn if

00
00
00
00

00620

Scaled
bx..
l
Tierces.... 6»/4@7c
No 1.
Palls.7 68 c
Mackerel
bblHams
lb....11611%
Shore ls.21 50*26 00
do covered. .14614%

John lifted the cotton-wool that protected
the pin, a great bright drop, like a tear, fell
on the floor.
But it was not a tear, for it
a

lots.. 18

car

Herring

upon their good fortune, John took the little
box from his vest pocket and opened it.
“Polly,” said he, “here is a very plain pin
for you, but I know you will accept it as if
it were a diamond."
At this word they both started, for as

niorlp

Sack’dfir’n

INSURANCE.

for Boston.
t0Seh Union. Klee, Cranberry Isles
Rock laud-tim* to

Gloucester Fish Market.
FOB THE WEEK ENDING, Dec. 23.
Codfish-We notice sales of large Georges cod
at *3 76 p qtl; small Georges $2% ; and of new
Western Bank at *3Vi and 2%; Grand Bank
scarce and selling at $2% to $2% for large and
$2%<c«*2% for medium and small; dry cured
Bank $3 76; Shores $3 and 82 24 p qtl ; cusk $2
p qtl; haddock at <1 76; hake $1% ; pollock at
2 00; slack salted do 3 00. The stock of Georges
codfish is practically exhausted.
Boueless and prepared fish 3%®4%c p tb for
hake, haddock and cusk, and 4Vi « do p lb for
codfish, as to style and quality. Smoked halibut
Medium herat 8®8e p tb; smoked salmon 16c.
rlnglec p box; tucks 13c; lengthwise 12c; No Is
at 18c; Bloaters 69c; Alewlves 1 10 p 100. New
smoked mackerel 8c p tb.
Herrrlng—We quote Nova Scotia large split at
$6,it$7 p obi; medium 6 00; Labrador 6 50; Bay
Shore globed 84; Bound Shore »3% a$3% ; Eastport round 82%.
Trout 812 p bbl: pickled codfish 4 00;haoddoek
83% ; halibut heads at 3;tongues 85: sounds 812;
tongues and sounds 8 00; alewlves 3 26; salmon
19 00; fiui 8 00; fills aud napes 4 50; No 1 shad
$11 ilswordfish $6.
Mackerel-We ouote 1» at $17 to $20; 2s 813
®$15: 8s, $11 to 8$12;extras $25®$30; bloaters
$37 to $40: tinkers $9®*10.
Fresh Halibut—Last sales at 10 and Oc p lb for
white and gray.
Fresh codfish—In small supply with last sales
$2 76 lb cwt.
Pure medicine oil at 60c p gal; crude do 40c;
hlackflsh oil 66c; cod do 30c; porgle at 23c. Livers at 36c p bucket.
Fish scrap $6 p ton; liver do $4.
Fish sklus $8; fish waste $3; halibut guano $8.

Oats, car lots....41 ®42
Oats, bag lots_42®43
Cotton Sued,
car lots 23 256,23150
do bag... 24 00626 00

Cornwallis, NS, for New

of the latter.

Bodle Con.

HlghMxd Corn.fi 2 a 53
Com, bag lots....o4a,55
Meal, bag lots. ..52663

St Louis st'gt
do bag... 10 00(821
roller.4 76*5 00 Middlings. 20 00(822
clear do_4 26*4 60 do bag lots ,21 00623
Winter Wheat
Praviaioiu.
Patents.6 25*5 50 PorkFish.
Backs ...15 50616
Cod, & qtl—
Clear....1600615
Mess.13 00 a 13
Large Shore2 76*3 00
Large Mank2 25*2 50 BeetSmall.2 00*2 25
Ex Mess.
7 50®8
Pollock.2 OO a 2 75
8 50 u 9
Plate....
Haddock.1 60*2 00
Kx Plate. 9 50610
Hake.1 25*1 75 Lara—

But at noontime, when a lull in custom gave
them opportunity to congratulate each other

a

wcuicu

upon, in their new coats

framed by the dark evergreens—Rosa and
Silvia were the sweetest sight to be seen in
all the windows that Christmas day.
The father and mother had all they could
do to attend to the customers who thronged
the shop attracted by the little girls in the
window. Polly had presented John with ids
muffler when she sent him forth to buy the
evergreen rope; but he, in the rush of business, had forgotten to give Polly her pin.

Polly’s pin.
iUiuusL

Superfine and
low grades.2 50*3 60
X Spring and
XX Spring. .4 «0®4 26
Patent Spring
Wheats.6 2o*5 60
Mich, straight
roller .4 50*4 76
clear do— 4Vs*4%
stone ground. 4 26*4Vs

cry “Merry Kissmus,’
Rosa would catch up some toy and offer it
with her shy baby grace. Warm and blooming, in their white coats, in the midst of a delicious confusion of
pretty things and

foolish fancy that had
passed through his mind when he entered
the great jewellers’ establishment to choose
XL umx

PORT LAND.Dec. 24, 1888.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
drain. Provisions, Sc.:

window, Silvia would

in to buy her pearls and diaif they would speud a hundredth part of the money at our shop, it
would do us, oh! so much good. Don’t you
hate her, John?” finished Polly, her imagination excited by her trouble of mind.
“No, Polly, I don’t think that I hate her,”
answered John, more tranquilly, for his
memory recalled

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

Gould,

G, Melansou, Dorchester, NB, for

Con. Cal. ft Va. 16%
9%
Ophir.
Savage.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

or

to turn the corner to come to our

Common

Annie

I8»I7«AI»«B.

VIINCKI.I. IVFOl ..

Soli Alabama. Warr. Calais for New Bedford.
Sell W B Chester, Thompson, Machias for Bos-

today:

not?

McKay. Roberts, Port William for

Vineyard-Haven.

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN;FKANCI8C0, Dec.24,1886.—The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks

Prayer.

“play be dollies,” and sit motionless longer
than one would have believed possible for
the active little creatures. Then when a sufficient number of persons surrounded the

a

P.—Why

Mrs.

Mrs. W.—She is using the Book of

''sell

Ontario... 2:1
Standard........ 1%
Con. Cal. ft Va.
18%
Best ft Belcher.
7%
Gould ft Curry.3 7-10

JOHN H.

W

BschDCygnet,

Homestake.. (lo
Quicksilver...... 0 60
do preferred..... 27 00

Mrs. P.—h you see Mrs. Blake in the next pew?
She belongs to the aristocracy, I’m sure.
Mrs. W.—I don’t think so.

fied their office. They were irresistible in
their baby freaks. Sometimes they would

luring people
monds, when

porcelains.

little. In its window

fireplace for

entire relief.

me

Sch X

Stocks.

NEW YOllK.Deo. 24 1888—Tbe following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
ColoradoliCoal.. 37 00

Deputy Inspector, Tobacco Warehouse 4, Balte.

and bonnets.
The twins were charmed with their position in the shop window, and much magni-

little place, to pass by the attractive displays
in the great windows.”
“I know it,” said Polly sadly, for the surprises she had planned seemed very slight
compared to these hard facts. “John, I believe I simply hate that wax woman in Mr.
Goldstone’s window'. She seems like a siren,

She laughed
tightened
her hold of her husband’s arm.
The husband laughed too, but not as carelessly as
Polly had done, and leaving the window
they turned the corner of the street, and
paused before another shop. This was an

or

girls, lovely to look

It is of no use to wink it out of sight,”
said John. “To-morrow is Christmas day, I
grant you that, and a good and blessed day
it is. But one week from to-morrow is New
Tear’s day, and I tell you I dread to make
up my accounts for the year. We are running behind; the neighbors buy but seldom,
aud then not, as you might say, by wholesale. The rent and other expenses go on the
same, if we sell our goods or not. Nobody

“Polly,” said the man in an undertone,
“I should like to give you that bracelet-if
the rent were paid and you didn’t need a new
calico dress.”
“We will play that the bracelet is on my
wrist, and the receipted bill in your pocket,
John.” said his wife.
“Thank you very

nothing

customer who wanted a discount upon buying by the dozen, twenty-four cents worth of
postage-stamps, kept as an accomodation to

quiet talk.

In front of this window stood, with many
other persons, in the chilly December evening, a man and a woman, clearly defined in
the cold, luminous circle of the electric light.

much for such

The spell was broken. John recovered
from his amazement and recognized his little

and the twins had been undressed beside the
fire and carried to their crib in another room,
and sent to sleep with a song, John and
Polly sat down together before the lessening

street stood a
beautiful Christmas fairy
dressed in a trailing white gown that
sparkled with crystal beads, a coronet of
strange star-shaped snowflakes was on her
hair, and in the hem of her gown were
caught some dragging sprays of holly. Above
her head, against festoons of cloudy gray
tissue, hung silver stars, and in her hands
she held carelessly a magnificent necklace of
diamonds, a clasp of pearls, a rose of rubies,
a bracelet of turquoisSS set with brilliants—
for she was not only the Christmas fairy, but
also the advertisement of a great jeweller,
who had imported this exquisite being from
Paris, together with a consignment of jew-

els, opera glasses

who has seen the affair from the inside.
John had his story to tell of an eccentric

flames in the old-fashioned

Oil and it gave
JONES.
tion

Mining

[By Telegraph.]

People will have Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup. 2S cts.
Head and protit by It.—I have beeu a great sufferer for some time from lumbago. I tried Salva-

papa!”

customers. Polly said but little, she was so
afraid of letting her secret escape her lips;
but she proved a good listener, and laughed
even when thero was no obvious cause for
so much as a smile.
Later, when Jane O’Neil had gone up
to her room in the topmost story of the house,
of which the Vanlynes rented the first floor;

chocolate mice that surrounded her—the very
heroine of the latest story of a certain modern novelist.
And indeed the window in
which she stood might well have been named
the Mouse trap, cunningly baited as it was
to attract the bright eyed, shy children, who
stood outside it, calculating what could be
done with a few pennies or wishing that pennies were theirs whereupon to base such
calculations.
fn

uncultivated;

New York

Squire—What about that horse I sold you?
Was he quiet enough?
Undertaker—Well, he did give us a little trouble
at. We put tilin In one of the mourning coaches,
but parlies don’t like to be shook up In their grief,
so tve’ve put him in the 'earse, and we haven't
’eord any coinplaluts so far.

up

what was the matter with the window? Just
then the moist warm nose of a horse touched
his shoulder, and the driver of a coal cart
changed his tune of “Clmr-coal, coal, coal 1”
to a tenor recitative of “Look out there, if
you don’t want to get run over.” The fact
was that John was staring with wonder at
the astonishing window of his shop where,
among alljsorts of dainty Christmas gifts, sat
two Christmas fairies, large as real children,
dressed all in wool, white and soft as the
fleece of snowflakes.
“Nice dolls,” commented the coal dealer/
By this time John had gained the sidewalk
in safety. One of the Christmas sprites
sneezed, and the other called out “There’s

at once, In the words of Jane,
“she said all that she wanted dreadfully to
say at the time.” The hurry over an embroidered coat for a spoiled darling, and the
impossibility of matching that particular
shade of silver gray with a spool of buttonhole twist, and the lamentations of mamma
and unrestrained howls of mamma’s pet at
the consequent delay. It was an Iliad of
millinery; and this aud much more did Jane
recite with the intelligent accuracy of one

contrasted with the sober brown chocolates.
Upon this delicious parquetrie was set a
little chair, elegantly
upholstered, and
mounted upon this was a doll attired in the
extreme of fashion, holding her dress tightly
around her pretty feet to escape from the

came

tampered with—'but

the door had not been

parted,when

amber,

undue haste,

no

the street with a rope of evergreen coiled in
his arms, lie stopped half way of the crossing and rubbed his eyes as if to clear his
vision from some strange spell that was
come over it.
That was his own shop, tho number over

and she gave them Mrs.
Millionaire reproving the head of the cloakmaking department for the non-suit of her
fur-lined mantle; the artist in cloaks, meek
aud deprecatory until her customer had deleft

the many faceted radiance of
tinted silks and velvets for festival garments,
and laces like the traceries of Jack Frost’s
symphonies in white.
In the windows of the toyshops, it seemed
as if Santa Claus had set open the gates of
Fairyland. The dolls were holding their
Christmas revels; here a group of French
bisque beauties of high life visited a charming creature of their own kind, who stood
gracefully, with her long train of rose colored satin over a petticoat of plush, and a
tiny fan in her little hands, Dere two or
three chubby boy dolls were dragging a little
sister upon a sled; and there a group of pretty babies, just old enough to walk alone, one
would say, surrounded the cradle, all blue
satin and lace, of a wee-wee waxen baby. In
another window was Santa Claus, who had
stopped his team to take in a crowd of dolls
that, with arms upstrfitelied toward the kind
ly old saint, were pleading for a ride.
in the next window was a floor, laid in curium mosaics of bonbons, the sparkle of

crystallized

When John, with

llln I

l

Van.
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BRIEF JOTTINCS.

PEESS.

A merry Christmas to all.

SATURDAY MORNING, DEC. 25.

The harbor is full of vessels waiting the
abatement of the storm.
The steamer Oregon of the Dominion line
passed Cape Race yesterday morning.
A new lodge of the Order of tho Golden
Cross will be instituted here soon.
Stockbridge's music store will be kept
open all day today.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
ADVKRTlMKfflEIVTM

TO-DAY

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
& Portland Clothing Co.
In Insolvency.
Wanted—N. E. Dye House.
Boston

For Sale—Horse.
Notice is Hereby Given.

There was a heavy sea outside the harbor
yesterday and a storm was evidently raging
at sea.

Somers

Manchester lias been admitted to the New
England Base Ball League, having been voted in unanimously by telegraph.
Webb & Cushing presented each of their

Xmas Presents—Morrison & Co.
To Let- Lower Tenement.
Bros.

Advice !• Molhrni.- MRS.
WINSLOW’S
SOOTHING SYRUP should always he used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; It produces natural, quiet sleep by
relieving the child from pain, and the little cherub
awakes as “bright as a button.” It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the
bowels, and is the best known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
eauses. Twenty-flve cents a bottle.
iauie
SM&W&wly
_

“Having

examined the formula fron
which Adamson’s Cough Balsam is prepared, we
recommend it as a safe and reliable medicine for
the cure ol asthma, coughs, colds and all diseases of the throat, ciiest and lungs.
“GEO. W. MARTIN, M. 1).
“I. H. STEARNS, M. 1>,
"Formerly Surgeon N. M. Asylum, Togus. Me.”
dec 20
MW&S&w
_

Carter’s Little L.vef Pills are free from all
crude and irritating matter.
Concentrated medicine only; very small; very easy to take; no pain;
no

griping;

no

purging.

dec21

d&wl

_

w

J. & E. Atkinson t Toilet Preparations
are so poular now, that counterfeiting renders it
necessary to have the distinct trademark of a
White Rote on a Golden Lyre. London.

employes
ning.

The flag

mer

Church or Christ—Rooms 6 and 6 Brown’s
Block. Services 10.30 a. m. Lord’s Supper,
p. m Prayer Meeting 7.30 p. in. Everybody
welcome; seats free.
Co.Miup.ss Street m. E. Church—Preaching
at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p. in. Sunday School at 1.30
p. m. Praise meeting at 7 p. m.
congress Square Church.—(First Unlversal1st.) Rev. Henry Blanchard, pastor. Christmas
Sunday. Services at 10.30 a. in. ami 7 p. ill. SunSchool at 12.15. In the evening, lecture ou
day
“Christ the Co-Worker with Woringmen.”
Chestnut St. M. E. Church—J. W. Basliford,
pastor, will preach at lo.3o a. in. and 7.30 p. m.
Sunday School at 1 30 p. m.
Young people’s
meeting at 6 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Church or the Messiah—(Unlverallst)—Rev
M. Crosley. Pastor. Services at 10.30 a. m. and
7
p. in. Morning subject: “The Christ we are to
follow.” Evening Christmas Praise Service the
Sunday School assisting.
Friends Meeting.—Oak St. Servicesat 10.30
a III. I'rayer meeting 7.30 p. in.
All are invited.
Free Church. DEEHiNG.-Kunday School at
2.00 p. in. Preaching service at 3 p. in. People’s
gospel service at 7 p. m. All are invited.
First Parish Church (Unitarian),
Congress
street, Rev. Thomas Hill, D. D., pastor. Services
at 10 30 a.m. and 7.30 p. in. The services on
Sunday morning are to to be specially adapted
to the cliiliiren.
First Presbyterian CHURCH.-Williams’s
Hall, Congress Street. Sunday School at 2 p. in.
Services at 3 p. m. and 7.30 p in. by the pastor.
rt
t

«

vnvm-n—A.

i.

the

UUIII1.

Sunday School
Christmas Concert

meeting

at 7 p. m.
Free Baptist Church
(Plymouth
Congress M. Kev. J. M. Iyowden, pastor. Preach
lng at. 10.30 a. in.
Sunday School at 12 M
Prayer and social meeting at 7.30 p. in.
—

ier's office and general
delivery, 8 to 9 a. m.
and l to 2 p, m.; carriers'
deliveries, 7 a. aland 1.45 p. m.; collections, 7 and 11 a. m. and

High Street Church.—Kev. W. H, Feun,
pa-tor, will preach a Christmas sermon tu the
morning. His subject in the evening will be:
‘•The History ol Christinas Observance.
New Jerusalem Church, New High St—
Rev Howard C. Dunham, pastor.
Children's
Sunday and Christmas Service. Divine Worship
Sunday Morning at 10.30 The Pastor will address the little people from the text “Behold I
bring you good tidings ol great Joy," The public
all without a church home are
andjespeclally
eordiall yh-vited.
Pine Stueet M. E Church.—Rev. C. J. Clark
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. ra. Christinas
Concert by the Sunday School 2.30 p. m. Young
people’s meeting at 6.15 p m. Prayer meeting at
7
ni.

6p.ni. AH others omitted.
Rev. Henry Blanchard’s lecture
—co-worker with

finished the

with the Hartfords. He
is highly recommended by
Tyng of the Ilarvards and Stagg of the Yale base ball
team.
Iu order to secure necessary witnesses in

the

of the man Deputy 5Iarshal Johnarrested yesterday for smuggling he was
obliged to make a journey of eight miles over
case

drifted logging road through the
logging camp where there were
some twenty men.
His appearance created
consternation among the loggers, until the
marshal made his errand known.
Our esteemed morning contemporary is
still weeping at the grave of Poe. It is not
exactly cheerful business, especially at
Christmas time—neither is wading through
slosh iu quest of -locals.” As a choice of
evils, perhaps weeping in “Sweet Maryland”
is to be preferred.
But tobogganing in
Deering is more agreeable than either, and
we can’t quite understand why our esteemed
contemporary doesn’t choose that, unless it
be that it is appalled by the effort required
to walk up the hill,
a snow

woods to a

i,SLV\".’ItEN?E

cordially

Vaughan Street Church.—Rev. D. W. Le-

CHRISTMAS MUSIC.

Lacheur, pastor. Prayer meetings at 10.30 a. in
aud 7 p. m. Sunday School at 1.30 p. m., and
preaching by pastor at 3 p. m.

STEPHEN’S.
Anthem-Hosanna to the Sou of David.... Hatton
Yenite.
(joss
Gloria Patri, iu C. Berne
ST.

Congregational Church.—
by the pastor. Rev. Charles a.

at 10.30

б. 15.

and

evening. Boys

and

Parlor prayer meeiingat

H!or!a
K.Kotzschniar
Gloria !/l,r|in (4.
Patri, ,in
l.lnvil
Te Deurn. in A
Wilson

West Congregational Church—Preaching
8. K. Perkins, at 10.30 a. m.
a. in.
Christmas Concert at 7

Benedictus,

by pastor, Rev.
ro.

Williston Church.—Rev. Mr. Hailock wii1
preach at 10.3o a m. Sunday School at 3 o'clockIn the evening there will be a Peoples Service.
The subject will be: "Can
religion be made plain
to the average mind.

The music Sabbath afternoon, at 3 o’clock.
will be under the direction of Mr. H. Kotzschniar, conductor, and the quartette will
consist of Mrs. Chase, Mrs. Morrison, and
Messrs. Stockbridge and Coyle. The programme will be as follows:
Organ Prelude..Kotzschmar
Hark, the Herald Angels Sing.Mozart
Gloria Patri..
Holy, Hoiy, Holy Lord God.’.Gounod
Let IIS Now Go Even Unto Bethlehem.Havter
He Shall Feed His Flock.Handel
Hymn—Lo! God our God Has Come; to us a
child Is born.Bonar
Congregation—God with us, Oglorious name.

BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

Friday—Tlie United States vs. .James Campbell. Indicted for smuggling
fifty bushels of potatoes into Linneus.
Upon arraignment pleaded
guilty of smuggling ten barrels for seed to plant
Sentenced to ten days in Portland Jail.
George E. Bird, District Attorney.

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.
Friday—Thomas Conley and John Kady, intoxication: each 10 days in tlie county
Ada Gray, vagrant; 30 days In the city house of

jail.

Marlon, larceny;

GO

Organ

davs In the

Postlude.Kotzschmar
FREE STREET.

Diphtheria

at Caoe Elizabeth.
Dr. D. A. Kincaid of Cape Elizabeth reports to the Board of Health that diphtheria
of a malignant type exists in that
two

town,

deaths from that cause having occurred this
week. A-The cases referred to occurred in
different parts of the town and in families
that have no intimate connection. The first
was,the family of Mr. David Loveitt at
Willard, the victim being Mr.
Loycitt’s little son, 4 years of age. The other’
case was
at Ferry Village, about a mile distant
from
Mr. Loveitt’s house in Willard, and resulted
fatally yesterday mcrning. The victim in
this case was a 9-year-old daughter in the
family of Fred A. Getchell. The child was
sick only about sixteen hours. There are a
number of other children In the house, and
until the attention of the authorities
was
called to the matter, no restraint was
put
upon their movements.
Dr. Kincaid’s report gives the above
particulars, and Chairman Tilton, of the
Board of Health, orders tho
people to keep
away from houses where the disease
occurs,
and the families, where cases occur, not to
mingle with their townsmen, and that burials of persons dying from the disease be
private.

Union

Pottery Company.
A corporation known as the Union
Pottery
Company, has been organized in this city for
tbe purpose of manufacturing and
selling
crockery, glass and stone ware. The officers
re:

President—JuIIub A. Jones.
Treasurer—John E. Wilson.
Directors—Julius A. Jones, John
John W. Holmes, Harry K. Virgin?
Capital stock, <30,000, paid in,

Eh.Davenport

SECOND PARISH.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT.

conection.
Lester B.
county Jail.

in

Hymn—Shout the Glad Tidings.Svkes
Gloria Tibi.
PaJton
Hymn—Come Hither ye Faithful.Gounod
Hytnu-Hark, the Herald Angels Sing.Mozart
Gloria in hxcelsis in G.Tuckerman
Choir—Mrs. E. C. Gardner, soprano; Miss Katie
Wilson, contralto; Mr. John Morgan, tenor and
director; Mr. W. T. Pierce, bass; Mr. A. L. Ryser, organist.

School at 11.46
p.

season

son

St. Cono’l CHUBCH.-Kev. A.
H. Wright, pastor. Christmas Service at 10.30
a.
m.
Christmas Sunday School Concert at 3 p. m.
Sunday School at 1.30 p. ni. Social service at 7
p. m.
St. Paul’s Church—Corner of
Congress and
Kev. A. W. Little, ltector.
Ser
Lkrtstmas:
Holy Communion at
“*•» Matins Sermon, and Holy Oomiuunimi
mChildren’s Carol service, with
short address by the Rector, and Christmas Tree
for the Sunday School at 4 p. m.
(St.
Stepheu s pay,) the services will be: Sunday,
Matins Sermon and Holy Communion at 10.30 a. in.
Sunday
School at .3 p. rn.
and
.Sermon
nt 7.:io
Vespers
P, m.
8tate Street Church—Rev. F. T Baylev
pastor. Services at lu.30 a. in. and 7 p. m.

Marsh, both morning
Girls meeting at 3.30.

giv-

signed to play
with the Portlands next season. Duffy was
catcher of the Columbia college team last
year and also of the Bergen Points, the amateur champions of New York State.
He

lu.aoa m.

Woodford’s

will be

has received a bad injury.
51. E. Duffy', catcher, has

lecture.”
Portland Liberal Fraternity meet In
Good Templars’ Hall on Congress street, at 10 3u
а. m.
Subject for discussion will be:
“Is the
Mosaic account of Creation in harmony witli the
Science of Geology and
Astronomy?”
Reform Club—The Temperance Reform Club
will bold a meeting In their hall, corner of Congress and Temple streets, tomorrow evening, commencing at 7.16 o’clock. W. H.
Phillips wUl preside. The public are cordially Invited.
SECOND Parish
(Congregational) Church
Congress, Cor. of Pearl St., Rev.’C. H. Daniels, pas
tor. Preaching service at 10.30 a. m.
Special
Christmas Service at 3 p. in.
Sunday School
Christinas concert at 7 p. in.
Sunday School at
l. 45 p. 111.
Second Advent Church, Union Hall, Free
street.-Preaching by Eld. Win. H. Mitchell, of
£?S?.ebunk’ at 3 aud 7 P- m- Sunday School at

Preaching

“Christ

tomorrow evening in Congress Sqaure
church. Our types yesterday stated the time
as Tuesday.
A cordial invitation is extended to all persons interested and
especially to
Knights of Labor.
Ex-Alderman James Cunningham met
witli an accident while returning from the
McCarthy lecture Wednesday' evening, by
falling upon the ice. and injuring his leg so
severely that he will be confined to his house
for three months at least, so his
physician
reports. This is the third time the same leg

Preble CHAPEi.-Sumiay School at 2 p. m.
Preaching by the pastor at 3. Religious Services,
appropriate to Christmas at 7 p. m.
Portland Spiritual Temple.—Good Templar s Hall, 357Vfc Congress St. Lctures at 2.30
and 7.30 p. m., by Prof. J. W. Cadwell.
Mesmerism versus so called ancient and Subject,
modern
miracles, closing with suitable mesmeric experiments of an interesting nature to illustrate the

are

Workingmen,”

on

en

p.

Strangers

of

oe, Can
Christ he made clear to the
will

By persons interested in the welfare of our
Chinese residents, it is requested that all
who can, will call for work intrusted to
them before five o’clock today, to better enable them to attend the Chirstmas services at
the Second Parish Sunday school at six
o'clock.
The usual holiday office hours will be observed at the Post Office today;
the cash-

First Baptist Church—At 10.30 a. m. a
Christmas senium by the pastor, Kev. A. K P
Small, D. 1). Sunday School at 12 m. Prayer

at
”u^uy.Scll',°I
? P. m.
invited to all services.

religion

sermon

average man?”

a. jn.

First

jiauui-K s

mi.

n

of morning service.

appropriately responded.

by a iiorse
that was being speeded on Congress at the
head of State street last night. Ho escaped
serious injnry, but this fast trotting on Congress street should be stopped.
Yesterday a young child of Mr. Roseoe G.
Hilborn, who lives at No. 33 Howard street,
fell and received a cut between the eyes,
necessitating the services of a physician who
took three stitches in the cut.
A horse
belonging to a Searboio man
ran away yesterday
morning. At the corner
of Centre and Pleasant streets bo cleared
himself from the sleigh, which was left behind smashed to pieces.
A heavy rain set in early last
night and
increased in violence until morning.
The
streets were badly washed and the
sleighing
spoiled. The storm was accompanied by a
strong south wind.
Tomorrow will be Children’s Sunday at
New Jerusalem church.
The little people
will occupy the front seats, take
part in the
Chrismas service aud be addressed by the
on
the
“Birth of the Savior.”
pastor
At the Peoples’ service
at
Williston
church tomorrow evening there will be services appropriate to Christmas. The
subject

8

Pastor, Preaching at 10.30

on

A gentleman was knocked down

ni.

_

dollar hill last eve-

the City Building was at half
mast yesterday out of respect to the
memory
of the late John Edwards.
Wo have received from Mr. V. 11. Foss,
general agent of the New England Mutual
Life Insurance Company, a very handsome
calendar for 1887.
The bids for dredging Portland harbor
were opened yesterday and awarded to the
National Dredging Company of Philadelphia at thirteen cents a foot.
Last evening the members of Grimuier’s
orchestra called him aside at the theatre and
presented him witli an elegnnt copy of
Moore’s Encyclope dia of Music. Mr. Grim-

Sunday Services.

at olose
at 7 p. ui.

two

a

A car load of toboggans arrived here over
the Portland and Ogdensburg railroad yesterday consigned to Mr. W. W. Burnham.
The services at the First Parish church
Sunday morning are to be adapted to children.

Abyssinian Church.—Rev. J. G. Wilson,
pastor, will preach at 3 o’clock. Sunday School
Christmas Cobci -1 at 7 o’clock.
Bradley Church.—Preaching at 10.30 a. m.
by Rev. .1. it. Cruiser. Sunday School at 11.45 a.

__n_

with

li

Wii«mi
011

Funeral of John Edwards.
The funeral of the late John Edwards
took place yesterday afternoon at the residence of his sou-iu-law, Mr. Edward A.
Noyes. Many old friends were among those
present. The services were conducted in an
appropriate manner by Rev. Dr. Hill. Tho
body was interred at Evergreen Cemetery.

The following will be the music at Free
church, Sunday morning:
Organ Voluntary.
street

Christmas Choral.

Valenti

?,"lor-l'f:ak.e:
A.,ise!.Millard
An>fel.
Itubenstein
I>uet—JI lieStory
Solo—The
of

Old.Marzlals

H yinu—Congregat tonal.Handel

Hymn—Congregational.Mason
Miss Long will assist In the music on Sunday morning.
STATE STREET.

Following

the music to be rendered at
State street church Sunday
morning:
is

Christmas Anthem.Gounod
Hymn ....Marston
Gloria 1 atrl.
Marston
Response .Itubenstein
tf. W. Marston, organist and conductor.

Chestnut Street Church.
We understand the time limit of three
years will prevent the return of Itev. Dr.
Bashford to the Chestnut street church at
the annual Maine conference in
April next.
This is a matter of deep and universal
regret
in this church and society; and also with the
people of Portland, who have learned to love
and respect the genial Doctor, not
only as an
eloquent preacher and faithful pastor, bnt
as an excellent citizen and faithful worker
In all that
pertains to the material and
spiritual welfare of the city.
I he efficient board of Chestnut street
church have unanimously extended an invitation to Itev. X. T. Whittaker of the
Mathewson street church of Providence, It.
I ., to become their pastor at the
expiration of
Dr. BasliforJ’s term, and we learn, that
they
have assurance that he will give an affirmative answer. Mr. Whittaker lias long been
a leading preacher in the New
England and
Southern New England Conferences,
ocupying some of their largest and most important

churches.__
St. Stephen's Christinas Services.
The usual Christmas services will beheld
in St. Stephen’s Church today at 10.30 a. in.

The Christmas tree service, with
carols,
ill he in the church, Monday afternoon
at
*•30.
invited.
M

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

AT PORTLAND LICHT.

The

Bark

A.

C.

Meguire

on

the

Rocks.
Wrecked While Trying
Harbor.

Enter the

to

The Crew Crawl to the Shore Over a

Ladder.
Late last night, the bark A. C. Meguire,
which had come from Buenos Ayres in ballast, attempted to enter the harbor. There
was a heavy sea running ami rain was falling, but Portland Head Light was sighted,
and the crew of the bark expected to be at
anchor in the harbor when they found the
vessel to be much nearer tiie shore than they
had supposed. Before the bark could be extricated from her perilous position, she
struck within a stone’s throw of tire light,
and was left lying so near tire cliff on which

the tower is built that it was not a difficult
task for the crew to get ashore unaided.
Aid was promptly rendered by Captain
Strout, the liglit-keeeper. and his assistants,
who saw the bark when she went ashore.
They hurried over the rocks to the spot,
carrying with them a ladder, which was converted into a gangway plank. Then one by
one the people on the vessel gained the
shore, among them being the wife of the captain of tiie bark. They were taken to the
keeper's house and provision made for their
comfort. The bark lay in an easy
position,
but tiie rising storm did not promise much
chance that slio could be saved, nud men
were soon at work taking what they could
from her.
Tiie A. C. Meguire is owned by parties in
Canada, and is an old vessel of considerable
size.
She lies in a place where, during a
storm tiie waves run very high and break
with great violence. From the shore no evidence of serious damage to the vessel could
be seen. Her masts were standing, and tiie
upper works appeared to be intact.
CHILDREN’S
List of

the

CHRISTMAS

CLUB.

Ushers and Those Who

Will Take Part in the March.

Tiie lest meeting of the club for this week
held yesterday afternoon.
On Monday

was

and

Tuesday,

officers of the club will be in
tiie ward room at any hour when members
may obtain their tickets. Gifts for tiie tree,

clothing,

boots and shoes may be

brought

in

Scarlet badges stamped “C. C. C. Usher,
1886” were given to the ushers as follows:
Herbert Tewksbuiy.
Lewis Jack,
Maud Coombs.
Nellie Vose,
Willie Kimball,
Chas. Burgess,
Mary Kelley,
Walter Duffett,
Arthur (loss,
Grace Matthews,
Cora Card,
Cora Webber,
Annie Doughty,
Florence Bunker,
Gertrude Duroy,
Addle Russell,
Hattie Marriuer,
Ethel Russell,
Marlon Deerlug,
J,oule Goudy,
Louie Gage,
Issie Goudy,
Hattie McMaun,
Agnes Boggs,
Emma Gould,
Cora Alexander,
Mamie Latham,
Myra Roberts,
Grace Webster,
Alice Roberts,
Mamie Llbbey,
Lizzie Farley,
Willie Buxton,
Alice Wormwood,
Ernest Farsons,
Alice Neal,
Arthur Davis,
Ada Chase,
Everett Josselyu,
Harrv Frost,
Walter Burroughs,
M mie Ames,
Fred Prince,
Lizzie O’Neil,
Alice Gibson,
Maud True,
Ida Chase,
Florence Prince,
Melvin Mitchell,
Grace Hall,
Charles Reynolds,
Harry Smith,
Edith Cross.
Leon Smith,
Maud Archibald,
Maggie Jordan,
Hattie Butler,
Louie O’Brien,
Lawrence Haines,
Brewer Smith,
James Ayer.
Edward Marquand.
Belle Paterson.
Hattie Marquand.
Mr. Gilbert will meet the children who
have joined the march at his hall on
Monday
at 2.30 p. in., when each will receive a pink
badge stamped “C. C. C. March 1886.” It
has been impossible to procure all those
names.
Below are printed 46
All others
between the ages of seven and sixteen years,
who wish to join the march can go to the rehearsal Monday afternoon, receive
their
badges and their names will be printed Tuesday. Let no child be absent from the rehearsal because his name is not on this list:
Charlie Clark,
Mabel Steele,
Emma Mangum,
Katie Conway,
Edith Robinson,
Alice Lamb,
Eddie Hall,
Henry Lamb,
Addle Durgin,
Joseph Wade,
Enrique Cauetti,
Tommy Pierce.
Lizzie Bacon,
Clifton Pooler,
Annie Freeman,
Everett Davis,
Alice

Parsons,
Eddie Fenley,
Hattie Thurston,
Gertie Willis,
Margaret Fisher,
Neddie Moody,
Emma O’Neil,
Henry J. Murren,
Leslie Briggs,

Alice

Alice and

Edmund,

and in

parts

other

ably

of

intense and realistic.

It is

There

good

seats on

those who cannot no in the evemmr to hear
tins famous oratorio given in a matchless

manner.
NEW

YEAR'S OPERAS.

The celebrated Blaisdell orchestra will
visit Portland with the Maritana Opera
Company. This is the orchestra that Carl
Zerrahn uses in all of his conventions and
concerts. Tickets to the operas are having
a good sale.
This is the last day that souvenirs will be given away with opera tickets at

NOTES.

Tickets for “Naval Engagements” and
‘Trial by Jury” to be given under the auspices of the Cosmopolitans at the theatre
next Wednesday evening, are selling rapidly
and are limited to the
seating capacity of the
theatre. They can be exchanged for reserved seats at the theatre box office Monday morning at 8 o’clock. “Trial by Jury,”
with Mr. Henry E. Duncan as conductor,
will be brought out with Grimmer’s orchestra of twelve pieces.

We have

from

Lewiston Journal.
devoted admirer of a Lewiston young
lady called on her Wednesday. They met in
the first place in a corn-canning shop in the
suburbs of a thriving Androscoggin county
both of them were at work.

George Stannaril, Esij., the New York

director of the Union Mutual Life Insurance
Company of this city, died at his home in
Brooklyn, N. Y., on the 2.1d inst., at the age
of 71 years.
Mr. Stannard has been a
director of the Union Mutual for nearly six
years past, and was a gentleman highly respected in commercial circles.
I)r. Alfred 1. Noble, a graduate of
Colby
University in ’83, and the Maine Medical
School in ’80, has been appointed on the
medical staff of the State Lunatic
Hospital
at Worcester, Mass. This
appointment was
made on the recommendation of the officers
of the Mnine Medical School, of which Dr.
Noble is one of the most promising
graduates.

Dancing.

of the Press:
The Children’s Christmas Club is
supposed to be a Christian institution, and the
churches of the city are asked to help clothe
the naked which is the work of the Master.
Many of the churches believe dancing to be
wrong and will not consent to their boys and
girls going to dancing school and yet the
Christmas Club which is helped by the
churches gives, as a part of its advertised
programme, a fancy dance.
Can the
churches that do not believe in
dancing conslstently help a charity which permits as a
part of itself a thing so offensive to them,
can t the good people of this
city run a charity club in the name of the blessed Jesus
without a feature that is so offensive to so
many Christians and that will cause them to
keep at home their boys and girls? Can't the
master at some other time give an
dapcing
exhibition of fancy dancing when the
churches will not be a party to it?
Do we
wish to leave the impression on the minds of
the poor boys and girls we clothe that
fancy
dancing is a part of a religious charity? Will
such an impression lift them out of their
poverty and help them to a correct notion of
the church of God? Can t tiie friends who
believe in daneing do without it at the
Christmas Club so as not to offend others in
a Christian work?
D. W. LkLaiiieuh.
Real Estate Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
the county have been recorded at the registry of deeds :
Scarboro—Almina k. Hasty to Ueorgo M. stanwood, land, 81 ami other consideration.

Cumberland—John 1>. Blanchard to Ellen S.
land and buildings, $1.
Westbrook—John C. Knight et. als. to Jason S.
Knight, land, *160.
Pownal—Martha E. Kelsev to .lames Kelsev,
laud and buildings, gsoo.
Raymond—Alvin E. Plummer lo Edward M.
l'ogg. land amt buildings, $1 and considerations.

"W.

C.

dec25

WARE,

MORRISON & CO., Jewelers.
For the accommodation of our
tustomers we shall keep open all
day and evening Christmas, today. Diamonds, Watches and
Jev/elry given away free to our
customers.
Lowest prices in the
city for everything in our Hue.

MORRISON & CO., Jewelers,
565 Congress St., Under G. A. B. Hall.
dec25

dtl

GENTLEMEN

Burial private.

this city, Dec 23, Helen, daughter of John C.
and Nauey W. Gerry of Waterford.
In Benton Falls, Dec. 21, Cora A. Senter, aged
29 years 11 months.—late of Deerlug.
Ill Bridglon, Dec 20, Miriam, widow ol Lot
Davis, formerly of Gorham, aged 91 years aud 9
In

400 pairs gents’ genuine Jersey Congress, for
dress, at $5.25 per pair; regular price $T.00.

nths.
In Bridgton.

Lee. 23, Mrs. Hannah, wife of Nathan C. Burnham, a ,ed 58 years.

300 pairs gents’ Jersey Button and Balmoral,
at $5.75 per pair; former price $7.00.

[The funeral of the late L. Carrie Harris will
*> an n'olnok
take I)lace this Sat linlav aftHrimnn
from No. 201 Cumberland street.

We have

never

charged $8.00 per pair,

as our

dealers have. As we have plaintold you for the last two years, onr rent
and expenses have been so much less than
others, that we have Iteen contented In
up town

ly

Noises

selling the same goods for $7.00.
This special sale is for CASH only, and lasts
but a few days.
We invite you to call at once and have your
difficult feet 'properly fitted.
Order by

the ears, sometimes a roaring, buzzing sound,
or snapping like the
report of a pistol, are caused
by catarrh, that exceedingly dlsigreeable and
very common disease. Ixjss of smell or bearing
also results from catarrh. Hood’s
Sarsaparilla,
tiie great blood purlflcr Is a peculiary successful
remedy for this disease, which It cures by purify,
lng the blood. If you suffer from catarrh, try
Hood s Sarsaparilla, the peculiar medicine.
III

Pains in the Head

.„S'CN

OF COLD

51

troubled with that annoying dis-

Ask

®huraed. Hurrah for Hood’s SarsapaKOUTT, Marksburg, Ky.
y°u have decided to get Hood's Sarsaparilla do not be induced to take any other.

Exchange St.,

attention to their large Assortment ol

Gf newest and choicest designs recently selected with great care; also

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
all

*l;slx for $5. Prepared
CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,

BRONZE FIGURES,

(RUSTIC

■00 Doses One Dollar

aprl-dly

DIAMONDS,

SICK HEADACHB

FINE
A

also relieve DisThey
88 from

Dyspepsia,

d
Min*
U
iilhrLt Hearty Hating.
a

S

d
I

\ff
r
W bill

pBII

C

riMiP(

fcJBi

i g

»tion and Toe
A perfeet remedy for Dfzzie

ness, Nausea, DrowsiBad Taste in the
Mouth, Coated Tongue,
Pain in tho Side, Ac,

ness,

1
1

■tojjfcltoee

anes

Hamilton,

g

for

GLOVES.

camesT
We have the most elegant display of
Gold, Silver and Ivory headed Canes to
be found In the

NECKWEAR.
round In the N. T. market.

MUFFLERS.
A complete and extensive assortment
of Silk and Cashmere Mufflers.

Rolls 2

A

FULL DRESS SHIRTS

CAUTION.

drifting.
and

W. II. STEVEN* &

J

|

Sketches. !
book,

written

(Successors to Hoyt.
declS

CO., PORTLAND,
Fogg

& Donham.)

dt2e-4tlip

Embroidered in New Designs, line
Plaited Bosoms, In connection with a
full line of Party Goods.
Our stock of Gent's Furnishing Goods
Is complete in all branches.
In Underwear our line Is the most extensive to be
found east of Boston. It comprises Silk,
Balbriggan, in plain and fancy, Morley’s London Goods, Camel’s Hair, in
Dlaln and stripe. Congress Chest Shield,
Shirt’s & House’s Double Seated Drawers. Underwear from 50c to
$15 a pleee.
Purchasers will Hud It to their advantage to examine our stock before buying
elsewhere.

nor

HEXDaLE, Is now on
sale at all the book-stores in the
city. Price One Dollar.

WHITNEY.
dim

JEWELRY.
A choice line of Scarf Pins and Sleeve
Buttons; also White Sets for full dress.

Block.

deceived by the cry
humbugged
of WE have the correct styles. WE liave Just
what you want. We have all the genuine
Alligator Slippers In town. But come to our store and
we will show you the most
complete line of genuine Alligator and other fancy Leather Slippers in
Portland, unsurpassed in style and low prices
In another direction comes a little wail from a
little house about Flue Newark Boots, how
cheap
they have sold them, and are going to sell them.
Why, we want the public to know that they dou’t
pretend to keep the Fine Newark Goods, such as
we advertise.
Come to us and get Banister's
Newark, N. J., Congress, Button and Bal., first
quality, for S5.GO. Don’t allow any one to palm
off Orange, N. J„ goods for Banister's.

city.

Customers will And onr stock corn*
prises all the most popular styles to be

431 CONGRESS ST.
Do not be

CASES.

An extensive line In Lined and L'nlin*
ed Kid, Scotch, Jersey and Cloth Gloves.

Music!

Music

AND CUFF

TOILET SETS.

RICHTER, LUCWIC, EMM EL
and HOHNER HARMONICAS

lijr ROBERT

the holiday trade.

J LEND ALL
uov27

COLLAR

Mandolins,
Drums,
Zitherns,
Clappers,
Flutes,
Piccolos,
Clarinets,
Flageolets,
Flute Harmonicas,
Fifes,
Tambourines, Ocarinas,
Music Stands, Jews’ Harps,
Toy Drums,
Strings.
Slieet

UMBRELLAS

SILK BRACES.

(tnitars,

This new Port laud

BAP, OFFICE AND WORK BASKET*

GIFTS.

Our line of these goods consists of
Embroidered Plnsh and Satin, Plain
Satin for painting and embroidering.

Violins,
Harmonicas,
Accordeons,
Xylophones,

Song?

We have received a hue line of

exhibition a very tine line ot
goods tor

IN GOLD AND SILVER HANDLES.

READ THE FOLLOWING LIST:

i

BASKETS.

ou

SILK

CHANDLERS
Hanjos,

■

OUR STOCK COMPRISES:
Breakfast Jackets and
Dressing Robes.

Musical Presents!

THE POPULAR HOLIDAY BOOK!

«12w

a

of ait

»lec31___eodtf

ete.

■

HASKELL & JONES

the New Dye House on Union Street.
Our colors are fast and bright, do not crock or
smut, and are not poisonous; the work is conducted by a practical dyer aud chemist of 21
years practice; do not fail to try us; orders may
lie left at Homan's Hat Bleacherv, on Casco Stand will receive prompt attention; don't forget the
place. N. K. DYE HOUSE, No. 53 Union Ht1‘ortland Me.
25-1
doue at

with Gold and Silver Heads

Opera Glasses,

mollfortljOO,
.rep'rs, New York.

pressing

Block.

WALTHAM WATCHES

___

36 cents, 6 vials by

JIEDIQlWt CO,

and

Greene & Co.,
Wyer
Brown’s

line assortment ot

At remarkably low prizes.
1

They regulate the Bow
fr ;W''
tt’lB and prevent Constiand
and easiest to take.
The
smallest
Piles.
®fJooone
>njy
pill a dose. 40 In a vial, Purely Vega

JEWELRY,

SILVER WARE.

DA DTr D’cl™
n

II

May BOOHS!

dec2Q_dlw

French Clocks

ia‘r»

iYTI P

_

to call and be convinced
CHRISTMAS
WANTED—People
that the best of work In dyeing, cleaning.
kinds ot garments Is
finishing

Fnrriaglon

BOOT^

WM.SENTER&GQ..;

Hurrah for Hood’s

wAIuILKm

II

FRO.ll 2Sc UP WAR DM.

BROWN , Congress St.

ease, nasal catarrh, and have taken all kinds of
blood purifiers, but never found relief till I used
"Oort s Sarsaparilla, which I am confident will do

__

|!

mail.

“I used Hood’s Sarsaparilla for catarrh, and regreat relief and benefit from it The
ceded
catarrh was very disagreeable, especially in the
winter, causing constant discharge from my nose,
ringing noises in niy cars, and pains in the back
of my head. The effort to clear
my head in the
morning by hawking and spitting was painful,
llootl s sarsaparilla gave me lelicf
immediately,
whftoln timel was entirely cured. lam never
without the medicine in my house as I think it is
,n
Mum. g. n. Gibb,
,V’eJgh
10211 Eighth
Street, NT W., Washington, D. C.

druggists.

FOR

MusicJStore.

Remember we sell Newark Jersey Goods.
We have no shop-worn, rusty Jersey goods
in stock. We claim to have all widths, sizes
and half sizes, all fresh and new, and we
do not desire to be undersold; therefore we
offer for a few days:

this city. Dec. 24. Frances M. Irish.
[Funeral on Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from her late residence, No. 47 Bramhali street.

HOOL> &

Apply at 177 OXFORD
St.25-1

Manager.
,ltf

-

7

Xmas Presents Free.

ton.
In

Soid by

26-1

RACE—Horse.

Have

In this city, Dec. 24. John Nash, aged 82 years
months.
[Funeral on Saturday forenoon at 10 o’clock,
from No. 19 Howard street. Burial at Harriuu-

JtV.on
mass.

CHARLES A. B. MORSE, late ofPortland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate of
said deceased, are required to exhibit the same:
and all persons Indebted to sakl estate are called
upon to make payment to
CHARLES P. MORSE. Executor.
Portland, Dec._21th. 1886,
dec25dlaw3wSat-

255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

4

r

Notice

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,

DEATHS.

“I have been

dec2SAjanl

is

EET—A

Ill Diram, Dr. J. L. Bennett aud Miss Rosalia
Larraoee of Alfred.
In Waterford, Dee. 21, Frank H. Morse and
Miss Lizzie M. Chadbourne.

Ringing

of Cumberland.

Orange street, convenient to the railroads. Apply to J. L. BARKER, at Deering, Mtlliken & Co.

Ellsworth American.

m

County

lower tenement of five
TOrooms, withpleasant
Sebago and large yard, at No. 8

One of our woodsmen tells the following
story: On coming out from my work Saturday night, I saw a rabbit standing on the
ice, and on my coming up it did not move.
1 found the rabbit’s feet were frozen on to
the ice.
An examination showed that the
rabbit jumped into a small quantity of water
and then out on the ice, where it stood until
its feet froze in the hard ice.

Thursday evening.
State Treasurer Burleigh of Maine went to
Boston to purchase bonds for the State sinking fund. lie finds the holders of Maine’s

said

hereby given, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed Execu
tor of the will of

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

Wednesday, in the pung, and
a sleigh, but couldn’t
The
all in the streets. The unique

A SLOW RABBIT.

Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Strout celebrated the
twenty-first anniversary of their marriage

solvency for

Iirices

part of the call was in the fact that the caller brought Christmas gifts with him.
For
the young lady’s mother he brought a
large
full-grown yellow pumpkin, and for the
young lady a select string of dry pop corn.
It is said, however, that there was no popping, either of corn or questions.

x

our

He drove in
tried to hire

In Cumberland Mill9, Dec. 23. by Rev. E. M.
Couslus, Clement Hart of Windham and Miss
Emily S. Uawkes of Gorliam.
In Topsham, Dee. 18, Cyrus U. Keay and Miss
Lydia Crowley.

stock of

Wholesale House, iu such sizes aud qualities as were enChristmas week, and shall offer the same at
the cost to manufacture. This gives our patrons THIS W EEK an unusual opportunity to secure first-class barSuch attractions, such low
gains prior to stock taking January 1st.
for the quality of goods ; such a large variety of goods to seect from, can only please all clothing buyers.

A

were

our

tirely exhausted during
prices that barely cover

A DEVOTED ADMIRER.

village, where

replenished

OVERCOATS, ULSTERS, REETERS, SUITS AND PANTS,

STORIES FROM THE STATE.

Europe yesterday.

THIS

CLOTHING.

Stockbridge’s.

Captain Alfred Merriam of Brunswick lias
suffered a stroke of apoplexy.
Mr. and Mrs. Tracy of Lewiston,
Me.,
sailed in the Catalonia from Boston for

Tho Christmas Club and

NEW BARGAINS IN

Librettos of both the operas to he givqi by
the Maritana Opera Company are on salts at

nt
m.

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for theCounty of Cumberland,
of
State
Maine.
December 24. A. D. 1886.
)
I In case of MARSHALLC. DECKER, Insolvent
Debtor.
Is to give notice, that on the twenty-fourth
of
December, A. D. 1880, a Warrant In
day
I Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody,
of
tne
Court of Insolvency for said County
I Judge
of Cumberland, against the estate of said
MARSHALL C. DECKER, of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of
said Debtor.whlcli petition was filed on tne twentyfourth day of December A. D. 1886. to which date
interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payments of any debts to or bv said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove thetr debts and choose one or more aeslgnees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency to be holden at Probate Court Room, in
said Portland, on the seventeenth day of January,
A. D. 1887, at ten o'clock In the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above wrtten.
H. R. SARGENT.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of In-

Stockbridge’s.

sleighs

securities very loth to part with them except
at a large premium.
Mr. Peter Clarity7, the head waiter at the
Preble House, received an elegant French
clock and a handsome Christmas card last
evening as a Christmas present from bis
assistants.
Mr. E. P. Jones has been i>ut in
charge of
the United States Signal Service Station in
this city, and Mr. Evan T. Thomas,
formerly
of the Eastport station, lias been ordered

Clapp’s Block.

sale at Stockbridge’s for the rehearsal of the “Messiah,”
which will be given by the Haydns, accompanied by the full Germania orchestra of
Boston, at City Hall, next Monday night.
The rehearsal will take place in the afternoon and will afford a capital opportunity to
are

MARRIACES.

To the Editor

459 Congress Street,

THE MESSIAH.

PERSONAL.

-4

SOMERS BROS.,

excellent Gregory. Miss Gale, though
suffering from a bad cold, was a forceful
Alice, and Miriam O’Leary an arch Dorothy

next Tuesday afternoon at 3 p.
There will be a stand-up meeting in
Reception Hall at 10 a. m. Monday.

1.

BEAVER SETTS $10.00.

true that

The Boston & Portland Clothing Company,
355 Middle street, have just got out some
very convenient calendars for 1887 for which
they art; having ii liU£C
They are
also offering much of their best grade clothing at prices that will gratify every purchaser.

City Hall,

BEAVER CLOVES $5.00.

ers an

Every year there have been urgent requests
for tickets for grown persons which it was
impossible to grant for several reasons. As
less space is required for the festival without the dinner, the committee
hope to provide this year a few seats in the gallery. The
best seats there must be reserved for the
members of the club, and the committee beg
the public to understand that the seats are
the poorest that tiie ball affords. Since even
to stand is wortli the price of admission it
will even now be impossible to accommodate
all who desire tickets.
These tickets (at 25
or 50 cents as will be decided at a meeting
stile

SEAL CAPS $8.00.

powerful setting the actor is equal to the occasion and holds, by these very qualities,
the absorbed attention of his listeners. His
splendid scene with Edmund in the second
act, when the serpent of jealousy has bitten
him. produced a storm of applause. His
scene with Walton was one of the finest and
most impressive that can be fouud on the
stage of the present day, and the whole of
the last act, was terrible in its intensity.
Mr. Barrett received
excellent support
from Mr. Springer as Walton, whose Iagolike representation was a polished effort
Mr. Welles was hardly the Edmund of Mr.
Howell’, except in appearance. Mr. Collins
was a good Master
Haywood, and Mr. Rog-

Lina Liudsev.
Hattie Beaulieu,
Mamie Dunham,

for

J

the actor possesses many mannerisms that
obtrude themselves here and there, and a
rapidity of utterance in passages that robs
them of somewhat of their force, but where
the situation calls for natural speech and

Margie -ogle,
Willie Howe,
Edith Merry,
Arthur Freeman,
Fenton Tomlinson,

ho

TO-DAY I

the play by Old Gregory and Mistress Dorothy. I The situations are intensely realistic
and are worked up so naturally as to thrill
the spectators.
Mr. Barrett’s impersonation of the merry
comedian
of
Shakespeare’s time, whose
happy home is rendered desolate through
the perfidy of his adopted son, and whose
light heart and bright spirits arc dimmed
and broken, was, as we have said before
when the play was produced here, remark-

Clark,

of the udult cumuiilUici will

t'lRMTtUK

YOKICK’S LOVE.

Christmas Eve is generally considered the
worst night in the year by theatrical managers. It is a stay-at-home night lor their
usual patrons. It was therefore a decided
compliment to Mr. Lawrence Barrett’s abilities as an actor that he was able to draw so
large an audience to Portland Theatre last
night. If the spectators were rather cold
In the first act, they fairly uiada
up for it
by their warmth later in the progress of the
play, being, in fact, raised to a high pitch of
enthusiasm.
Howell’s play of “Yorick’s
Love,” which
received its third representation in this city
—having been given once before at the old
theatre in Fluent Block, and again at Portland Theatre—Is extremely sombre in character and dealing as it does with illicit passion, brings to its representation all the
powers of the actors who assume its roles,
as may well be imagined from the
argument
which we published yesterday. Its characters arc all strong and, though few in number, afford large scope to those who personate them. There is but little to lighten the
general gloom of the drama, and that is afforded in the first act, where Yorick, at
home, thinks himself happy in the love of

Ella Dennis.
Mamie Flavin,
Floreuce Edwards.
Nellie Clark,
Arthur Wood,
Maud Ball,

Helen Little.
Julia Thompson,
Isabel Kerr,
Annie Ladd,
Mabel Hanson,
Nellie Prince,

NEW ADVEBTIRE31ENTH.
_

j
,

HASKELLA JONES,
MARKET SQUARE,

PORTLAND,
dec 11_
*

ME.
..l” n

HOLIDAY GOOOS!
J. A. MERRILL & CO.

JEWELERS,

prepared to oiler one of tlie largest and lliie.t
docks of choice goods to be found in the State
consisting of
ire

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, French
Clocks, Opera Glasses, Sterling
Silver Ware, *c.
Uso a line lot of .Koine Tourmaline., mount'd or unset. We cordially Invite the public to
give us a call before purchasing.

(39 Middle Street.

Portland.

Uoods sent out of the city on Approval.
A. Merrill.
A. Keith.

apl3

eodly

B. A. Atkinson A Co., Corner Pearl and
Middle street*, Portland, respectful); announce a full line of Uolida; Goods for
the million, consisting of elegant Work
Baskets, a beautiful but not costly present. Rattan Chairs and Rockers with
Cushions and without Cushions. Rustle
Rockers in beautiful coverings. Students
Rockers and Gents' Easy Chairs in great
variety. Lounges, all kinds and prices.
Blacking Boxes containing Blacking.
Brush and Whtsp Broom, Foot Rests that
beat the world for style and price, but
best of all for all concerned, is our Flush
Top Ottoman Cuspadore, this Is the
greatest novelty in the land, price $2.35
and $2.75. Come and see the biggest
novelty, and at same time an article that
while taking the place, yet removes all
the objectionable features of a Cuspadore.
Writing Desks for Gentlemen,
Writing Desks for Ladies, Writing Desks
with Roll Tops for Children. Chairs for
the Children. Sleds for the Boys and all
kinds of Christmas Present* lor everybody, but in the mean time, don’t forget
the Solid and Substantial Articles that
make the best and most lasting present;
such as a Chamber Set, a Parlor Set, a
Carpet, a Range, a Parlor Stove, a Dinner Set, a Hanging Lamp, above all don’t
forget to stop in front of our store and
admire the highest pnce Open Grate
Stove that has ever been put on the market It Is manufactured by the ‘‘Low"
Art TUe Company, is all brass and retails for $265. Come and see us. We
know we can please you. and we will
make the price right and if yon do not
want to pay all cash we will take a quarter down and the balance by the week or
month. We prepay freight or express on

everything bought of
many happy returns,

us.
we

Wishing
are

you
yonrs to

command. B. A. Atkinson A Co., Corner
Pearl and Middle street, Portland. Open
every evening this week until 10. Electric Light* on three doors. Isaac C. Atkinson, Manager.
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LOCKE &

LOCKE,

CHRISTMAS

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
nave

*,

removed

S.“

180 MIDDLE

•( foi

Three doer. wf»l

urr

Joseph A. Locke.

Ira

fel>27_

oUln

GIFTS.

8. Locke.

_dtf

STEPHEN

<$ooic, Job

tic. 87 Plum Street.

hTcARD,

JOHN

Portland,

STREET,
Maine.

*

JuKtice of the

Notary

Hence.

UMBRELLAS.

Public.

dec21_dtt

Wffl. M.

HARKS,

An

Just tlie tliintr for

Book, Card
—

AND

SOMERS, The Hatter,

PBINTEBM’ EXCHANGE,

Exchange St., Portland,

FINE JOB PRINTING A

Me.

Leading

SPECIALTY.

AU orders by mail or telephone promptly atended to.
uovl leodtf

STREET,

NEAL

Portland,

BOOK

METAL SKYLIGHTS
And
for
VENTILATORS,

BINDING.

done in a sat
Also blank
liooks made and warranted at

W.

E. VAN NOORDEN &

QUINCY’S,

A..

383 Harrison Avenue

”WE

VI.

WA NT

.1

BOSTON.

111

you will ilud that we mean what we gar when we advise vou of a

BREAK IN BOOKS at 37 EXCHANGE

I

f

ST.,

can

Bargains!

—

AT

—

EVERY NIGHT THIS WEEK.
THURSTON &

B.

PRACTICAL

CO.,

Exchange St., Portland,

07 1-2

GEORGE

Me.

At

EXCHANGE

Return of PROF. CAD WELL,

A SHERIDAN’S
[W
EgflP mm I EL Bl CONDITION
Sheridan’s

BUBOETTORGANS.

Condition

Please call and hear the matchless tones of these
beautiful instruments.

TUNING TO ORDER.

SAMUEL THURSTON,

W.D. LITTLE SCO'S
31 EXCHANGE STREET.

FIRE-INS. CO.,

Statement of United States Branch,
JANUARY 1.1, IS§«.
Total Assets, actual value.0704,434.82

MB

Jas. H. Brewster,
Asst. Manager.

eod3w

our

decie
stock

NEW

BAZAAR,

just opened with a large stock of PhotoDesks
graph Albums, Handkerchief Boxes, Writing
Children’s Books of all kinds,
and Ink Stands.
Plush Frames, Christmas Cards, and a great variety of goods too numerous to mention.

AT LOWEST NEW YORK PRICES.
Faded hair restored to its original color. Wavei
frizzles, or any hair work dressed over
equal to new, at

457 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, ME

Christmas Bazaar, Farrington Block.

F.~SIIERRY,

deelO

Practical Wig Maker and Manufacturer of Hu
eodlin
man Hair Goods.
nov22

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

mm1

kreakfast.

“By thorough knowledge of the nat ural laws
which govern the operations oj digestion ana nutrition. and by a careful application of the tine
Mr. I’.pps has
properties of well-selected Cocoa,
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
us
save
many
flavored beverage which may
of
heavy doctors'bflls. It Is by the Judicious use

l&O of dickens VY£LlKnown

■

d3t
■

A

NEW

Ca

PUZZLE!

FOE TUE OLD AND YOUNG.
** 1(S
PUZZLE.
A RIVAL OF THE FAMOUS
S»nd ill*, in ailver for the O 1C.
Iddrou
Box 30#tt
deee

such articles of diet that a constitution may
gradually built up until strong enough to resist
of subtle
every tendency to disease. Hundreds
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
We
may escape
wherever there Is a weak place.
well fortimany a fatal shaft by keeplL g ourselves
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished
Gazette
Service
frame.”—Civil
Made simply with boiling water or milk, bold
thus:
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labeled
JAMES EPPS & CO.,
Ilomu-oimtliic Chemists, London, Eng.
he

FOR MAI.1C BY
■211 middle HI., Portland.

H. H. SAMPSON,

BOSTON, MASS.
eod&wlm

may be found at his old stand,

571 CONGRESS STREET,
where he is still

a

Qhahacters in OUTLINE-

jet (i

S&Tu&wly

_

WIESBADEN

TABLE

SAECE

The most delicious In flavor; appetizing in efto
fect; and by literal use enables Dyspeptics
e;at
results.
meats and hearty food without
JEWELL
A.
SCO.,
M.
For sale by all Grocers.
oetfleod3m

Injurious

Agents

dt£6

GEORGE HUDSON

EPPS’S COCOA.

THENEW25?f>I®Ke^8 ©AM€S.

w

7

manufacturing

the holidays.

He has also

a

fine line of

CHRISTMAS TOYS

“SLEEP
but who

SPECIALTY.^

NOTHING/5

COSTS

can

rheumatic

A

sleep

when

pains?

Specific

druggists.

50 cents.

uov2

racked bj

Baker’s Oreal

American

uuuuuauuu

biiuv lie

quently appears so startling to the uninitiated. A few of the ways for determining
character from the conformation of the hands
may be of interest to the curious. These
are gathered both from personal observation
and from works of acknowledged authority.
The general appearance of the hand comes
most readily under our notice, and, therefore, might be spoken of first. A hand with
a large, thick and excessively hard palm, unpliant fingers, and a thumb straight across
the tip (technically ‘'truncated") shows the
owner to be most thoroughly wrapped up in
the material world.
In the lower grades of
intelligence this hand will indicate the

dun.

work at coarse

handler of

employment—the digger,

stone,

the

?;redients,

FURNISHINGS NOW READY.

MIDDLE

102

DOWN SALE

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
For Txvo Days.

GREATEST

EVER

RARGAINS

KNOWN.

CLARK,

STREET.

Clothing and furnishing Goods

cures.

COJVIE

Closing

AND

prices
genuine Closing

Sale,

INVESTIGATE.

Casco Clothing CO.,

OPPOSITE

acts

lor little folks, which he has bought, direct from
the Importers, and Is selling as low as the lowest.

uect90LLS

bargains.

FALMOUTH

froup

HOTEL.

the envelope was invented.’
The letter was passed around and handle*
with great care. It was then read aloud b*
one of the group, and ran as follows:

This Plaster

PURE CANDIES
[or

9UUU

mr

FARRINGTON,

prices
advertising
contemplate change

We have

All kinds of repairing done; old pieces mad<
over to look as good as new; knotting and
weaving done

lUU^-UUUt

<.uuuuiauM uctitc

TO BE CLOSED OUT IN 30 DAYS.

Farrington Block, Congress Street.

WORK.

dec23
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STORE.

CHRISTMAS
No. 197 middle Street.

O

mention,

CONGRESS

stock._

No. 210 Middle Street, Under Falmouth Hotel.

Vests,

Snitings

FRANK B.

DAVIS & CARTLAND,

AT COST.

DAY

W$m

Bi

Bl

eod&wly

examine

CO.,

HATS

CHAS.

^AA^^A

WM

shape of Boots, Shoes or Slippers. We have
a good assortment of Gentlemen’s Slippers, both in
Also Ladies’ Warm Slippers
Leather and Velvet.
Please call and
and Embroidered Velvet Slippers.

unpaid losses.$235,091.17
Surplus beyond all liabilities.$528,743.06

JOHN

prices

GREAT MARK

in the

Total Liabilities In United States, including reserve for re-insurance and

Hats we will sell at cost to reduce
We can show all the desirable styles
from DO cents to SS.OO.

^AV^^A

^^A

^^A
^^B
:Af
.iBBSt
|HA

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

LONDON.

otir

^^B^^A

Our store will be open evenings from Dec. 15th to
the 25th, to accommodate those who wish to purchase sensible

Insurance Agency,

HAIR

sizes,

lOO

OPEN EVENIN6S !

KMTABLINHED IN IM3.

AGENTS.

^^A
^^A

nov27

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.dtf

All of

give

English

C. J.

^A

^^A

^^A
^^A

DR. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

octl4

dec 10

Chicken
Cholera.

One
is absolutely pure and highly concentrated.
It
worth
smith'*'
i»onnd of any other kind.
Nothing
strictly a medicine to l>e given with food.
It cnn*s chickon earth will make liens lay like it.
Is worth Its
en cholera and all di*«‘a. ^i* of bens.
Illustrated hook hy mail free.
weight in gold.
for
25 cents in
mail
or
sent
Sold everywhere,
hy
hy mail,
stamps. 2 1-4 lb. air-tight tin cans, $1.00:
Six cans hy express, prepaid, for $5 (10.
$1.20.

STOOLS AND COVERS,

W. D. LITTLE &

placed
realizing

bargains
early
appreciated.

Cures

Powder

technicon.

Manager,

Coats,
stock;

CHRISTMAS NECKWEAR AND

PIANOS !

Hitchcock,

what course to steer to find her.
I reasoned
that Captain Hitchcock would try to get out
of the Gulf stream as soon as he could, in order to find smoother water, and after carefully studying the situation I changed my
con rse in accordance with this theory.
I
sent men aloft to keep a sharp lookout, and
report the least sign of a boat, and to watch
for anything that would indicate she had
gone down and was past all help.
Noon came, and then 1 o’clock, and then 2,
and no signs of the boat. 1 went to the cabin with my first officer and the officer of the
Alabamian, and we held a council. One of
them thought I ought to run on another
course, ana he gave his reasons for it, and
then the other, who had been wavering on
the subject, joined him. I persisted in mv
belief, and stood alone in it Somehow 1
could not see their reasons as they did, and
if the captain of the Alabamian had done
what I should do under similar circumstances, he would be exactly in the track I was

GREAT CLEARANCE SALE

mostly

mm A

New York Sun.

Let any one notice the various hands that
pass before 1dm, Should 100 different pairs
come under his observation, even a cursory
glance will reveal that no two are alike, and
that the variety is equal to the number.
IiOng and short, thick and thin, broad and
narrow, just as In faces. And If the variety
in faces depends upon the soul behind the
features, why should not the hands, implements of the soul, indicate the sort of soul
that handles them?
A closer study will reveal corresponding
differences in thumbs, fingers, palms, joints,
skin texture, Ac.
From these variations

the
stable
drudge.
Higher opportunities may develop the
backer
even
the
and seller,
buyer
These
whose
soul is in his stock.
hands indicate
that the mind which
them
is
guides
unimaginative, usually dull,
sluggish and careless. If, with this hand,
the tips of the fingers approach the conical,
Coats and
lu order to clean my stock of Broken Sizes of
then their possessor is superstitious, easily
impressed by unusual phenomena, therefore
them on a JOB COUNTER, separI have
Vests, and Odd
he may be affected by poetry.
the fact that they must be sold
ate from the other
ana
Another form of hand suggests an instrument used by the chemist in mixing bis inat a
I have decided to make the loss now, and
my customers
the spatula—fiat, broad and bulgthe benefit.
Such hands are a little
ng at the ends.
Worsted Coats and
On this counter may be found
in
higher
grade than the preceding. They
love
of
indicate
a
exercise, an ability
down
bodily
small
former
$20.00 to $25.00, now marked
to overcome physical obstacles.
This band
marked down from 25 to
to $10.00 and $15.00. Cassimere
seeks not only for the necessaries of life,
but also for the comforts.
It prefers to
50 per cent, below the cost of manufacture.
labor rather than suffer want. It declares a
and mast be seen to be
These
are too nnnierons to
man to be what some women consider the
An
call will insure choice of
highest qualification in a husband, "a good
running.
The afternoon went on, and about an hour
provider.’’ The senses which guide it are
more active than delicate—they have that
before sunset I went into the cross-trees to
All Purchases from this Job Counter strictly Cash.
have a look on my own account. I swept the
natural intelligence which enables them to
The mind
horizon with my glass over and over again, gain some mastery over nature.
In this case, is not easily affected by variabut saw nothing, and felt what a terrible responsibility rested on me, and what would tions of beauty, therefore it is more constant
in love, governed by duty. Artisans possess
be said of me for holding my course against
the advice of the others, if I should not find this band. Whatever field offers bodily exercises pleases it; the explorers who go conthe
boat.
Store Open Every Evening until Christmas.
Just as the sun was within a hand-spike’s
stantly from place to place, who require to
length of the horizon, I saw a speck on the be sell denying and self-reliant, fearless of
crest of a wave.
It went down as the wave
solitude, will have some form of this band.
fell, and I believe my heart stopped beating It indicates a worship of the useful. A natill the speck came up again and showed it- tion in which this hand abounds will have
self. There it was and no mistake, and it perfect machinery, many comforts, much
wealth. It will care little for poetry, show
was exactly dead ahead, as near as you could
little emotional excitement, will regard gesdraw a line.
I hailed the deck, and seat the first officer ture and sentiment as affectation. The peoto take the wheeel.
I told him not to vary ple will be fond of freedom, therefore interdll
declO
(Near Kxcbaage Street.)
ested in politics.
the breadth of a hair from the course we
Another hand, which might be called the
were running.
Then I came down and sent
useful hand, is known by its medium size,
a man up to take my place.
Have you seen anything? everybody asked rather large chan small; fingers, instead of
as I reached the deck.
being smooth, knotted, with the last joint or
Notlilug I'm certain of, I answered; bnt phalange square; thumb large, its base well
we may have developments
I
developed; the palm large and tolerably firm.
presently.
OF1
The owner of this band will, if there is any
don’t know if my heart was beating then,
but presume it was.
truth in palmistry, possess a love of order, a
In a little while—it may have been a quarpersevering spirit, the power of foresight.
ter of an hour, and just as the sun was dipHe will be a good leader, for be has the abilping into the horizon—the man in the rig- ity to classify and to organize, to plan good
methods,
lie bas a very limited power of
called
“Sail
ho!”
ging
out,
‘Where away?’ 1 asked.
imagination, restraining it by what he can
‘Dead ahead, sir. I think it’s the boat.’
comprehend. His standard of action and
My heart went up in my mouth, but I tried judgment will be the fitness of things. Litto appear as cool as an iceberg. Of course
erature, poetry, art, will affect him only as
everybody else was all excitement, and that be sees their utility.
The very opposite extreme of qualities is
was the more reason why I should not be.
Besides, I was captain, and nobody else proclaimed by the artistic band, its appearance of refinement at once attracts attention
was, as I had shown them by sticking to my
to it. The general outline is conical, termincourse.
The night came on clear and beautiful,
ating in linger tips more or less pointed. If
and we kept straight on.
We lost sight of this hand is planned with a small thumb and
the boat as the daylight faded, but in half an
moderately developed palm, the mind which
hour or so we saw her again, and we still directs it will be most interested and delightThis
ed
with the beautiful in form.
had her right in line. As we neared her I
kept tlie ship up a little so as to bring the hand may have as a variety a bread
a
large
boat under our lee, and I put men in the short, and thick palm, with
fore chains and along the sides with plenty of
thumb; then will it seek after wealth
515
sake
their
own
for
not
and
and
made all possible preparations to
honor,
lines,
dec23
codtf
but for the delights which accompany
make fast. I knew the men in the boat
them. The chief possession of the artistic
would be so chilled with the cold that they
hands is thejimaginatiou; to whatever field
would be nearly helpless, and whatever was
their possessors may turn, their fancy will
to be done would have to be done by oureither brighten or darken the view. They
selves.
care little for the mechanic arts; they preWe got them out all right, and it was as I
had surmised; they were most of them too fer to be guided rather by inspiration and intuition than by rule. According to the vamuch benumbed to climb up the sides, and
had to be helped.
When they were all safe
riety of this hand the motives of action will
be enthusiasm or stratagem, or the prompton board we tried to hoist the boat in, and
she broke in two with her own weight. How
ings of pleasure. Their inclination will be to
look for beauty before truth. They desire
she ever lived as long as she did is a mysleisure, novelty, freedom. The characters
tery.
Captain Hitchcock told me they rowed as with this hand arc very contradictory, being
at the same time fearful and daring, bumble
long as they could after leaving the ship,
and vain, possessing much impetuosity and
with the intention of getting into the
This liand indicates a roviug
little power.
smoother water beyond the Gulf stream,
and he had thought in case I fell in with the
disposition, because of the desire for novelother I would do just as I had done. The
ty, and the fact that the owner is swayed by
a love of beauty rather than of truth may
two cabin passengers took their share of the
labor with the rest. They were both young
produce fickleness of character and scorn of
reason.
men, with a difference of perhaps five or six
All these varieties of hand in their turn
years in their ages, and had been travelling
In Europe, the elder of the two being tutor may be modified by varieties in structure. A
hand of any one of these types which is
for the younger, who was the son of a prominent citizen of New York. They took pasfirm, but not hard, elastic, but not soft, will
indicate a iiigh order of the prevailing qualisage at Leghorn for New York, and when
ties
of the type. Large hands are usually
l
their turn came to enter the oug boat they
a sign of physical strength, small ones of
had done so without
and had
We have marked every Garment in our stock to about 50 cents on borne the privations of complaint,
the night and day as
spirituality. Large hands with small palms
snow their owners to be fond of detail, to
the dollar. Look for the RED FIGURES in this great CLOSING OUT cheerfully a9 any one else.
look after the finish of their work, to admire
uuu
nau
waicueu
All uay
uiey
uupcu,
SALE.
of design.
hoped and watched, but there was no sign of delicacy rather than broadness
in
Red.
out
in
Black.
Former
Two individuals of the same family may
The night threatened to be cold, and
a sail.
alike:
first
view
which
at
hands
have
appear
Out
there was little expectation that any of the
as we
scheme but a
This is no
minds and tastes will be alike, but as
party would live till morning, even if tbc their
in our business.
a
boat continued to float. As the sun neared the hands will certainly differ in softness,
pliancy, firmness, eta., so the aptitudes and
the horizon the younger man was lying in the
modes of action will differ.
bottom of the boat, wrapped in bis overcoat
But the student of palmistry must noi
and a blanket, while the elder sat In tbc
make the mistake of reading the charactei
stem with the captain.
from
the general view of hand or palm
Just as tho sun was dipping into the
Fingers and thumbs, by their varieties,
waves, the elder of the twain said to C'apt
modify the story told by the larger parts.
Hitchcock that, with his permission, nc
would offer prayer. Of course it was giver
The Andover Review for December.
‘And
1
in
all my life,’ saic
at once.
never,
Captain Hitchcock, ‘heard a more beautifu
This review has passed safely througli the
prayer from the lips of mortal man. And
stage, and has become the recexperimental
as be said amen, and 1 said amen, too, i
ognized organ of the most liberal minded
raised my eyes and saw your sail.'
‘Perhaps, said Captain Raymond to hi* men in New England. Us leading writer!
ol listeners—‘perhaps you’d like tc
are doing much to educate others in the besi
now the names of those two passengers
In saying this we re
familiar
to
ana
are
you’ll fine thought of our time.
They
you all,
fer not to any shibboleth, but to the broac
them at the bottom of this letter, which I redec23
eod2w
ceived, with a silver pitcher, a few day:
general issues of the age. Thus in the pres
after we reached New \ ork. I haven’t seer
ent number, Prof. Palmer of Harvard ha:
some
until
it
turned
for
time,
toda*
it
up
an able paper on the limitations of the elect
while I was overhauling my desk. It is ai
old letter, you see, and was written befor
ive system in our colleges; Prof. Harri:

loss,

at.

Doors open at 7, Commence at 8.
declGdtf

the Great Mesmerist.

QECKE
BROTHER^"

M. Bennett. Jr.,

Ever

MiC

System

All
eodtfcT

directly upon the

muscles and nerves of the
back, the seat of all pain.
FOR ALL
Lung Troubles, whether
local or deeply seated,
this Plaster will be found
to give Instant relief by
applying between the
shoulder blades.
SHARP.
ey-For Kidney Trouble

Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Pain in the Side, and Back
Ache, they are a certain
and speedy cure.
FAINS.

Sold by druggists for 25
cents, or I vs lor $l.
Trade mark patented. Mailed on receipt of price
hv Oeorgr C. (losilwts 4k C«.. General Agents,
l Boston.
oct20-W,FaM-em-nrni

gives us the results of an historical study o
the English and German; Prof. \f. R. Bene

Nf.w York, December 28,1844.
Dear Sir,-Desirous of testifying our gratefu 1
noble
the
disinterestedness with whlcj
of
seuse
you stood from your course ou the 12th of Decern !
of
the
search
In
last
tier
captain, passengers am 1
crew of the ship Alabamian, which foundered oi
of
the
and
kludness we receive*
at
sea.
that day
at your hands while your guests, we beg your a*
the
of
accompanying piece of plate.
ceptance
We know that no offering of ours can add totb
of
satisfaction which must hav
proud feeling
?
animated your bosom when upon your own dec! i
18
human
the
saw
beings whose lives you ha
you
saved, but we wish you to possess some sllgti t
token which in after days may serve to remln 1
your children and your friends of how nobly yo
did your duty to your God and your fellow-men ;
and we desire that other shipmasters. Incited a *
well by their own humane impulses as by the ai
which so noble au act never falls to ca i
!
own from the public, may "go and do likewise.
In conclusion, we congratulate you upon tb s
th
have
of
enjoyed
gratifying
opportunity you
most generous promptings of the soul, we pra r

f

Winter

Exposure

Causes

Coughs,

Colds, Pleurisy, Rheumatism, Pneumonia, Neural
gta, Sciatica, Lumbago, Backache and other all
merits, for which Benson’s Capcluo Plasters an
admitted to be the liest remedy kuown The
relieve and cure In a few hours when no oilier an
plication Is of the least benefit. Endorsed bv B
OOO Physicians and Druggists.
Beware of tmita
tlons under similar sounding names, such a >
"Capsicum,” "Capslclu" or Capslclne.” Atk to
henton’e and take no other.
Examine careful!'
when you buy. All druggist*.
sR tnt HT * JlihsWDI,
Proprietors
New York.

no»4l>MW*Bnrm

■

Srotation

diet writes on Theism and Evolution; am
Hr. T. M. Post on The Things Which ('anno
be Shaken.
The editorials, as usual, are fresh and va
ried, and relate to the topics of the day. Thi
book notices are always scholarly.
A New York contemporary takes off the fern
lnine craze for birds and wings as hat decora
tions in a series of pictures entitled "The twi
Pops". Iu the first pop a sportsman blaze:
away at a girl's hat dimly outlined in the dis
tance, thinkiug it some rare bird; in the sec

ond lie hurries to the scene of devastation am
otters himself to the blushing but hatles
maiden. The idea is well worked out, bu :
one falls tocomprehend how the sportsinai
got a chance to change the shootlug breeche
in which he shoots] to the long pantaloons ii
!
which, according t» the artist, he makes hi

proposal

THREE CENTS.

WOMEN AT THE

POLL*.

Th# Extent to Which They may In*
deavor to Influence Votere.
The action of the

women

Mass.,

of Springliald

in working at the polls against lleensa
at the last city election, has called forth a
(treat variety of comments, and not a few
p.xJists. To one of these criticisms tbs
Spring,., Id Republican makes this reply:
Women have just as much place around

the polls as men have, as distributors of ballots and unofficial observers and watchers of
the process of voting; but refreshments hava
no place there at all, by whomever served.
As to the first point, the Republican has
held for many years that our habits and pelling arrangements in Massachusetts ara
shamefully negligent of the freedom of the
voter from espionage. In Great Britain each
voter receives his ballot from an officer of
the polls, retires to a stall closed on three
sides and puts marks opposite the names of
the candidates he wishes to vote for. In
California no one but the voter and the officers of the election
approach the ballot
box. In Massachusetts there is absolutely
no
for
what
our correspondent
provision
justly describes as “intended to be the exof a deliberately formed judgment."
pression
He must know that it is common practice to
allow solicitors of votes to occupy the very
room in which the polling is going on. Hence
there is a certain justice in the answer from
those who reply to him that his objection, if
sound, is tardy. .Suppose some wife who
may have a vital interest in the question has
persuaded her husband that he ought to vote
no, and proposes to go to the polls and see if
John votes “no.” John says, “You know,
Mary-, it is not quite the thing for you to hang
around the polls, and I want to express a de-

liberately

of

Cheirosophy.

their cramped positions,
little while after coming on board
they were warmed up and all right. Nothing could be seen of the long-boat, and it
was not certain whether she was still alloat.
1 determined to save her if possible to do it,
and the great question was to
determine
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Some Lessons in the New

from
considerably
but in a

of Broken Lines of Snitings, Coats and Vests, in iny Men’s and Youth’s Departments.

EXCEPT CHRIUTMAM EVE.

PRINTERS,

ship Alabamian, Captain

THE HANDS.

She was nearer the ship than they, as the
captain had been the last to leave her.
The weather was cold and they suffered

THAT MUST BE CLOSED BEFORE JAN. I.

Congress Hall,

WK WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL.

commanding the ship Atlanta,and

V*

I HAVE SEVERAL LINES IN

MESMERISM, Men's, Youths’ and Children’s Overcoats!
yVK WILL I>0 IT QUICKLY.

To Copt, Gcoryt It. Raymond of the ship Alatanta, of Xew fork.
A (lay or two after recelvlu
snd answering this letter, said Captain Kay... d, I received an invitation to go to Peter Cooper's
house, as the family was very desirous 01
meeting me. X was so busy with the affairs
of my ship that I could not respond at once,
but sent word that 1 would call on New
Year’s Day. When I called, and my name
was announced, they did not wait for me to
go into the parlor, but all came out in the
hall to greet me; the ladies pressed around
me, ana I assure you it was rather embarrassing for a young sea dog to receive so
much attention. I had done nothing more
than
my duty, and somehow felt that I was
being thanked and praised a good deal beyond what 1 merited. X tried to tell them
so, but they wouldn’t listen to me, and all
the time X was there they made such a hero
of me that I didn’t know what to say, and
wondered how X would be able to escape.
None of the Cooper or Hewitt family have
ever forgotten me, but. on the contrary,
they
miss no opportunity of referring to that incident of the 12th of December.
When the
I.otos club gave a dinner to Mayor Cooper X
wanted to come as much as I ever wanted to
do anything In all my life, and I thought I
would do so; but I don’t like to be called up
for a speech and X knew that Hewitt or
Cooper would be sure to have me out and
make me say something; so I staid away,
and saved the club from listening to the story of the loss of the Alabamian.
“If you had told that story as you have
told it now,” said one of the listeners, “you
would have made one of the most effective
speeches ever made at a dinner party.”
“.So say we all.”

from Leghorn to New York, and besides her
officers and crew she had two passengers in
the cabin. She was under full sail when the
wind struck her, and in a very short time
she was an unseaworthy wreck.
She had
boats, one a stanch life-boat, and the other
an old and rotton long-boat.
Lots were
drawn for places, and the lifeboat fell to the
first officer, while the long-boat went to the
captain. The two cabin passengers went to
the long-boat, and also nine of tne crew.
It
was the life-boat that I picked up, with the
first officer in command, and he said they
left
the
ship at 2 in the morning.

CLOTHING !

F

iniro iybbk oi run.

TO DO YOUR

us

S.

I miles to the windward, and evidently heading for New York, like myself. My barometer had been falling rapidly, and, as I always
regarded it with great care and obeyed its
orders, I shortened sail. But I noticed that
the stranger kept
everything spread, and
when night came on and hid her from sight
she was far off on the horizon, and didn't appear to have taken in a stitch of canvas.
During the night it came on to blow heavily
—a regular cyclone, in fact—and
you may be
sure I was glad I had taken in sail.
It only
lasted a couple of hours or so, but was very
rough as long as it was on us.
About il In the forenoon the watch reported pieces of wreck boating on the water, and
an hour later we sighted a boat, and bore
down for her. It was as I had feared; the
stranger had foundered in the gale, and this
was one of her boats.
She proved to be or have been, the Ameri-

—iiw—-
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Bargains!

Mills, Stores and Dwellings.

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornices and
Gutter*. Metal Shingles. Sheet Metal Work
for Iiuildingt. Send for Uluntrated Circular.

Book-binding of every descrlptfo n
Isfactory manner at low rate..

an

McLellan,Mosher & Co.

dec:;+

Office Hours—From 10 to 11 a. m. and 2 till
4 p. in. Telephone No. 660.
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We have

LEATHER GOODS,

CHRISTMAS CAROS AND MENUS FOR CHRISTMAS DINNERS,
By purchasing of

It. II. SOMERS, CAS ALWAYS BE FOUNB AT 253, OIB STASH.
F&steodtl

Me.

prices that defy competition.

THAT ARE

253 MIDDLE STREET, DIRECTLY OPPOSITE HEAD CROSS ST

B. F. DUNN, M. D.,
Gli

Hatter and Furrier.

at

HAND BAGS, AND

Mayor Abram

that Heaven may shower its choicest blessings
upon you and yours, and we beg you to l>« assured
of the lasting gratitude of, very truly,
Your friends,
EDWABD COOPER, I 1
aaaengers.
Akram 8, Hewitt, I

in the month of December of that year was
making a voyage from Liverpool to New
York. On the llth I was crossing the Gulf
stream, and had got well over It, when, near
evening, I saw a ship under full sail several

We shall offer onr entire lines of

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS, LADIES’

SEA.

Let the captain of the rescuing ship tell
the story as he did a few years ago to a little
circle of friends In a New York club:—"In

OUR STORE IS FILLEO WITH STAPLE AND FANCY STATIONERY.

—

Job Printer
97 I -2

the Largest anil Choieest Stock we hare ever carried of Standard and
Fine Art Works, including Poets, Novelists aid Historians. Also Juvenile
Toy Books in almost infinite variety. No old job lot or shopworn books.

oresenl.

a

Shipwreck

of

THE

in a borrowed suit of sailor’s clothes—not a
thing of my own—and I had three silver dollars in my pocket, which constituted my entire worldly wealth. I was twenty-two years
of age.”

Comurising

Elegant Assortment, Gold, Silver and Natural Wood Handles.

OF

the boats of that ship in company with a
man who has been mayor of this city, who
was and is my friend and brother, and will be
to the end of my life. I landed in midwinter

Book Sale!

Holiday

A STORY

[Harper’s Weekly.]
In his speech at Cooper Union. October 22,
Mr. Hewitt, then a candidate for mayor, now
mayor-elect, gave a sketch of his own life as
an answer to some attacks made upon him
as a “rich man." In the course of these remarks he said: “1 became nearly blind, and
was compelled to pass a year in Europe, for
which I paid out of the earnings which I
had laid up from the lessons I had given. On
my way home another accident occurred—the
ship on which I was went to the bottom, and
1 was saved by another accident in one of

McLELLAN, MOSHER & CO.,

Ladies’s Gloves,
Gents’ Gloves.

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
180 MIDDLE

ST IN NWS

PRICE

Hewitt

NO. 37 EXCHANGE STREET.

Setts,
Ladies’ Lynx Setts,
Ladies’ Coon Setts,
Ladies’s Mitts,

@a*d ffliinic\}

The

AT

Ladies’ Otter Setts,
Ladies’ Beaver
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and,
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formed

judgment." Mary might

ask, “Will Tom, l)lck and Harry and Mike
and the rest of the club be there
hanging around the polls?" “Oh, yes, they
will be there. They nave all got tolexpress
deliberately formed judgments, ana it will
take them
pretty much all day." What wonder that Mary, whose domestic peace and
and Tim

bread and

butter

mav

lie at

stake

fails

t,»

realize the justice of the argument, when
she knows that the only sound Judgment is
the one which has been formed at the fireside. So we say onr correspondent's plea
against the presence of woman at the polls is
good just as far as it is a plea against the
watchers and
presence of any unofficial

workers at the polls, and no farther.
But as to refreshments there can be no
question that the women have beeu misled
by the innocent character of their cooklag

into

an impolitic course. Coffee, sandwiches
doughnuts, to speak precisely, are not
Immoral—waiving for the moment physiological objections—bat they are sometimes In-

and

opportune, very. N# woman who had a suit
in court would be so dull of apprehension as
to the proprieties and moralities as to pass
up a luncheon to the judge, or to send •
“spread” to the jury. Nor would she be in
any doubt as to the character of the transaction. it she saw the advocates of license establish an open bar at the polling places and
tender drinks to all who “voted right.” By
this test of doing unto others as you would
be done by, this device cannot be approved.
The law forbids sales of liquor on all election days by common victuallers and also by
inn keepers, except to guests actually registered.
We have no question that in due time women will go to the polls, not to serve doughnuts or peddle tickets,
but to vote upon
these questions which intimately concern the
the
and
the
moral decency
home,
family,
and purity of the community.
We have no
fears for the results upon her Influence and
character. If voting Is degrading to man, it
will be so perhaps to woman, but to admit
this premise Is to confess free institutions a
failure, whichlthe Republican Is by no means
ready to do. On the other hand, we see no
reason to doubt that when the aid of woman Is invoked in government, as it Is now
successfully in every other great and moral
work under the sun, then the chances of a
clean polling place, of an unintlmldated, unwatched and honestly counted ballot, and
of “the expression of the deliberately formed
whole community will be
judgment of the
immeasurably increased and under Providence may that time be hastened!
A WALKING CURIOSITY.

Thirty

Thousand

Miles

Traveled

Within Two Years.
Cincinnati Commercial Oazetle.

Indiana's greatest curiosity, John Snider,
walking man of Blackford county, is afflicted
with a peculiar disease which impels him to
walk continually, only stopping for a brief
sleep. Snider lives one mile south of Mill
Grove, a small station on the Chicago, St.
Louis and Pittsburg railway, in the eastern
part of Blackford county, ills home Is a
one-story log cabin located in the center of
an acre lot, which is inclosed by a rail fence.
Around the bouse Is a beaten path worn
fully five inches below the surface, which indicates the route pursued by Snider in bis
weary and almost ceaseless tramp. To vary
the monotony of his travels, Snider has two
other promenades, both In the rear of tha
dwelling, circular In form and ninety feet
in diameter.
During the past three months
Snider has walked incessantly out of doors,
through rain, sleet and snow, but as the exbegan to tell on him hi* relatives fit1 up a room in the house tor his pedestrian
exercise.
Two years ago last April Snider, then a

Csure

robust man of fifty-four, while at work in a
field was seized with a spasmodic twitching
arms and Imiitis uiU severe cmuipiag
of the muscles of his body. He was incapacitated for labor of any kind, and the physician summoned pronounced the case a very
serious one. After a few days of suffering
all symptoms of nervous derangement disapand for a week Snider was apparentpeared,
Iy as well as ever. Then the muscular convulsions again manifested themselves, but
this time in the lower limbs. The patient
lost control of both legs, and the propensity
to walk, which wiU eventually carry Snider
to bis grave, took complete possession of
him, and with the exception of about four
hours each day, from one to five a. m., he Is
constantly on his feet and traveling at the
rate of four miles an hour.
When visited by the Commercial Gazette
representative Snider was dressed in a coarse
woolen coat, a pair of jean trousers, flannel
shirt, and an aged and much battered felt
hat. His feet were incased In heavy plow
shoes, much the worse for the vigorous service they have experienced.
Snider wears
an iron gray beard and short, gray hair. His
of his

sure to sun and rain, and
on his face prove that he

deep lines of ear*
fully appreciates
Living in

the magnitude of his misfortune.

the same cabin with Snider are his wife aud
five children, two sons and three daughters,
who support themselves by laboring on

farms in the vicinity.
At 5 o’clock every morning, after a sleep of
from three to four hours, Snider begins his
tramp and continnes walking, eating kin
meals as lie walks, until 1 o’clock tne next
morning, when he sits down in a chair and
sleeps soundly, being unable to rest in a recumbent position. At the outset his friends
endeavored by force to induce him to remain
the patient immediately became
quiet, but
frantic, and with tears in his eyes, begged to
be relieved or he would die.
Snider was placed in the State insane asylum at Indianapolis for a brief time in ism,
but was returned by the authorities there,
lie is
pronounced harmless and Incurable.
perfectly
rational, and talks but little about
his peculiar affliction,
and seems rather
averse
to notoriety of any sort.
The
walking curiosity stated that he could
not possibly control himself,
and
that
were lie to stop walking
hewould feel

though Hying into a thousand pieces.
Snider
his tramp
he
began
weighed ISO pounds. He now weighs 150

as

When

pounds, and has not an ounce of superfluous
flesh. His muscles are hard and firm. Snider has fully recovered from the recent
sinking spell, when he was reported as dying. He walks with a quick stop.of uniform
length, striking his heel into the soil each
time, the shock being a grateful one to the
muscles of the foot.
At times Suider sleeps as he walks, and
for

an

hour, guided by relatives, he swing*

around the cabin, snoring loudly, and upon
awakening he runs at a rapid gait for several
miles to “rest himself," as he expresses it.
Snider suffers no pain, aud is apparently contented while in motion.

Dr. Davidson of Hartford City, who Is
Snider's physician, told the reporter that
while

his recovery

is

impossible,

Snider

would probably live for many months. “The
affection Is a disease of the spinal cord," said
the Doctor, “and from the hips down his
physical condition is not subject to government by the brain, the great nerve centre."
During the past fall fair managers in this
section were lively bidders for Snider as a
cariosity. At Warren he was on exhibition
in a tent for three days, and proved a great
card, receiving $200 for his services. He
was offered $200 to appear at the Marion
Fair, and it is said a New York dime museum manager made him a flattering offer
for the season, both of which were declined.
In October Snider was placed behind a
plow in a field, and made a fair progress until the plow struck a root and stopped. Snider, instead of extricating the Implement,
let go of the handles and walked around the
horses and set off alone on bis regular tramp.
It is estimated that during the two years
past Snider has traveled over thirty thousand miles. The case excites much Interest
iu the medical fraternity, inanv members of
which have visited Snider, diagnosing the
disease while walking with him,as he is unable to stop for a iiumeut. The case is said
by physicians to be unparalleled and Snider s powers nf endurance superhuman.
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TREE IN

“There must be some
that we cannot see.”

TOWN.

A Christmas Story for
Folks.

Violet turned away from the window, and

girl."

member at least

eight

trees at their home on

Description of

neighborhood.
place for a home. The
of brick and iron, and higher
building
than many a meeting house steeple. On
every floor were long corridors, with many
glass doors leading to small rooms used for
business offices, and on every door was a
sign. At eacli end of the building were elevators that flew swiftly up and down all day
to carry the crowds of people that swarmed
through the halls and offices. By night and
on Sundays and holidays the elevators were
at rest, and the long corridors were silent
and deserted, and the only' people in the
building were Mr. and Mrs. Low and their
daughter Violet, tucked away in their tiny
home, one hundred and twenty feet above
the sidewalk.
queer

was

">VI|

There was a mite of a child carrysprig that was no bigger than her

hand.
“Poor little man,"

said Violet. “He has
up a broken spray, and is carrying it
off into one of those poor tenements. Oh!
how fuDnyl He has met some other poor
children, and they have set up the sprig in a
crack in the
sidewalk, and are playing
Christmas tree around it.”
For a long time she sat by the window
looking down upon the group of children in
the dismal street. From her lofty window
she could look far away over the house-tops,
over the masts of the ships at the docks,

picked

the broad river, way beyond Jersey
City to the blue Orange mountains in the
distance. Across the great bay she could
see the white villages on the hills of Staten
Island, while over all was the vast blue sky,
with long, feathery, white clouds, like the
branches of some gigantic Christmas tree in
the heavens. Some of the decorations of
this tree seemed to have fallen off; for here
and there the distant hills were touched with
over

snow.

“How fast the trees are going off! They
will all be sold soon, mother. Don’t you
think we could buy one tree—just a very
little one? Oh! oh! That is too bad! A messenger boy, running along the walk, trod on
the tree and broke it all to pieces, and the
children must be crying. Those tenement
children do seem to have dreadful bad times
down there. There is nothing to be seen
but the dirty streets. They do not seem to
know there Is a river and hills and the blue
sky so near.”
Violet’s mother left her work and came to
the window and looked down on the squalid
houses, the cheerless streets and the forlorn
little children playing on the walks. It was
all very strange. Poverty and misery in
plain sight, and yet quite far away, as completely cut off from their pleasant home in
the upper air as if in another city.
Just here the door opened and Violet’s
father came in. He looked quite smiling and
happy, as if something very pleasant had
happened. Then he sat down in the big arm
chair, and took something from his pocket.
“1 didn’t expect it at all, and—and well—it
all came kinder suddenly—and-”
“What’s the matter, Eichard? You look
as if you were going to cry.”
“Oh! It’s nothing bad. The folks in the
building started for home early this afternoon, as it is Christmas to-morrow, and ev-
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until two days before New Years. Signed,
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are
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transaction of aw business
which may legally be brought before tiem will be
liolden at the bank on Tuesday., Jan. 11th, 1887,
at 10 o’clock a. ni.
deciodtd
CHARLES PAYBON, Cashier.
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earned $3400;
O. BOX 1371, New
*2000
up
York.23-2

SALKNMAN
Small samples. One agent
In '85. P.
to

shareholders of
THE
Rank, of Portland,
their annual

the Natlonil Traders
are hereby mtlfled that
will
be
held at tliek banking
meeting
room on Tuesday, the eleventh day of January
next, at 11 o’clock a. m., to choose live Directors
for the ensuing year and to act on any ttlier business that may legally come before tiem
deciodtd
EDWARD GOULD, ’ashler.

KALE-Ol Gents Newark, Jersey
Goods still continued at Brown’s, 421 Congress St. Button and Balmorals, only *5.76 per
pair. Congress *5.25; regular price. *7.00.
24-1
BKOWN, 421 Congress St.
LONT AND FOCND.

CUMBERLAND JATIONAL BiNK.

LONT—Last

TUESDAY, the eleventh day of January, 1887, at 10
o’clock a. in., for the choice of Directors and the
transaction of any other busluess that may legally
come before them
WILLIAM H. SOULE, (ashier.
December 10,1880.
de;lldtd
oi

PRIDE’S, Cumberland Mills,

or address P. O.
Box 1735, Portland P. O.23-1

place to buy every article 111
stock consisting ot Trunks, Bags, Ac.. &c.,
at a discount of lo per cent, for the next ten days.
G. B. BROAD & CO., 122 Exchange St.
22-1
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delivered by mistake, a pair of 4Mi
D Button Boots, done up in a bundle atm
marked "DeWitt,” Deering St.
G. PALMER,

LONT—Or

_20-1_M.

annual meeting of the stockholders of this
hank will be held at its banking rooms on
TUESDAY, Jan. 11,1887, at 10 o’clock a. m.,
for the purpose of ele ting 7 Directors for the ensuing year, and for the transaction of any other
business that may legally come before them.
J. E. WKNGREN, Acting Cashier.
declldtd
Portland, Me., Dec. 10,1888.
E

Large Family Bibles with new
revision, 100,000 marginal references, over
2500Illustrations, very handsomely bound, price
reduced from *20.00. now only 810.00, at 8. H.

FOUND—25

COLE8WOKTHY. JR., Book Store, 92 Exchange
Street.
_20-1

15 vols., nicely
very cheap.
vols.,
price, at 8. H.
COLES WORTHY, JR., Book Store, 92 Exchange
20-1
Street,
Dickens,
bound and Illustrated, 4 styles,
FOUND—25
10 sets Scott’s. 24
at half
sets of

sale cheap, clipped
braced at WRY & SCAN LAN *8,
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Cotton Streets.
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confidential CIRCULAR MAIIXD TO ANY LADY SENDING ADDRESS
AND STAMP so LYNN, mass. Mention this Pcper.

ITS MERITS KEEP UP THE SALE.
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moves

Blessing
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to overworked women.

re-

FAINTNESS, FLATULENCY, ALL CRATING FOR STIMUAND RELIEVES WEAKNESS OF THB STOMACH. CURES

LANTS,
Lkuoorrucea.

Menstrual periods tasked without r aim.

Physicians Use

It and Prescribe It.
HrlT REV ITEM THE DROOPING SPIRITS, INVIGORATES AND
harmonizes the organic functions, gives elasticity
AND FIRMNESS TO THE STEP, RESTORES THE NATURAL LVSTRE
TO THE EYE, AND PLANTS ON THE PALE CHEEK OF WOMAN THE
FRESH ROSES OF LIFE’S SPRING AND EARLY SUMMER TIME.

WEARY WOMEN PRAI8E IT.
Its purpose is solely for the legitimate healing of disand the relief of pain, and it does all ft claims todq
It will cure entirely all ovarian or vaginal troubles,
Inflammation and Ulceration, Falling and Displaoemen ts;
and consequent Spinal Weakness, and is particularly
adapted to the Change of Life.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

are unique
design, unsurpassed
tone;
their intrinsic merits recommend them to all that
wish to purchase a first class Reed Organ. Very
low prices for holidays for cash or by Instalment

OF PORTLAND, ME !

plan.

AN ANQEL OF MERCY.
OPERATIONS OB CURE

CANCER, BUT IT WILL UNDER

ATT.

CIR-

CUMSTANCES, ACT IN HARMONY WITH THE LAWS OF NATURE.
QTTHAT FEELING OP BEARING DOWN, CAUSING PAIN, WEIGHT
AND BACKACHE, IS ALWAYS PERMANENTLY CUBED BY IT8 USE.
£5“ All Hold by DrugfriMtM.'uDlL
MRS. PIKKBAM'S LIVER PILLS CURB CONSTIPATION,
Biliousness and Torpidity of the Liter, 1*6 cents.

FOB

you realize thai this old and sterling company is a HOME INSTITUTION,chattered
iu 1848 under the laws of Maine?

DO

ARE

than SIX MILLION
IT LARSto-day
IN ASSETS, and over THREE

more
DOLHUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS,
calculated by the conservative standards of Maine
aad Massachusetts.

has
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EE—Music Boxes, at extremely low
FOB
prices for the holidays, by C. K. HAWES,
No. 431
HA

pays its losses promptly. Its policies are incontestable after three years.

IT
Congress St.
HAEE—Holly and Mistletoe.
has liberal plans. Its affairs are carefully
IT managed by its Board ol Directors and Offi- FOB
Hyacinths and otner flowers for
Our store will be closed
Christmas

whose integrity and ability are unquestioned.

fTIHE wise provisions of tlio Maine Non-ForfeiX ture Law apply only to the policies Issued by
this Company, and under its workings extended
insurance is provided for in case of lapse.

HAEE—A

a PERFECT LIFE INevery
SURANCE POLICY.
II you will send your address to the Home Office, or to any of its agents, we shall be glad to furnish full lufonnatlonui regard to the Company
and its plans.
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HAEE—One double barrel breech loading Remington shot gun. 1(> guage, rebounding locks, checkered pistol grip and fore-end. with
250 loaded shells No. C chiflea shot. The gun is
In first-class condition, has been used but one
season and is Just the thing for a Taxldui mist, or
for a Christinas present for a boy. Address
REMINGTON,'’ This Office.18-1
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Owner leaving the country will
FOBsacrifice
for *400, Boarding and Lodging
furnished
House In
Boston:
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OFFICERS.

JOHN E. DeWITT, President

flourishing city near
complete, ana uuviuk #200 per month clear, year
round; always full; low rent; good location; never
changed hands; Investigate. Address J. W. FERGUKSON 2nd, Lynn, Mass.
13-12

For Sale

jrwiCHT,
Agencies, Eastern Department.

SINKINSON,

Manager for City Agency, Portland.

and n:merf*d throiinlmiit

eodtf

and
any

examine
other.

our

St.,

assortment is

My

complete

Is the time to make
selection.

Good

and

man.28-1

XMAS CANTATAS.

King Winter, 30 cts. Caught Napping, 30 cts
Christmas Gift, 25 cts. Message of Xmas, 30 cts.
BJPIVD FOR IJNTN.

OLIVER DITSON A CO., Boston.
declG

eod&wtf

gmritable
%Z/
MORTGAGE COMPANY.

/ CAPITAL,

$600,000

DEBENTURES
—

AND

—

7 a. m. until
All In want of a good shave
aud
call
be
accommodated.
please
LINS, 3 Myrtle St.

urday, Dec, 25,

KVW

vSEr"**
«# Uri>*Jwt,.
\!lRk’
83 CoMt

p,IIA’118 s 4,1 Sl£*Jlk.AIi,£,
kANSAS CITY, 1th k i>.j. SU.

For

is,,.

of

decl

/
-iSS
*W3 /

/
i,,j5'

i'i'U&ivj jnrni

|iltli January.

m\k central railroad

HEBVIC'K, (Avonmoutli Dock.)
Krinii Avonm'tlr STEAMERS. From Portland.
2d
December.
ll'li November.!Texas,
16th December.
25th November., Dominion,
:
Rale, of Parage
Cabin...850, $60, $76 Return..$100, $125, $150
Return. .$60
Intermedlate$30
Return at lowest rates.
Steerage_$20
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
P'oot of India street.
nov2dtf
HK1STOI.

Boston & Savannah

On uiui after IKONDATi Oct. 2i,
I8M6, Puweuger I'nilns Leave
Portluiul a* follow*:
For Bangor, 7.10 a. m., Via Angustat 1.20 p.
1.25 and (11.15p. ni, via iu
Lewiston.
via
m.,

guain; (or Ellrwortb, Hnr Harbor, Vises
boro. Ml. Joho, Halifax, nod the Provinces, NI. Mtephen and Aroostook County,
1.20 p. m., 1.26 and (11.16 p. in. Fm Hangar
4k Piscataquis It. H.,7.10a.m., til. 16 p. m.,
lot Mhswhegnn, llrifnal an.I Dexter, 1.20,
Wntervillr. 7.10 A m.,
1.25,(11-16 P1.20,1.26, and, til.16 p. m.. and on Saturdays
Hallowefj,
only at 6.16 p. m.Ji.r Augusta,
Gnrdixrr and Bl naswlth, 7.10 A in., 1.25,
6.16, (11,16 p. m.; Bath, 7.10 A m„ 1.25, 6.16
m., and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m.,
orklaatl and Kaos aad l.ineoln K H.,
7.10 A m.. 1.26 p. m.; Anl nrn and Lewis
ton at 3.30 a in., 1.20, 6.00 p. m.; l.ewiston
via Brunswick, 7.10 a. in., 1.25, (11.16 p.m.;
Enrmiogton, Vlonnaonlh, W inihrop Oak
land aad North Aoson, 1.20 p. tn.; Vans.
■ ogton rim Brunswick, 7.10 a. m. and 1.26
p. m.
All trains timed as above from Commercial Street
Station, stop at

There never was an essay read before any Med
imi Society on Raw Food Extracts, except on
Murdochs Liquid Food, and counterfeit manufac
hirers of Extracts have published many of onessays to show the value of their counterfeits.

Sead for Essay and DISCUSSION
before I lie British Medical Associ-

Brighton, England, 1886,
(Essay) by the Vice President of

ation at

the American Medical Association
and others on the value of Murdoch’s
Liquid Food over all
Foods and and Extracts known, it
the
ONLY Kuw Condensed
being
Food, free from insoluble matter.

Duly Direct Line from New England
to Savannah.
Connecting at Savannnh with all-rail and water
lines to points In the Heath and Naalhwol.
The favorite route to and from Florida.
The superior iron steamships GATE CITY and
CITY OF MACON will leave every Thursday
from Savannah Pier, Congress street, Boston, at
3 P. M.: from Savannah on tide.” For freight or
passage apply to RICHARDSON & BARNARD,
Agents, at the Pier, or to A. Dk W. SAMPSON,
201 Washington Street. Boston.
ThSat&Tu3mo
se30

was

Jtrofession
the Free
n

recognized by the

from results obtained

Hospitals that have
and supported
Mr. A. L. Murdock during

been established

by

our

tbe last four years.

They

now

equal

140 FREE

BEDS,

COAURESS ST. STATION,
where through tickets and baggage checks may
be obtained for principal points East and West
tTbe 11.16 p. m. train ts the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays Included, through to Bangor but not to
Skowhegau on Mouday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyouu Bangor on Sunday morn-

ings.

International

Trams aro due In Portland as follows: The mornlug trains from Augusta and Bath 3.45 a m.;
Lewiston, 8.60 a in.; the day trains from Bauat 12.40 and 12.45 p.tn.; the afternoon trains
rom Bangor, Watervllle, Bath, Augusta. Rockland and Lewiston at 6.45 p. in.; the night Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a. m.
Limited Tickets, Brel and seesnd class, 1st
all pninls in ihs Provinces an sale at re-

STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

FOB

*;or

—

EASTPORT. CAlAIS, ST.JOHN N. B.. HALIFAX, N. S.
AND ALL CANTS or

—

New

—

duced rates.

Hroa.wlek, Nova Hcolia, Priuer Edward. I.loud, aad Cape Brrloa.

PORTLAND, BANGOR. MT. DESERT & MACHIAS

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

STEAMBOAT CO.

The new Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Whart, foot of 8tate street, every MONDAY,
and THURSDAY at 6.00 r. M., for EASTPORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. Ep-Frelght received up to 4.00 r. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or tor other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
of State street.
J. B. COYLE. JR.,
Geu’l Manager.
nov20dtf

Steamer CITY OP KICHVlONDmakestwo
trips per week on the route between Portland ant*
Machlasport, leaving Portland at 11.00 p. m..
Tuesdays and Fridays, and Machlasport at 4.00 a

vice

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. £. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland. Pel. 20.1886,oct22tl

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R,
WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAIN* Lie A YK PORTLAND

STEAMERS.

FARE ONLY $1.00.
Fall and

Winter Arraugrinenui.
j

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

valuable In controlling hard pullers, aud
humane In every respect. Address T. M. WEBB,
Agent, Mechanic Falls.
23-2

33 to 38 Union Street.
dec3

buy $1,000 east oil clothing
of all kinds. Highest cash price paitL
Call or address Immediately, MILS. LEVY, 07
Middle St.. Portland, Ale.
21-1

WANTED—To

dim

MAINE G

WANTED-With
$600~to
PARTNER
$1000 capital. AddressA.il., PRESS 0F-

F1CE._21-1
D.—We have
quick selling arWANTE
ticles that will pay good ahtlve agents $3
to

rRAL R. R.

some

$5 day. They sefl at sight.
Needs no talk.
For particulars address BOX 340. Woodfords,
a

Improvement and Sinking Fund,

Me.

4 I-2 per cent.

CONEECTIONA

GOLD BONDS,
—

FOK SALE 11Y

__20-1
gold
WANTED—Old
your old broken and

—

PARKINSON & BURR,
BANKERS
M

and

silver.

worn

out

Why keep
jewelry when

get its full value in cash or taken In exchange for watches, jewelry or silverware at the
NATIONAL LOAN OFFICE, 490 Congress St
you

8.

AND

20-1

R V.-Want to close out at
once, 1500 boxes fancy aud Chi istmas candies at half the original price. Also 75,000 cigars
at 25 iier cent, less than former prices.
W. E.
GILA1AN, succossor to L. J. Perkins & Son.

can

Schryver, Paoprietor.

20-1

For Ro«con at *7.30, *8.40 a. m., 12.40, t3.34>
p.in. Honor, for Portlnud 7.30,8.30a. ni., 1.00
and 4.00 p. in. Por Mcarboro Henrb
Pine
Point. 7.30, 8.40 a. in., 3.30, 6.30 p. ni. Maro
Biddeford, Keuaebuak, 7.30, 8.40 a. m.
12.40, 3.30, 5.30 p. in. WoUo Hearh 7.30.8.40
1. III., 3.30 p. in.
North Berwick, (irvat
Falla, Dorn
Exeter, Haverhill, Law.
rente, Lowell, 7.30, 8.40 a. in., 12.40, 3.30 p.
ni.
Rockeater> Farmington and Alton Raj,
8.40 a. m., 12.40, 8.80 p. in. Nrmi hmier and
via

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
alternately leaTe FRANKLIN WHARF.Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving In
season (or connection with earliest trains for
points beyond.

Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter, New York, &c.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 6 o’clock,
J. B. COYLE. Jb. Manager.
octltf

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY’S
LIKE FOR—

California, Japan, 01111/ Centui
and South America and

eiico.

CITY OF PARA.sails Friday, Dec. 31, noon.
From New York, pier fi ot of Canal 8t„ North
River, for Mao Prancisca “la The l-tlnuu. of
Panama,
Great reduction In rates to San Francisco. Cabin
(70; Steerage (30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan and C'hiaa.
CITY OF NEW YORK sails Friday Dec. 31st, at
2 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general Informat Ion
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E.

A.

ADAMS

A

C

Hired, Cor. Broad Mt., Ho.Ion.
dtf
JelO___

ALLAN
1886.

LINE.

Winter Arrangements.

Send for the Report of the Clmirof the Section of Obstetrics
of the American Institute of Homoeopathy, read at Saratoga at the
annual meeting of 1886.
mn ii

Circulars icere sent by him to all the Physicians
in the I'nited States, asking uhat their experience
was with Murdock’s Liquid Pood in its use Jor infants under, as well as over, one year old.

I

THURSDAY,
(
Dee. 0
Dec. 30
I Peruvian.
Dec. 23
iSarmatian.
Jan. 13
j
Dec. 30
Polynesian.
Jan. 20
|
I
Jan, i;
’Circassian.
Jan. 27
Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
(50, $05 and (75; Intermediate, (30; steerage,
(15.
For passage apply to H.& A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, SO State 8t., Boston; and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T P. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St., or for passage or truism tud.g
a. ALLAN, Agents, No.
India St., Portland.
dtf
nov23_

Then what results, with all the
different Milk preperutions,Orain
Foods, Peptonoid Foods and Beef
Extracts.
The Surgical Stan ol Murdock's Free Hospital
for Women are In dally attendance, except Saturday, to examine patieuts and assign beds.
EVERY BED FREE.
Our Free Surgical Hospital for Women, located
Huntington avenue, above Westchester Fark,
titty (50) beds.
Our Free Surgical Hospital for Women, located
on Gainsborough street, eorner of
Huntington
avenue, contains 50 beds.
Each hospital In
charge of a separate stall of responsible surgeons.
Our Free Home for Homeless Boys contains 40
beds, and is located at 11 to 21 Causeway street.
Many of these boys suiter from Scrofula, Eczema
and other skin diseases, which yield quickly by
tbe use of our Liquid Food.
From the fact that no two beeves or sheep are
alike is the reason of our dinereut brauds being
different in flavor.
All brands are made by the same formula. The
letter represents the day of make, and the figure,
the tank.
If richer, it Is stronger in smell and flavor, and
will bear a greated :eduction. It cannot be reduced so low but it will be superior to all other
preparations In treating chronic cases.
If you cannot obtain Murdock’s Liquid Food
from your druggist, we deliver, free of express,
12 oz. for $1.00.
on

contains

MURDOCK LIQUID FOOD C0„
mv22

Bostoul Philadelphia
DIRECT

STEAMSHIP LINE.

From BOSTON aierj WEDNESDAY and SATUROAY.
From PHILADELPHIA (ienr TUESDAY and FRIDAY
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
rn.
From Pine Street Wharf,
at lo a. m.
Insurance one-lialf the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. B. B., and
8outb by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Passage 910.00.
Bound Trip 918.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
*• B. MA.VlPNOY, Agent,
Sldtf
70 l.ong \\ httrf, Bostaa.
..

-rts.

p.

aKsMy
A&tfHfox i?

Philadelphia,

ISLAND

HTEA.TIKKM.

and after MONDAY, Nov. 1,1880, steamer GORDON will leave Custom
House
Wharf dally, Sundays Excepted, for Long Island,
Little Chebeague, Jenks,Great Chebeague, Harpswell and Orrs island at 2 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and Interiulnate landings at 6.40 a. m. Arrive Portland
a. m.
or

sep20dtf

oct23_dtl

Portland & Rochester R. R.
ARRANGEMENT
£

passage apply on board to captain.
GEO. r. WEST, Manager.

WANTED—All

persons

having any business

with Mrs. Amasa AVinslow of Saccarappa
during this winter, to applv to A. C. CHUTE,
Cumberland Mills, as she will bo away from home
during that time.
lg.y

Concre*. SI., Ko*lou,

Members of tlie Boston and New York Stock Exchanges.
A list of desirable Bonds always on hand for
sale.
decl4TuTh&Slni

good copies of N.
WANTED—Ten
May loth, 1886, tor which ten
will be

paid at THIS OFFICE.

Y. Herald.
cents each
18-1

class haled Hay and
WANTED—First
at No. 27 PREBLE STREET, (Tty.

references.

N.i, Bank, NF.W YORE.
Bo.to» N.t Bark, BOSTON’.
,Ul N*> Bk., PHILADELPHIA.
Am. N,t. fimjk. KANSAS CITY
and full Information

-““Pnrtlaad:

Par Warcratcr, Clialan, Ayer J a action.
Nashua, Windhnnt and Upping at 7,3
a. m.

yards

m.

at 1.03 p. to.
Par Bochratrr.HpringTalr, Alfred, Wald,
bora, and Haca Mirer at 7.30 a. m., |I.U3
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
Par llorktn -if 7.30 u. m., 1.03, 6.30, ip
(mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
Par Ha- rnrappa,('■nbrrlasd Mills, We so
brook Junction and Waodfard’a at 7.JO
and 19.00 a. m., 1.03
3.00, O.AO are
(mixed) *0.30 p. m.
Par Parrel Arcane (Deeriag) 11)00 a. nt.
3:00 and O.'JO p. m.
The 1.03 p. at. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Jnnrl. with llaaaae Tunsrl Haute (or
the West, and at Uaien Depot, Werrrster, (or
New Yerkyla Norwich Line, and all rail,
Tta Hpringgeld, also with N. Y. 4k N. K. H. H.
(“Steamer Manrland Route”) lor Philadelphia,
Haltiuiorr, Washisgtai, and the Heath, and
with Heston A Albany H. H. tor the West.
Close connection made at Westbrook Jutelion with through trains ol Maine Central K. K. and
at Grand Trunk Transler, Portland, with through

trains ol Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and Sooth
may be had ol 8. H. HELLEN,Ticket Agent, Pi rb
land A Rochester Depot at loot ol Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodlord’s.
oct23dtl_J. W. PETERS SunC

GRAND TRIM RAILWAY OP GUAM.
WINTER
and

AUKANGEUENTS.

after MONDAY, Nsv. I,
Iraias will rta as fellawsi

ISta,

DEPARTUHEH.
Per Aabara aad I.ewislaa, 7.10 A m„ 1.15

and 6.20 p. m.
Por llorbnm,

p.

7.10

a.

m.

m.,

1.30,4.00 and 5.20

Par Gorham, Montreal, Chicaga aad
Barbee, 1.30 p. in.
Par Murklield and Canton, 7.10 A m. and
1.30 p. m.
ARMIVALH.
Pram I.ewistan and Aabara, 8.25 a. a.1
12.06. 8.16 and 5.60 p. m.
Pram Varksm, 8.25 Am., 12.05 and 6.50 p. m.
and

Uonlrr.I

1U Oft

DR. HAM’S

Enchanga St., and

Daoot Foot of India Street

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE
—

to y

Canada,

Onion. Chicago. Tlilvcaub
Cincinnati, Ml. I.oui., Onohn, Nani,

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
DR.

W.

WILSON,

I.ATE OF I', *. HOTEL,
r

Respectfully inlorms
patients

ana

Aromatic
Wktd

liver

seek more commodious accommodations, and lias leased a suite of rooms
in the -Mechanics’ Hall, Congress St„ Cor.
Casco,
Where he lias every
to meet the wants of
his extensive practice. These rooms
ary very
commodious and are fitted up with all the modern
Improvements and in elegant style. Adjoining is
a large lecture hall and
which he luteuds
to use tills coming season for fils Popular and Entertaining Lectures. He has also been importuned to form Classes of Instruction of his Won-

facility

library

derful Science of Diagnosis known as the Science
of Auotomtcal and Pathological Phrenology which
Alls a place long sought and much needed for the
successful treatment In the medical and mental
practice of every vocation in life. Dr. Wilson’s
well known reputation treats all kinds of diseases
and he will without asking questions, locate your
disease in a marvellous manner. It vou are satisfied with your family Physician don't take up the
Doctor s valuable time.
declltf

and

Stomach or
Pains in
Indigestion.

the

Bowels,

Di. ITAK,
March 2, USB.
bear Sir: I feel it a pleasurable duty to extol
medicine to the very highest. I have been a
sufferer from the dreadftd disease dyspepsia from
childhood, and very often after eating nave vomited
up the greater part of my victuals. Abnat 3 months
ago I was induced to try a bottle of your Inyigorator,
which at once gave me relief, and I have not had a
vomiting spell since. 1 feel like a new man, and am
perfectly welk I have tried many medicines, hut
noue hud the least effect until 1 took your lnvig<>ra
tor. Hoping you may go on in your great work tor
suffering humanity, 1 uui Truly yours,
H. E. WOODMAN.
With W. If. Hervey A Co., 5 Tnion Ht. Boston, Mass.
Fur Sale by all Drugjuti and Dealers.

D. H. HAM A Co.,
54'Ilroau St., ltuston, Mann.

WS&Mly

Bass’ English Ale
—AND—

associated myself with
Co., house furnishers, corner Pearl and Middle streets, Portland, I shall he
happy to meet my friends in the State of Maine at
my new quarters.
My twenty-live years experience in the business with Walter Corey A Co..
8JP®nt ft® manager (in connection
I*1
Wils
with Walter L. Corey) of the rortlanu Furniture Co., warrants me It- believing that 1 can till
care to your entire satany order entrusted to
isfaction. Assuring you t it we have one of tiie
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits in the country to select from, I remain
Yours very Respectfully.
LORENZO F. DYER.
oct20

and

all points in tbe

Northwest, H'eat and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON,Reneral Manager.
WM. EDGAR, G. P. A..
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.
Nov. 1. 1888.
dtl

—

your

CARD.

permanently
B. A. Atk inson a
HAVING

aaw, Mt. Caul, Mall l ake City,
Weaver, Man Cl aaei.ro.

Kidney Complaints.

Headache,

nr the

friends of Portland and

vicinity, that from the immense inof his practice Is compelled to

crease

Inyigorator.

SURE CTRE FOR

Dtspkj iua,

Ids numerous

Straw
18-1

for

exercise.

GIJIMNE^

STOUT,

Portland and

0gd8nstiurg

R. R.

PORTLAND A MONTREAL LINK.
Ualy l.iae raaaiag

»«¥ TKIIVN
Iwrca Farllaail uad llonmal.

hr.

FALL ARRANCEMENT.
Commencing Monday, October 4, 1886,

until further notice Passenger Trains will
Crave Portland as follows:
ft-33 n. in. for Brldgton, Kryeburg, No. Conway
Lancaster. White Held
Iahyans, Btehlehain.
Littleton, Wells River, Montpelier, St. John
and

bury, Newport. Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burling-

ton, Swan ton, Ogdens burg and West.
3.15 p. m. Local Portland to Bartlett and Intermediate sutlons, with stage connections for
No. Windham. Standish, Limlngton. Sebago.
Naples. Parson lie Id, Ker.ar rails, Denmark,
Lovell, and Conway Corner; also for No. Brldg.
ton, Harrison and Waterford via. Brldgton.
Train* Arrive in Parllandi

For Sale In the Original I’ackage by

t© 33 n. m. from Bartlett and Way Stations,
ft.33 p. m. from Montreal, Burlington and West
J. HAMILTON. Snpi
CHAS. H. FOVE, U. T. A.octldtf

R. STANLEY & SON,

THE NEW CURE.

Just Lauded, Ex 8. 8. 8ardiuian.

of going to
pleasure to send their
address to E. O. TOBEY, 104 Tremont St., Boston, Alass., and learn something to their advan-

tage;____27-4
I

thousand dollars at five per
WANTED—Six
cent, lor five years
real estate In Portland.
_

Wanted.
YOU NO man that writes a good rapid hand
can find a position by addressiug
P. 0. BOX 1130, Portland, Alaine.
dec22
dtt

A

410

Fore

Catarrh.

Street.

UOV24

dtl

IODIDE OF IRON

ladies'Range*

1

topTonc^^^

twice a y*»%r,
Enamel your
a week and you have the finest-polished stove In the
all
Grocer* and Stove
world. For *a!e by
Dealer*.

decO

on

Gilt Edge security. F'or further particulars enquire of O. D. RICE, 251 Commercial St
12-tf

IMPORTERS,

BLANCARDS

j 1-2

w,ll,° aie thinking
Florida for health or
WA!y,T!i.U,~A,11

feb24

and 1.03 p.

Par MHBcht'atrr, Concord, and points North

35

to

W-mtion r*rui

TRAINS.

rroin Quebec, 12,05
p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping car* on nlgbt train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE I

s\uwtr

board at TEWKESWANTED—Horses
BURY FARM. Ocean 8t„ Deerlng warm

•CM) ros catiuogl; ajo riticts-

IOF

On and alter Monday, tin. ‘A3,
Passenger Trains will l.cavc

Prom Chirsas

Boston.

Matun.ur.

/aria

17.00 p. m. Uapc Kliznbctb, 9,00 a. m., 1,00
6.00 p. in.
Maco, 9.00 a. m., l.oo p. m
Hiddrferd, 2.00, 9.00 a. m., 1.00, 6.00 p
m.
Porlamauih, Newbaryporl, Mnlemand
Linn, 2.00, 9.00 a. III., 1.00. 6.00 p. in.
Amrsbury 9.00 a. in., 1.00 p. m. Parlor and
Pullman cars on trains leaving Boston at 8.30,
9.00 a. in., 12.30. 1.00, 4.00, 7.00 p. m., and leaving Portland at 2.00,7.30,8.40, 9.00 a. m„ 12.40,
1.00 and 6.00 p. m.
Tbrough Pullman sleeping
cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 u. in., and
Portland 2.00 a. m.
tProm North Berwick to Hcitrbova Uraasiag via Western Division.
•Connects with Kail Lines (or New York, South
and West.
sConnects with Sound Lines lor New York South
and West.
To leave passengers only.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
tor sale at Union Mtaiiaa Ticket Older Commercial Hired, Portland,and Union 1 ickd
Oulu to Exchange Hired.
JAM. T. PUKBKK. Gen'l Manager.
D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. P.tT.A
M. L. WILLIAMS. Gen'l Agent.

On

ON

For freight

an

EASTERN DIVISION.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

at 9.10

a

Par Baa tan *2.00, *9.00 a.m., sl.OO, *6.00 p m
Hoataulor Portland t7.30 0.00 a. m., 12.30

..

and contain 38,000 feet of floor.
Our Liquid Food can be retained by the weakest
stomach. Four tablespoonfuls daily will make
eight per cent, new blood weekly. When used tor
infants, never change their food, but add five or
more drops of Liquid Food at each
feeding, and
their lost or needed vitality will be restored In less
than thirty days.

Al\

PORTLANDS WORCESTER LINE.

1887.

I.irerpool and Portland Herviec.
From Liverpool I
„,
..Tj f From Portland
via Halifax. | STEAMER.
via Halifax.
THURSDAY,

utifti.'it.u U

Junction) 8.30 p. in.
•Connects with all Rail Lines.
(SUNDAY TRAINS
lor Bwwa 1.00, 4.1&p.m. via Eastern Division
to Scarboro Crossing.
ket

«,

BROKERS.

ly

ftKRVIt’K,
effect Mundny, October 44, I HIM.

PANMENGEK TRAIN

BOSTON

113 Mtair

to buy Metcalf's Patent Driving Cheek, a new and valuable defor horses which displaces the bit. It Is es-

pecially

Mondays and Thursdays.

m.,

in

Also

Its value

MANAGEMENT.

NEW

UNDER

—

essay read before tbe American Medical
Association at lilcbmond. Virginia, aud WashingD.
C.
ton,

Steamship

Company.

THE VALUE OE MURDOCK'S LIQUID
FOOD IS RECOGNIZED L\ ALL COUNTRIES, AND IS INDORSED DY ALL NATIONAL MEDICAL SOCIETIES THAT
HAVE INVESTIGATED ITS VALUE.

WANTED—Horsemen
WAP.EROOMS AND MANUFACTORY,

I uave a positive remedy for the above disease; by its aso
thousands of enses of the worst kiud end of long 8’ending
been cared. Indeed, so strong Is my faith In Its efficacy
pave
that I will stud TWO BOTTLES FREE, together with a VAL*
UA RLE TREATISE on this disease, to an v sufferer. Give ex*
preee A i\ O. ulurus* Oft. T. A. 6LOCUM, m Pearl SL N. Y

non* v

WANTED-A

Portland,Ale;_21-1

Flm

Advertising Bureau(Vj Spruce Stiwt), where advertisJ ing
eoutraet
l**..lado for It IN Nl W YOUti*

December,|Oueoon,

Kith

WANTED—Those
Sleighs of best quality and lowest prices.

CONSUMPTION.

»»-.««/ THIS PAPER

live, energetic man, to represent us.
#75 per month and expenses.
Goods staple; every one buys, outfit and particulars free.
STANDARD SILVERWARE CO.,
Boston.
oct22eod&w3in

Christmas
presents should
among the
very first In the hook line Is Hills Albums giving
portraits and biographies of those who have been
most distinguished in all ages of the world. Also
the new edition of Hills Manual. Address E. F.
HARLOW, Gcn’l Agent., No. 75 Atlantic street,

dlm*&w451iu

PC*6

18th November,! Vakcoitvkk,
2d December, ISahnia.

in pursuit of
hear in mind that

Intrre.U
BEND FOR PAMPHLET.

rate*

or
p.
hair cut,
K. K. ROL23-1

or

via Halifax.
,'Jtli December.
23d December.

TXT ANTE D—All Brms who desire to establish
vv
a western trade to send their address to
the uudersigned and he will eall and Interview
21-1
you. SALESMAN, 01 India St.

..

Guaranteed Farm Mortgages

/

Barbers,

on
m.

later.

Due 1916; interest Jauuary and July.

J*r*nusiiEU

the undersigned

WANTED—We,

A Home Investment.

GOOD READING IN ELEGANT BOOKS.

1

day this week.
pay aud permanent employment to the right
any

yonr

FOR HOLIDAY GU TS.

Cll'eb™°rmr0~- /

aniiupn

lst-class wachlnest.
once,
WANTED—At
Apply to WILLIAM H. EMERY, 188 Middle
between 12 and 1 o’clock,

MUSIC

Ritter’s Students History of Music, $2.60.
Mendelssohn's Letters, 2 vols., each $1.50.
Bhelncold Trilogy (Wagner’s), 60 cts.
Lives of all tire Great Masters, each from *1.50 to
$2.00.

‘

nn

JTi W M"V—Will be paid for the services of a
gentleman who has the ability to
influence capital for an enterprise that investigation will prove second to none In the country.
Address B, Press Office.
23-1

process before contracting for
nov23dtf

POPULAR COLLECTIONS.

tT1119^

nf lot j.

feet. Terms reasonable. Inquire of ROLLINS &
ADAMS, No. 22 Exchange St.
dec24«ltf

BLOCK,

Choice Vocal Duets, 81.00.
Minstrel Songs, $2.00.
Rhymes and Tunes, $1.00.
Young People’s Classics for Piano, $1.00.
Gems of Strauss, $2.00, gilt $3.00.

I^to^yAln^rninatiJn

To LeE

DESIRABLE two story frame dwelling,
house on Pine street, near Brackett street,
recently modernized and improved, contains two
parlors, dining room, kitchen, batli room, (witli
hot and cold water,) seven chambers, plenty of
closets and front and back stairs, fire places in
back parlor and dining room, new steam beating
apperatus with eight radiators; newly painted

CLASSICAL WORKS.

aor^

or

A

AND LIGHT CO.,

Becthoveu’s Sonatas, celebrated Lebert and Von
Bulow edition, 2 vols., each $3. or cloth embossed, each $G,
Mendelssohn’s Songs Without Words, .$1.00.
Chopin's Mazurkas ($1). ills Nocturnes (GO cts.);
and Ids Waltzes (50 ets.)
Franz’s Allium of Songs, $2.00.
Halfdan KJerulf’s Album, $1.50.

/

—

|From Portland

utl- hil'iu

!

“Baby

FOB

furnish

CENTENNIAL

Agents

haee EOW-50 Longfellow ami Whittier’s large Illustrated Poems, handsomely
bound, price reduced from *2.75, now only *1.50,
at S. H. COLESWORTHY, JR., Book Store, 100
20-1
Exchange Street.

rec-

No gift to a lover of music can be more appropriate, or give more enduring pleasure than our
excellent collections of the finest music, sucli as
are here mentioned. Any book mailed promptly
for retail price.

?oor

Exchange

Londonderry.*
_

I

street.

to know that my BarWANTED—Everybody
ber Shop will be open for business.
Satfrom
11

to

HOLIDAY

G. PALMER

34

III.IM. DATESi

F'rom

paying variety

of as good, if not better quality than Maine Water
Gas Company, at a lower price than they can lurnish, and ask consumers of gas to call at office,

ready

wanted—In
every town in
Cumberland Co., to sell the
Burglar
the
most
reliable
of
the kind ever
Alarm,”
thing
offered; readily adjusted to any door; good live
agents make #3 to #5 per day; Indorsed by leading business men of Portland. Send for terms, to
J. S. SANBORN, 32 Alder St., Portland. Me.
21-1

_20-1

DIRECTORS.

S

AGENTS WANTED.

near the schools
a man or wonuiu.

on a

bargain.
Apply to V. C. AVILSON,

WATER G AS

STATElEAT
are

no

Tea. Address NAT’L. TEA & COFFEE CO.,
oct22eod&w3m
Boston, Mass.

BOX 199, Bridg
20-1

a

years lu

LAD1EN

20-1

hereby agree to close our shops at noon on
Christmas Day. to remain closed until Mondav
morning: R. York, Preble House; C. H. Smith,
R. Armstrong. M. A. Scully,
J. M. Todd, E. E.
Hurd, St. Julian Hotel; Day & Wells. C. I. Orr,
J. M. Hovey, L. V. Whalen, Henry Mayo. H. J.
Perrier. J. P. Smith, John Williams, R. R. Murphy
H. M. Haley, J. P. Welch, Eastman Bros., J. M.
dec23d3t»
Small, John Marr, C. H. Haskell.

THE MAINE

f

O.

a

Edward It. Skccomb, West Newton. Mass.
Hon. Josiah H. Drummond, Portland. Maine.
John E. DbWitt, Portland, Maine.
Henry C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. Percival Bonney, Portland. Me.
Hon. Marquis F. King, Portland, Me.
Thomas A. Foster, M. D., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. E Richards, Kockport, Me.
George L. I>eblois, Boston, Mass.
George Stannard, Brooklyn. NewY’ork.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland. Me.
Hon. Frederick Robie, Gorham, Me.

now

LIVERPOOL SERVICE, (via

_

HAEE.—A small good
and toy store
FOB
busy street
at
Good chance for

solicits the inspection of the public of the
merits of the

has been in constant use for the past five
Boston and other large cities, and needs

wanted to get up Tea Clubs for our
Pure Teas and Coffees. A host of useful articles to select from as premiums. Send for Illustrated Price and Premium List. Hpecial offers
to every Irmh person that answers this advertisement, we will send free one pound of choice

Exchange

WANTED.

BANCS CARBURETOR

boarding

fob

REDUCING THE NET COST 40 PER CENT.

pei^°* R

BENJAMIN SHAW, 48V4

BLOCK,

brilliant and effective light
The

a

Temple.21-1

a

EXCHAMiE ST

more

cook in

a

HAEE—Good work horse,
House
black and weighs 1000 lbs., kind and will
work
P.

a
COMPANY, and because of its age,
experience, strong, financial condition, large surplus, equitable and attractive plans and conservative management.

nov5

to

apply
St.,

UNION MUTUAL appeals to residents of
THE
Maine for their especial patronage, because
it is HOME

of

as

Protestant woman;
city preferred. Call or address MRS. J. FOLY'S
Employment Office, 205Vi Middle St., corner

man

for enriching coal gas, and thereby

®°m®

Me.___21-1
or

CELEBRATED BAMJS CARBURETOR,

/

valuable Newfoundland
Apply to CHAS. H.TRIPF, Al-

FOB
watch-dog.

fred,

has opened an office In

a

FEMALE HELP.

with some
HAEE—Big chance for a
NEW MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
JjiOB
money; produce business In Portland; will
THEPOLICY
ol the UNION MUTUAL contains
sell whole
take
For
partner.
pnrt.culars
desirable feature in

Superintendent

while giving

22-1

Fluoroses
Christmas.
on
so leave
day
your orders on or before Friday the 24tb. W. E.
MORTON' & CO., CIS Congress street.
21-1

cers,

CEO.

and

New

FOB

you aware that this Company has paid to
policy-holders or their representatives more
than TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?

Director.
HON. JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

»•»

elegant

MALE-An

HAEE—A large stock of Christmas candies, 13,18, 25 ets. Nuts, Figs, Oranges,
Dates & etc. We keep a good line of Groceries at
lowest prices. Raisins 8, 10,11, 12. 14, 20 cts.
Tobacco and Cigars 6 and 10 etr. Goods, toys.
Games. Dolls and other things to numerous to
mention. Give us a call and be convinced of our
low prices. BOSTON TEA CO., 75 Middle St.

HENRY D. SMITH, beroun-,
AUiuuitL. RATES: Ass’t Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER. M. D„ Medical

CENTENNIAL

22-1

Standard Co.
U. Flat Cornet. Also band instruments 111
great variety at low prices for tile holidays. For
sale by C. K. HAWES, 431 Congress St.
22-1

ease

The Woman's Sure Friend for all delicate and complicated troubles. Ladies it will not perform surgical

R00.71

Fore

HAEE-

FOB

VEGETABLE

a

TO LET—One large front room.
uewlv furnished, with the best of table board
In the same house. Suitable for two gentlemen.
No. 65 Free street.
18-1

24-1

Yours for Health

Is

TO

and steel

and

RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.15, 0.15 A m.;
at Portland 3.25 a. m., 12.05 p. m.
MTAUE CONNECTION!).
DAILY—Front W. Minot 3.27 p. m. for Hebron
Academy; Buekfleld 3.50 p. m. for W. Sumner
and Turner; Canton 4.25 p. m.; arriving at Pera
8.30; Dlxfleld 6.00; Mexico 7.00 p.m.; also for
Returning, leave
Brettun’s Mills, Livermore.
Mexico 6.00, Dlxfleld 7.00 a. m.; arriving at PortL, L. LINCOLN, Supt.
land 12.05 p. in.
oct20dtt
R. C. BRADFORD, G. T. A.

arriving

..

FOR SALE.

--

m.

Sail lug between Liverpool and Portland,
via. Movllle and Halifax.

..

LET-To a lady or gentleman or lady a
plainly furnished square room at 75cts. per
week. No. 60 Federal street. MRS. HATCH.
24-1

Dore’s Bible Gal-

HAEE—The elegant Palace Organs, for
FOB
sale by C. K. HAWES, No. 431 Congress St.,
in
in
and

For ALL of those Painful
Delicate Complaints and
Compficated troubles and
Weaknesses so common
among our Wives, Mothers,

BOOKS.

over

only
price, *10.00;
taine's Fables, the large quarto editlou, over 200
Illustrations; agents’ price, *10.00; now only
*2.50 at S. H. COLES WORTHY, JK„ Book Store,
92 Exchange
Street._20-1

TUK8DAY, JANUARY 4, 4887.
JAS. P. WESTON, President.
decl4d3w
Deering, Maine.

COMPOUND,

DOMINION LINE.
1886-7-WINTER ARRANGEMENTS 1886-7

Liverpool.
F

Lewiston

General Agent

sept21-dtf

Effect Nne. I,

arrangement In
imm.

Leave Portland, via G. T. Hallway, 7.10 a. m.;
3.00; Mechanic Kails (mixed train)
8.45; arriving ut W. Minot 0.05; E. Ilobroii W.30;
K. Sumner
Buekfleld U.45;
t0.36; Hartford.
10.55; Canton 11.15.
Leave Portland 1-30 p. m.; Iaiwlston 1.57;
Mecbaulc Kails 3.15; arriving at W. Minot 3.27;
K. Hebron 3.37; Buekfleld 3.50; E. Sumner 4.06;
Hartford 4.10; Canton 4.25; Gllbertvllle 4.36 p.

on Wednesdays
Saturdays at a |>. m. Returning, leave l'ier
IS, East Elver, New Yo'k.on Wednesdays aud
J. 11. COYLE, Jit.
laturdays at 4 p. m.

Steamers leave Franklin Wliarl

ind

4tf

State street.

For Kent.
story rench roof house. No. 702 Congress
X street.'near head of State street, contains
front and hack parlor, dining room, kitcheo. laundry, bath room and seven sleeping rooms, all In
first class condition; was built ten years ago, and
Its location and condition make it one of the most
desirable houses in the city. Rent #650 per annum. Inquire ot ROLLINS & ADAMS, No. 22
dec24dtf
Exchange St.
m WO

Large yuarto
100 superb Illustrations; agents’
FOUND—20
lery,
will sell for
*2.26. 20 La Fon-

The First National Bank of Portland.

—

LYDIA E.
PINKHAM’S

at 81

or

The “Ivers"and“Fond” Pianos,
both upright and square, so favorably known
by all musicians; used in the New England Conservatory and by manv of the best artists in the
country, are for sale by C. K. HAWES, No. 431
Congress St. Shall offer special inducements for
the holidays. Please examine.
22-1

WILL BEQIX

—

Inquire

on

the Canal National Bank of Portland for the
election of seven directors: and for the transaction of any other business that may legally come
before them, will be held at their banking house
on Tuesday, the eleventh day of January. 1887,
at 11 o’clock a- m.
aeclldtd_B, C. SOMERBY, Oashler.

OF THE

DOR RENT—Ofllees and chambers suitable
X
for salesrooms, studios and work shops in
Mussey’s Row, Middle street; also one store on
Temple street. Apply to L. D. 51. SWEAT or
WM. F.
PltEBLE._2Q-U

Stufted Chair,
the road between
LONT—A
Deering Center and Sacearappa. The findWANTED—Situation
will be rewarded by leaving It at BYRON
private family by

er

CANAL NATIONAL BANK.
Annual meeting of the Stockholders of

WESTBROOK SEMINARY,

I

a

the

corner

I

/
/

evening between

ladles' cu'
trance of the United States Hotel, on Congress St. and Stockbrldge's music store, a Lady's
Sable Fur Collar. The fiuderwlll please leave it
at STOCKBKIDGE’S.23-1

meeting of the Stockholdtrs of the
IVHE
Cumberland National Bank, of Portland,
will be held at their

—

IlO

SPECIAL

_nv th r_

The Maine State Heat and Light Co.

vvautophast.”
°f La“dLacT
arid atJ tbTieTCh

24-1

others

Am You familiarwith the Plans

TERM

BROWN,

St,_

('(ingress

421

National Truders Bank.

TH

LET-The second story of building No.
263 and 255 Middle street, from January 1st,
1887. Been used for a number of years past tor
Most cenwholesale millioerv anu fancy goods.
tral location In tlie city: well lighted and freight
elevator. Inquire of w. C. WARE, 256 Middle
dee2tt
street.

men

Portland,^IJe.

THE

new

stockholders of tills bank
JUNT
lerehy noti1VHE
filed that the annual meeting for the choice
of Directors and

Banking Room,

pair

a

THE

Send for circular.

L.

CHRINTMAN-Buy your wife

21-1

F. 8, WATERHOUSE.

Winter

For NEW YORK.

also upper
Enquire

LET—House 62 Gray Street;
TO
teuament In house 27 Free Street.
M

til.KM ID*

Kuiulord Falls &• Bucklield Railroad

Inquire at No. 8 CUSHSTREET.24-1

PUBLIC-We, the undersigned,
LET-House 29 Cushman street; newly
of tills city to refuse
TO
request all business
TOpapered
and painted, and in first-class order.
all New Year Addresses from Telegraph Messen-

Pupils thoroughly Instructed in shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.

Mi^s. A.

TO

Garside's tine N. Y. Fr. Kid Boots.
popular goods have been marked
down from *6.00 to *5.00 per pair during Holi24-1
day trade. BKOWN, 421 Congress St.

stenography.

Portland School of

bought It. It no

the window.
I declare,” said her father, "there are the
branches I gave those poor children.”
very
He had Joined Violet by the window, and
stood looking down on the five funnv little
trees below.

W.

143 PEARL, STREET.

tears.

came near

eod6m

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS
ICAL STUDIES

presents.
It was a bitter disappointment, and poor
Violet sat down by this forlorn and melancholy tree, and shed her first Christmas

people when they

SHAW, Principal.

auglB__

1 llVJ

"Why! How very funny! Those poor folks
down in that tenement are to have a tree.

“Nevermind, Violet,” said her mother.
“It was a beautiful tree when your father
doubt carries more presents
than any tree in the country', and tfiere are
more children about it than were ever gathered round a Christmas tree before."
She couldn’t understand a single word her
mother said; and though her father began to
take down some of the presents from the top
of the poor tree, she refused to he comforted.
’T’was a powerful tine tree when 1
bought it. So big and branchy, 1 thought i
should have to call one of the engineers to
help me drag it upstairs. .Just as X started
to bring it home, a poor little mite in the
walk kinder looked at It wistfully, as if his
folks had no tree; so I out with my knife
and cut off a big branch at the bottom and
gave it to him. It w'ould have done you good
to see how powerful pleased he was"
Well,
I don’t know
exactly how it all happened;
but it did seem as if there were a good many
children in the streets, and after a little
cut off another branch for another little
chap, and then a girl wanted a branch, and
two more wanted a piece and so J cut and
cut and gave ’em the branches till, before I
knew it. there wasn’t a thing left but the
bare pole and the sprigs at the top.”
Violet turned away and went to the window partly to hide her tears, and partly to
think over her father’s story of the tree.
Why, how strange I How many Christmas trees the poor folks below were
having
As the custom is in New York, every family
that had a tree placed it in the window,
and drew up the curtains, that all in the
streets could see the lights and the happy
faces round the trees. She could see, far below, five different trees, and each tree was
only a branch set upon a table. She could
look right down on the tables, and see all
the lights and the presents, and even see the

°

and experienced teachBooms open for business day
days each week. For full par-

and evening bix
ticulars send for catalogue.
F. L.

FOR
of
These

annual

thorough

24-1

BIT VOIR CAN DIES.—
M
20 barrels assorted caudles, 10 cents per
pound, three for 25eents. Twelve barrels broken
and Hue mixture, two pounds for 25 cents, and as
nice a line of fine goods as can Ik* found in New
England. W. E. GILMAN, successor to L. J.
Perkins & Son,_
20-1

transaction of suck other busmay legally coma before ttuu, will be
the office of the Company, on Wednesday,
the fifth day of January, 1887, at 3 o'Buck p. m.
.CHARLES F. FLAGG, lecretary.
Portland, Dec. ir>, 1886.
declBdfd
Bunk

St.

WHERE

as

JAMES

many children in the world below had such
a good father as she possessed.

there’s another tree in the next house."
Just here the door opened, and her mother
called her to come and see the Christmas
tree.
“Oh! is that the tree ? That stick ?”
It was dreadful. How could her father be
so cruel? Standing in the middle of the
room was a spruce tree—if it could be called
a tree.
It had been a tine tree once.
Now.
every branch had been roughly cut off, and
there was nothing left but the ragged stem
and a little tuft of greeu sprays at the top
Caudles were fastened to the poor bare
stumps of branches, and amid the plumelike sprigs at the top could be seen some

but

employed.

ers

The bone which was pressing upon the brain !
was cut into pieces bv
forceps and taken away. The hole was enlarged in this way until it was larger than a half-dollar.
All the !
fragments of bone were picked up by forceps
from tlie brain, ana the surface was then
throughly washed with a bi-chloride of mer- ;
cury solution. The wound was dressed and I
the head bandaged, and the patient was
taken to his cot.
The improvement in his condition was immediate. No bad symptoms followed the
trephining. Since the operation there have
been no convulsions, pain or dizziness. Inside of a week the patient was walking
through the hospital. He has gained flesh
and strength
rapidly. Not an epileptic
symptom lias appeared, and from tlie present
indications there has been a radical cure.
The patient will leave the hospital in a few
days with a hole in his skull, but otherwise
sound and hearty.

tree anu 11

Such a funny little tree, only a branch, three
feet long, set up on the table near the window and with two candles.
I can almost
count the presents on the tree.
Oh! And

acquir-

ME.

This was the brain. No more cutting was
done; and liy using a fine, blunt hook, a
round button of bone,about an inch in diameter, was torn away. The palpitating brain I
was exposed, and the pressure upon it forced
it through the surrounding skull, so that a
portion protruded. It was slightly congested. ,

aldn’t know exactly how to behave. 1 said,
‘Gentlemen, 1 am not a beggar;’and some
laughed and some said it was the regular
thing at Christmas, and I must keep the
money and have a tree. And I said; ‘Gentlemen, it will be the tallest tree in town.’
And then one of ’em kinder laughed and
said he thought it would be. Can’t see why
he should laugh when I felt teary all round

bo

cm

Shaw’s Business College 9
PORTLAND,

est point, and the work of boring through
the skull was begun. Carefully was the instrument turned half-way round and back again, under a slight pressure,until the little
streaks of blood appeared in the shaving of
bone, which indicated that the outer table of
tlie skull had been penetrated.
The same
motion was kept up with greater caution,
and a sniali probe was inserted from time to
time in the cut in the bone to find its depth.
Gradually the trephine sank through the inner table, until the porbe struck a soft substance.

something as he went out
the door—some silver, some bills—and my
heart just jumped up in my mouth, seeing I
had never had anything like it before and

ii ii wouiu utj a iiunusunie

Needed by every young man,
ed in a short space of time at

None

Congress

annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Ocean Insurance Oompauy for the choice of
THE
Directors, aid the

National

•<

MTEA.ril.UM.

tenement of double bouse

quality
high rubbers, only 12.00 per
pair; same boots and low rubbers, *1.75 per pair.
Headquarters for Wool Boots at BROWN'S, 421

diw

Portland.

LET.

THE THING FOB A CHRISTI,KT—Lower
rO No.
MAN PRESENT—Wool Boots and first
JUNT
150 Clark 8t.
MAN
solid lieel

Insurance Company.

Merchants

nothing for him but

operation was performed.
Ether having been given to the patient, the
hair was cut from his head over the place
where it had been injured. Then two incisions were made in the scalp, which were projected to a point, and the flesh was raised
from the bone with a knife. The depression
was well marked.
A medium sized trephine
was applied to the depressed bone at the deep-

ery one gave me

MECHANICS HALL.

This school w ill he opened Wednesday Jan.
Silt, at 1.JO p. ui., and will continue three
months free of tuition, to Mechanics, Journeymen, Apprentices, or those intending to follow
mechanical pursuits, from any pari of Hie State.
Two classes will he formed, one in mechanical,
und one in architectural draughting. Pupils will
be required to furnish themselves with all necessary Implements and stationery. Applications
will be received until the day of opening, by
C. E. KING, Sec. Com. ou School,
Room 26, 1st Nat’l Hank B'ld'g.
dec20dlw

patient is Joseph Martinet, a thirteen-yearold boy. He was admitted to the hospital
about three weeks ago. About three years
ago, while at school in France, young Martinet was struck on the head with a glass mug.
A large gash was made in the scalp by the
blow and the wound bled freely. After about
four weeks’ treatment the wound healed, and
the boy soon regained his normal condition.
For a time he remained well. Then lie became listless, did not take any interest in
study or play, and in about.two years after lie
was injured he had to give up school, amt
came to his home in this country.
He complained of constant pain in his head and of
He had fainting fits, and was
dizziness.
subject to violent convulsions.
Several physicians treated the boy for different complaints, but he did not improve, and
his case was considered puzzling.
Despite
everything that was done for him, the convulsions came ofiener and with greater violence ; the pain in his head was unbearable,
and he was so dizzy that he moved in constant fear of falling.
Wlieu admitted to the
hospital he was carefully examined by Dr.
T. J. Keane, the consulting surgeon, who
has made a special study of epilepsy, and the
trouble was found to be in the boy’s skull.
The blow on his head had fractured the
skull at the junction of the frontal and parietal bones. The depression was not seen by
the bungling druggist who first attended the
patient. The result was that, as tlie brain
increased in size, the pressure upon it became
greater, and the epileptic fits ensued.
it was not necessary to use any artificial
means to determine the location of the injury
in ibis case, as the depression could be easily
felt An.operation was advised as the only
treatment that could be of any benefit.
As
the boy’s system was run down he was put
upon a course of tonic treatment to give him
strength to stand the shock, and then the
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13th Year.

Remarkable Oper-

PORTLAND, Dec. 20,1886.
The Annual Meeting of the stockholdof the Diamond Island Association
will beheld at the City Building. Portland, on Wednesday, the 5th day of January, A. D. 1887, at 7.30 o’clock for the
election of tnc Annual Ofliicers and
transacting such other business is may
legally come before said Association.
P. J. LARRABEE. Secretary.
Ocean
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enable a skilful surgeon to pick out the locality where the pain lias not full piny and to
localize the seat of tlie epilepsy with some deThe external manifestagree of certainty..
tion of tlie brain obstruction is looked for in
muscular system. When it is settled where
tlie brain interruption is, the cure is within
the reach of surgery, if properly applied
There is now a patient at St. Elizabeth’s
Hospital who lias been subjected to this new

li was me aay Deiore cnnstmas.
v loiet
went to the window once more to look down
an those lovely trees.
There was |a whole
grove of them in plain sight in the street
below. It did seem as if everybody was to
have a tree. There were people buying
trees; some a little one; some fine, tall trees
for big families, and others content with a

the eyes.”
That very afternoon the tree was bought.
Mrs. Low and Violet put on their things and
walked down the nine flights of stairs—foi
the elevator boys had all gone home to find
their trees—and then they took the elevated
road and went up town to wonderful Fourteenth Street to see the panoramas and circus and other sports of doll life in the windows, ard—best of all—to buy presents.
When they reached home the tree had arrived. Of course Violet, for whom it was to
be decorated, was not allowed to see it until
the next evening, when the presents were
prepared and all was ready. She stayed in her
own room all that Christmas evening, won-

FREE

death, and this was considered a merciful relief. But recent experiments have brought
It lias been established
about a change.
that epilepsy is due to some interference with
natural functions of the brain, either by a
non-conformity of the skull, or some abnormal growth in the brain substance. It has
been shown in living animals that a weak
galvanic current, applied to certain portions
of the brain, would excite speciiic muscular
movements, and by experiment with the currant it has been found that the brain is made
up of motor areas, and each area controls the
motion of certain muscles. The localization
of tlie motor areas is only in its infancy, but
enough is known now about the subject to

that her home was on the nintli story,
and twice as high as all the houses in that

a

helpless There

Hall.

3VE. a. 1VX.

to suffer tlie pangs of the disease while medical science stood by with hands raised in pity,
hut

Opposite City

L. A. GB.IV, A. M. Piiucipnl.
eodBrn

seplS

Epilepsy,
genuity of medical experts. The epileptic
patient, hut a short time ago, was compelled

reason

ing

a

Street,

practical school of business, having a Nationll College Hunk, with a cash capital of 3200,"00
>rganlzed in 1804. The best facilities offered.
Experienced teachers employed in each departueut, ami thorough instruction guaranteed. The
ihort hand and type-writing taught by a practical
itenograpber. Sessions, st\ days and evenings.
Kates very low. Catalogue tree. Any further indrinatlon cheerfully furnished. Address,

N. Y. Tribune.
until recently, has baffled the in-

proud or ungracious way—she was too
good a girl for that—but for the excellent

a
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ACURE FOR EPILEPSY.

the old Vermont farm, and felt quite sure
there must have been trees every Christmas
since the world began. Her father, Mr.
Richard Low, had lost his health, and had
eome to New York as the janitor of one of
the new office buildings.
The Low family, true to their name, were
naturally of a lowly spirit; and yet there
were very few families in that part of the
town quite so high up in the world. In fact
If Violet went to the window, she could easily look down on all their neighbors. Not in

It

1

teen.
“Just so,” said Mr. I.ow. “Sixteen Christmas trees, and one of them is the tallest tree
in town. Guess it's the most wonderful tree
ever seen on the foot-stool.”
The Christinas stars shone bright and clear
that winter’s night. It seemed from the lofty home, where the forlorn, but splendid tree
stood, as if hundreds of the stars had fallen
on the town below.
They shone in many n
home in all the great city where handsome
trees were loaded with lights and presents,
vet tlie nearest tree to heaven was this poor
hare stick, stripped of its branches, for it
was bright with the light of sweet Christmas love and charity.

Violet Low. aged thirteen, sat with her
mother, in the tiny parlor of their lofty home,
not far from the Battery, New York. She
had not lived long in town, or in the world
either, for that matter. In her own opinion
she was quite a young lady. She could re-

A.WWCA1.
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going to the poor tree, slowly counted the
ragged stumps of the branches. Fifteen.
Ana counting the poor, bare tree, itself, six-

Young

Independent.
“Shall we have a tree?”
“A Christinas tree, Violet! How could we
ever get it up here?”
“We have had a tree ever siuce I was a little
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Deafness successful'cEHE1*;!* you*

home, by one who was deaf twenty-eight
of the noted
specialyears. Treated by most
Curat Mmttlf in three
ists without benefit.
months and since then hundreds of others.
Full
particulars sent on application.
T. S. PAGE! No. 41 West 31st 8t.
New York City.
"eUSeodS worn*
own

PILLS, |

by tho Academy of Medicine of Paris.
Approved
are specially recommended by the
Medical

Celebrities of the World for Scrofula. (Tumors,
King's evil, etc..} the early stages of Consumption.
Constitutional Weakness, Poorness of Blood, and
for stimulating and regulating Its periodic course.
Noue genuine unless signed ’‘BLANCAKD, 40
rue Bonaparte, Paris.”
K. Faugcrn 4k C’o., IV. V., % grata to* the U M.
Sold by Druggists generally. UlawSly
aprlO
in on file In Philadelphia
kt the Newspaper Adver-

«f.

^ou. nu«

Agency of lleaarc.
wiUle'-'tH) ag«u»t*
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COLD IN THE HEAD.
A sure and
of one bottle.

speedy cure guaranteed by the use
No snuR nor disagreeable Inhaler
but an agreeable and positive cure. Price *1.00.
securely mailed.
Address with postal note,

H.

A.

WOOD,

315, New Hertford, VIom.
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1 PURE fits;

When 1 t*y cur* 1 do u-t, uiruvn
ni«r*ly to *top thorn Top *
Mm*nndth*nh*e*thein r*tnm iignin. I mean nrndteal car*
mad* th* dtsoaau of Ht*. KPlMtPMY or YALUMd
l.h^r*
RICKNKM * lu»-h'fijc •fii.ly. |w*rr*nt myr*m«d? to cur*
th* wont fluss
B*r*iiftu ufhar* bar* faltort »• no r«**on tor
nut now r*c*irlnv » ear*. tt*nd *t on** for n tra*tls* an *
Yroo Bottl* of my tufhlllhl* r*tn*dy
4iW* Kiprn*«mad Poet
CiBc*. It post* you nothing tor * trial, and I wiUcur* you.
A<1fires* Dtf, H <f BOOT. U3F**n cu.£n«w York.

